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SUMMARY 

THE MEASUREHENT AND HAPPING OF THE RHEOLOGICAL 
PROPERTIES OF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICANTS 

by 

Colin R Evans 

This thesis is concerned mainly vTith the different regimes of rheological 
behaviour exhibited by elastohydrodynamic h ;lbricants, and the measurement of 
its constituent properties as functions of the contact conditions. 

From reviewing all the known applicable rheometrical techniques it was 
evident a line contact disc machine employing heated discs offered the greatest 
potential for investigation work. Using this apparatus a method was developed 
for directly producing isothermal traction curves. When plotted in terms of 
shear stress versus log strain rate their shape provided a clear indication of 
the type of rheological behaviour. These gave support to the Johnson and 
Tevaarwerk viscoelastic constitutive equation, also at high pressures a 
limiting value of shear. stress was reached and the fluid sheared plastically. 
These isothermal and isobaric traction curves were fitted to the Johnson and 
Tevaarwerk model system by using the appropriate averaged rheological 
properties of: 'limiting Newtonian shear stress', 'dynamic viscosity' and 
'limiting shear stress' as disposable parameters, thereby establishing their 
values as functions of pressure and temperature. Rheological behaviour and 
properties were found to be almost independent of rolling speed. 

In order to provide a means of identifying the regime of rheological 
behaviour from the operating conditions, without the need to perform specific 
traction tests, the concept of a regime chart was devised. These were 
constructed by plotting the physical limitations of each type of behaviour on 
axes containing all the relevant EHL parameters; specific examples were made 
for all three test fluids. In developing this a coincidence between the 
conditions for the onset of plastic shearing in EHL and the glass transition 
state of the fluids became apparent. 

Finally, the influence of rough surfaces on traction was analysed using 
the rheological work as a basis. This was done in terms of the parameter A, 
the ratio of theoretical film thickness for perfectly smooth surfaces to the 
combined asperity heights, i.e. (h/o). Three distinct forms of behaviour were 
observed: 

(a) for A > la 'Film film' EHL traction where \l < \lc 

(b) for 1 < A < la 'Asperity' EHL tracti on where \l \lc 

(c) for A < 1 Boundary lubrication traction where \l > \l c 

A simple theoretical treatments of the surface profile yielded an approximate 
average asperity pressure, and for strictly asperity EHL conditions, smooth 
surface traction data at equivalent pressures confirmed this to be reasonably 
accurate. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

When a viscous fluid is introduced between approaching sliding Or 

rolling surfaces the generated hydrodynamic pressure causes the surfaces to 

be separated by a lubricant film. The practical purpose of this is to 

eliminate surface wear as the surfaces are only in contact with the lubricant, 

and in the case of sliding surfaces to reduce frictional traction because the 

lubricant film offers less shear resistance than a dry sliding contact. 

Generally in engineering applications the surfaces are smooth and 

metallic, and the lubricants are usually mineral or synthetic oils. Two main 

factors govern the choice of a lubricant for a particular application: 

(i) the generated film thickness must be greater than the combined 

surface roughness to ensure separation of the surfaces, 

(ii) the power losses in shearing the lubricant film should be a 

minimum. 

Under these conditions three main regimes of lubrication exist: 

(i) Hydrodynamic lubrication, where the conditions are low pressures 

and thick films, e.g. journal bearings, 

(ii) Elastohydrodynamic lubrication, where the conditions are high 

pressures and ~~in films, e.g. rolling bearings, 

(iii) Boundary lubrication, where the film thickness is less than 

the combined surface roughness and consequently the normal load 

is shared between the hydrodynamic action of the film and asperity 

contact. This is generally an undesirable form of lubrication 

because of wear and high traction. 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION 

When counter-formal surfaces are loaded together, the stresses 

occurring at the contact zone are high enough to cause the metal surfaces to 

deform elastically. If these surfaces are moving and lubricated with a 

viscous fluid, then hydrodynamic pressure will lead to the formation of what 

is known as an elastohydrodynamic film between them. This is generally very 

thin, ~ 1.0 ~m, and the pressure distribution across the contact can be 

approximated by Hertz's theory for dry static conditions, being of the order 

~ 1 GPa; the fluid usually passes through the contact in less than ~ 1 ms. 

This phenomenon is called elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). 

The surfaces may also move relative to one another, either by sliding 

or spinning. This gives rise to tangential resistive (or traction) forces 

which are dependent on the rheological properties of the fluid, the rolling 

speed, and the conditions of pressure and temperature within the contact, see 

Fig. 1.1. In most engineering applications, e.g. cams, gears, rolling 

bearings; concern is with minimising these tractive forces to reduce power 

losses, but in the case of traction drives which rely on the shear resistance 

of an EHL film to transmit power, the inverse is true. With respect to these 

applications an understanding of the overall rheological behaviour of 

lubricating fluids under EHL conditions is of significant interest. 

1.3 FILH THICKNESS, TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE VARIATION ACROSS EHL CONTACTS 

Early developments in EHL theory were based on the assumption that 

at high pressures and shear rates the behaviour of the lubricants remained 

Newtonian. This has led to a theory which accurately predicts the mean 

separation of the moving surfaces by the fluid film, based on the simultaneous 

solution of Hertz's equations for elastic cylinders in contact and Reynold's 

equation for hydrodynamic lubrication. The first successful prediction was 
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by Gr ubin (1949) using a subtle approximation. Later with the advent of 

digital computers a more complete analysis was performed by Dowson and 

Higginson (1959), and by Archard, Gair and Hirst (1961). The 'point contact' 

problem was tackled by Archard and Cowking (1965), and in greater detail by 

Hamrock and Dowson (1976- 77). Experimental verification of these predicted 

f ilm thicknesses came from Crook (1958), Archard and Kirk (1961) and Dyson 

e t al (1965) using capacitance measurements, and from Orcutt and Sibley (1961) 

by an X-ray technique. Foord, Hanunann and Cameron (1968) investigated the 

f ilm thickness in point contacts using optical inter ferometry. Recently 

Dance (1981) extended the theoretical analysis to heavier loads, and also 

considered a non-Newtonian (Eyring) lubricant; in both cases Dowson and 

Higginson's original equation (revised by Dowson (1968) to comply with 

dimensional analysis) held true. 

Temperature increases in the inlet region may influence the minimum 

film thickness, whereas those in the high pressure region will infuence the 

traction. Most analytical research has assumed the simplification of an 

iso- thermal fluid film. Notable exceptions to this are the works of Crook 

(1961), Cheng and Sternlicht (1965), and Archard (1959, 1972). In all of 

these investigations it was not only necessary to assume mechanical and thermal 

constitutive equations for the lubricant, but also to assume thermal boundary 

conditions for the film. Relatively little experimental research has been 

directed toward the determination of temperature in EHL contacts. Cheng and 

Orcutt (1965), and Hamilton and Moore (1971) used a thin film transducer on 

a glass disc. Both of these studies were for rolling contacts and limited 

to low pressures by the glass disc, consequently temperature rises were small 

(~ 3°C). Later Winer et al (1974, 1976) used a sapphire and steel point 

contact together with an infra- red technique to produce temperature contour 

maps under realistic EHL conditions. These early infra- red experiments were 

wi ldly at varianqe with theory, but very recently Winer (1983) has achieved 
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close agreement. 

Kannel and Dow (1979), and Safa (1982), used thin film transducers to 

measure both pressure and temperature distributions between steel rolling 

elements. Their findings for pressure were in broad agreement with theoretical 

predictions. Safa's results even showed the presence of a 'pressure spike' 

at exit from the contact, this was originally thought to be purely a product 

of the mathematics, a typical theoretical pressure spike is shown in Fig. 1.11. 

To conclude, film thickness and pressure distribution may be reliably 

approximated from theoretical considerations. In contrast, the temperature 

distribution, both across the contact and through the film thickness, still 

remains the subject of discussion. 

1.4 GENERAL SHEAR BEHAVIOUR (THE TRACTION CURVE) 

1.4.1 Introduction 

Crook (1963) showed that the traction force consists of two contributions; 

the rolling traction caused by velocity gradients in the inlet region, and the 

sliding traction due to the shearing of the lubricant in the contact zone. 

Owing to the exponential behaviour of the shear properties with pressure, the 

rolling traction constitutes only a very small portion of the total traction. 

Therefore in contrast to the film thickness, which is mainly governed by the 

conditions in the inlet, the traction force is determined mainly by the fluid 

shear properties and hence by conditions within the EHL -contact- area. 

If the pressure, inlet temperature and rolling speed are maintained 

constant the traction versus slip relation has a characteristic form as shown 

in Fig. 1.111. This traction curve may be divided up into three separate 

regions which have each been the subject of past studies. Region A is known 

as the linear small strain region where the traction increases linearly with 
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slip; the behaviour is entirely isothermal. Region B is the non-linear region 

wher e the traction increases less rapidly as the slip increases, towards the 

end of this region thermal effects become significant. Region C is known as 

t he thermal region because the traction behaviour is dominated by shear 

he ating, consequently the traction falls with increasing slip rate. 

In the laboratory environment EHL traction is most commonly studied 

under idealised conditions using a disc machine. In its simplest form this 

consists of two rollers (or discs), normally loaded together, and independently 

controlled to rotate at periphery velocities U
l 

and U
2

. This permits 

experiments at different combinations of rolling and sliding speeds, U and 6U 

r espectively; 

where U (1.1) 

and 6U (1.2) 

The inlet temperature is usually measured by trailing thermocouples on the 

disc surfaces, and controlled via heating elements in the oil supply, see 

Fig. 1.IV. 

In order to consider the traction behaviour in terms of the lubricating 

fluids rheology, a number of assumptions and simplifications are made. Since 

the shear properties are governed by pressure, which varies eliptically across 

the contact, and by temperature which varies both across the contact and 

through the film; usually the behaviour is analysed in terms of averaged 

conditions and properties. (Tevaarwerk (1976) found little difference between 

properties deduced from distributed and average pressure conditions.) This 

leads to the concept that the shear force is carried uniformly over the contact 

area, so that an effective mean shear stress is given by: 

T 
2a~ 
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where '£' and 'a' are the contact width and half length respectively, and 'T' 

is the traction force. Also, assuming uniform shear behaviour through the 

thickness of the film, a mean effective shear rate is given by: 

. 
y 

Lm 

h 

where h is the mean film thickness. 

1.4.2 Linear Small Strain Region 

(1.4) 

At low strain rates a linear relationship exists between shear stress 

and strain rate. The behaviour is isothermal and the slope of this may be 

thought of as quasi-Newtonian viscosity. Crook (1963) first showed the EHL 

contact formed a parallel-plate viscometer, the apparent viscosity being 

deduced from: 

n 
T 

Y 
(1. 5) 

When compared to ordinary viscometry data, the agreement is good at very low 

pressures, but when the pressure is increased there appears to be a break in 

the apparent viscosity. Fig. 1.V shows the results of Johnson and Cameron 

(1967); they found the change to occur around a viscosity of 10 4 Pa, rather 

than at a particular pressure. Similar behaviour was also observed by Kannel 

and Bupara (1975). Crook (1963) suggested this change could be explained if 

the behaviour in the small strain region was of a viscoelastic nature. He 

reasoned that because of the transient nature of EHL contacts, i.e. the fluid 

element is subjected to the pressure for between 1 ~s and 1 ms, the linear 

slope could also be interpreted as that due to the shearing of an elastic 

material, and given by: 

G* 
a T - -- (1. 6) 
U Y 

-
where G* is a combination of the effective shear modulus of the fluid and the 
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tangential elastic creep of the discs. The viscoelastic hypothesis came from 

t he observed reduction in slope of eqn. (1.6) with the increase in rolling 

speed which suggests the behaviour to lie between the extremes of purely 

viscous and purely elastic. Independently, from oscillatory shear experiments, 

Barlow et al (1972) suggested the pressures and transit times in EHL would 

cause the lubricating fluid to behave in an elastic manner. However when a 

comparison is made between the shear modulus extracted from Crook's analysis 

and the results from oscillatory shear, they are found to be two or three orders 

of magnitude lower. Some, but not all of this discrepancy is due to the elastic 

creep in the disc material. 

An alternative explanation for speed dependence is to accept the fact 

t hat when a sudden pressure step is applied, the changes in viscosity, 

density or indeed any other fluid property may not be so instantaneous. This 

implies that for shorter transit times the apparent measured properties form 

a smaller portion of their steady state values. Fein -(1965) first suggested 

this hypothesis for interpreting the linear small strain rate traction, and 

it has been extensively used by Trachman and Cheng (1972). 

In 1974 Johnson and Roberts devised an experimental technique capable 

of simultaneously imposing two different strain histories on the fluid, see 

Fig. 1.VI, and thereby discriminating between viscous and elastic response. 

Results from this showed that for a typical lubricant, the behaviour is mainly 

viscoelastic, and the time delay effects are of a secondary nature. They 

observed the change from viscous to elastic response occurs when the transit 

time of the fluid through the contact, (a/ U), is less than the relaxation 

time of the fluid, (n / G). Also they deduced an approximate corr ection factor 

to remove the influence of elasti c creep i n the discs from the extracted shear 

modulus data, but their results, see Fig. 1.VII, still remained an order of 

magnitude below those from the oscillatory shear technique. 
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1.4.3 Non-linear Iso-thermal Region 

When the strain rate is increased beyond the linear region, the slope of 

the traction curve progressively decreases, region B in Fig. 1.III. 

Crook (1961) calculated the shear temperatures, and assuming Newtonian 

properties deduced the shape of the traction curve including the thermal 

effects. Although the calculated variations of traction with slip were 

qualitatively similar to those obtained experimentally, it was found that the 

ra.te of heat generation was insufficient to account for the observed drop in 

traction. In his analysis Crook used thermal conductivity and temperature 

coefficients of viscosity determined at atmospheric pressure. He suggested 

that these were likely to be different at EHL pressures and could therefore 

be the cause of the discrepancy. Johnson and Cameron (1967) performed a 

similar analysis, but used pressure and temperature coefficients of viscosity 

determined from disc machine experiments; they approximated the thermal 

conductivity by extrapolating from low pressure data supplied by Naylor 

(private communcation). Like Crook they found their calculated traction far 

higher than that observed, see Fig. 1.VIII. Similar analysis by Bell, Kannel 

and Allen (1964), Cheng (1965), and a complete thermohydrodynamic analysis 

by Dowson and Whitaker (1965), came to the same conclusion; that the initial 

fall in traction could not be attributed to thermal effects alone. Smith 

et al (1972) found the same result, but in a different way. They considered 

two completely different fluids and investigated their traction behaviour at 

one pressure, but at differing speeds and temperatures, such that the inlet 

viscosity and viscosity pressure coefficients were nearly the same. Hence 

the thermal and traction properties were also similar, yet the resulting 

observed traction curves differed substantially, see Fig. 1.IX. 

The above evidence caused a number of investigators to consider possible 

non-linear viscous ,models. Bell, Kannel and Allen (1964) observed the main 

features of the behaviour (i.e. low strain rate linearity and high strain 
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rate non-linearity) consistent with the energy barrier theory of flow 

proposed by Eyring (1936). They found it gave qualitative agreement with 

experiments as far as the isothermal non-linear behaviour was concerned, but 

could not provide complete correlation with the observed variations in rolling 

speed. The Eyring equation is of the form: 

where TO is the threshold parameter above which non-linearity occurs. Hirst 

and Moore (1974, 75, 78, 79, 80) have used this relationship extensively to 

study the non-linear region, and correlate the non-linear threshold parameter 

to the size of the fluid molecules. Recently Tabor (1982) questioned the 

physical basis of the energy assumptions made in formulating the Eyring eqn. 

w.r.t. the behaviour of long chain molecules, e.g. hydrocarbons which are the 

most common EHL fluids, but his conclusions did not alter the form of the 

equation. 

Dyson (1965) alternatively suggested that the non-linear behaviour was 

caused by viscoelastic effects in the fluid. He favoured a Maxwell solution 

modified by the work of Fromm (1948) to take into account large deformations: 

ny 
T = ------~----- (1. 8) 

(1 + (BAY) 2) 

where A = n/G, the relaxation time, and B is an arbitrary constant. The 

drawback of this solution is that the traction rises to a maximum and then 

decreases. Based on an isothermal argument Dyson found this unaccepte~le. 

He believed the solution broke down close to the peak stress and thereafter 

the stress remained constant in the form of a limiting stress model, see 

Fig. l.X. In a later development Dyson (1970) suggested the BEL model 

(Barlow, Erginsav and Lamb (1967» in preference to the Maxwell one. This has 

the advantage of s~aller recoverable elastic strains and still retains low 
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stra i n rate linearity. However it still breaks down when the maximum stress 

is r eached. 

1.4. 4 Limiting Shear Stress Behaviour 

Smith (1960) calculated the shear plane temperatures throughout the 

traction curve and found that for the initial non-linear region the temperature 

i ncreased little from that at inlet, see Fig. 1.XI. This together with the 

fact that the maximum traction coefficients were almost independent of 

pressure, led him to postulate that fluids possess a limiting shear stress 

property, beyond which they cannot increase their resistance to shear, and so 

behave in a plastic manner. This view was later supported by Plint (1967), 

and Johnson and Cameron (1967) who examined the hypothesis in more detail. 

Their experiments conducted in the thermal region of the traction curve, 

r egion C in Fig. 1.III, investigated the independence of the limiting shear 

stress from inlet temperature, rolling, and sliding speeds. Tabor (1982) 

noted that all the theories of the shear strength of crystalline solids 

indicate that the theoretical (limiting) shear strength should lie between one 

tenth and one thirtieth of the shear modulus. He suggested it seemed 

reasonable to transfer this argument to less ordered materials such as 

elastohydrodynamic films, assuming that the shear strength is essentially the 

theoretical shear strength of the film. In practice for EHL fluids the 

limiting shear strength is found to be between one tenth and one thirtieth of 

the elastic shear modulus, and both properties increase roughly in proportion 

to pressure. 

1 . 5 FORMULATION OF A CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 

Any phenomenological theory of the shear in a fluid film must be based 

upon a properly formulated constitutive equation which satisfies the majority 
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of the experimental observations. The conclusions of Johnson and Roberts 

(1974), that viscoelasticity predominates over time dependent behaviour in 

the small strain rate region, led Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1975) to propose an 

equation which combined a linear elastic element with a general stress 

dependent function F(.) in the form of a non-linear Maxwell model, see Fig. 

LXII. 

y y + y 
e v 

1 d. 
= -- + 

G dt 
(1. 9) 

In the small strain rate region the viscoelastic behaviour is linear, con-

sequently both terms of the expression must also be linear, therefore the 

viscous component is stated in the form: 

1 d. • 
y = -- + 

G dt n 
(1.10) 

By comparison the BEL model shows a better transition from viscous to elastic 

behaviour for fluids in oscillating shear, but it is inappropriate for a 

simple analysis of shear under EHL conditions. In Dyson's model, eqn. (1.8) 

non-linearity at high strain rates is intrinsic to the form of the equation, 

but the drawbacks of this have already been discussed. Therefore based on 

the findings of Smith (1962), Bell, Kannel and Allen (1964) , and Hirst and 

Moore (1974), that all the non-linearities in the stress-strain rate behaviour 

originate in the viscous element, Johnson and Tevaarwerk incorporated the 

non-linear behaviour by developing eqn. (1.10) to give: 

y = 
1 d. 
G dt 

(1.11) 

where F(./.O) is the non-linear viscous function and '0 a threshold parameter 

governing the onset of non-linearity. From the results of experiments on a 

modified Johnson and Robert's point contact apparatus and following Hirst and 

Moore, Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) chose: 
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which has physical basis in Eyring's equation for molecular flow. Hence they 

presented an elastic non-linear viscous model of the form: 

1 dT Y = -- + G dt 
TO sinh (...!...] 
n TO 

( 1.13) 

where G, TO and n are functions of pressure and temperature. This reduces to 

eqn. (1.10) in the linear region when T ~ TO. Comparison of experimental data 

with this equation is given in Fig. 1.XIII. Additionally the stress dependent 

f unction F(T) may be altered so that the relation can be used to model an 

e lastic/perfectly plastic solid with a yield shear stress T in accordance 
c 

with the Prandtl-Reuss equations. 

For perfectly elastic behaviour when T < T 
C 

For perfectly plastic behaviour when T T 
C 

F(T) = 0 (1.14a) 

F (T) 
TC 
T Y ( 1.14b) 

Tevaarwerk (1976) found that this provided good agreement with experimental 

data obtained under conditions of high pressure and low temperature. 

Bair and Winer (1978) found this discontinuity unsatisfactory and 

a ttempted to unify the description of the behaviour into a single constitutive 

equation, again it was of the Maxwell form: 

(1.15 ) 

Their non-linear viscous plastic element is purely empirical and based upon 

r heological measurements obtained from a high pressure, low strain rate shear 

cell (these will be discussed further oni. The overall model is designed to 

describe: linear viscous, non-linear viscous, non-linear viscous plastic, 

elastic non-linear viscous, elastic non-linear viscous plastic and elastic 

plastic rheological ' behaviour. Though it succeeds in p r oviding a smooth 
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transition to plastic behaviour in comparison to the Eyring equation, eqn. 

(1.7), it deviates substantially in describing the non-linear region, see 

Fig. l.XV. 

1.6 TRACTION PREDICTIONS 

1.6;1 Traction Predictions for Newtonian and Eyring Viscous Behaviour 

(including Thermal Effects) 

Traction measurements by Hirst and Moore (1974) and by Johnson and 

Tevaarwerk (1977) under isothermal conditions have shown a good fit with the 

Eyring viscous equation: 

'0 [- I n sinh ,:J (1.16 ) 

More recently Conry et al (1979) carried out extensive· traction measurements 

into the region of large sliding speeds, where shear heating is significant, 

and have shown that the equation still holds, providing the variation of '0 

and n with temperature are taken into account. Hirst and Moore (1974) 

suggested that if the fluid obeyed the Eyring law, rather than the Newtonian, 

the discrepancy between theoretical and observed values of traction in the 

thermal region would be removed. Following this suggestion Johnson and 

Greenwood (1980) modified Crook's thermal theory, replacing the Newtonian 

assumption by Eyring. The resulting equations provided extremely good agree-

ment with experimental traction curves, Fig. 1.XIV shows this as well as the 

comparison to Crook's original Newtonian theory. At high pressures the 

difference between the predictions would be even greater, at low pressures 

the Eyring solution reduces to the Newtonian one. Conry (1981) performed 

a more complex Eyring based analysis using the full Johnson and Tevaarwerk 

constitutive relation, eqn. (1.13), coupled to the full heat diffusion 
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equation; this allowed for the variation of temperature and shear stress 

through the film. Compared with experimental data he found this model 

marginally better than Johnson and Greenwood's which predicted slightly high. 

However for practical purposes the increased complexity is not merited, as 

the tolerance within which some of the constituent fluid properties can be 

measured could cause a larger discrepancy. 

1.6.2 Traction Predictions for Elastic/Perfectly Plastic Behaviour 

(Moderate Spin) 

The concept that at high pressures the shear behaviour of EHL fluids 

can be described by an elastic/perfectly plastic model leads to considerable 

s implification in calculating traction forces; this is particularly relevant 

in the case of traction drives where such conditions commonly exist. Typical 

examples of these devices are given in Fig. 1.XVI. They are mainly of the 

continuously variable ratio type, which usually have eliptical (point) EHL 

contacts because of their variable ratio geometry. In addition to the required 

traction force in the rolling direction, spin and often side traction forces 

are generated in the contacts as undesirable bi-products of the kinematics. 

Figure 1.XVII shows an idealised CVT elastohydrodynamic elliptic contact, where 

side slip ~V and relative spin w give rise to purely power losses. 

In a paper aimed primarily at this application, Johnson and Tevaarwerk 

(1978) made a number of simplifications to their elastic-plastic model, 

eqn. (1.14), and produced essentially a step by step guide to evaluating the 

performance of traction drives. They numerically solved the elastic/perfectly 

plastic model under slip, side slip and spin conditions, for a range of 

aspect ratios (a/b). The generalised solutions were presented in non-dimensional 

form, relating the slips and spin with resulting traction forces and overall 

efficiency . The dimensionless parameters by which the particular cases could 

be substituted into. the general solutions contained; contact dimensions (a and 
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b) , rolling speed, film thickness, slip and spin velocities, and two properties 

defining the role of the fluid. These are, an effective shear modulus for 

fluid and rolling elements combined; 

G I 

and an approximation for the limiting shear stress; 

TI 
C 

(1.17) 

( 1.18) 

where ~ amd m are the maximum traction coefficient and linear small strain 

slope respectively, of the simple traction-slip test at the pressure, 

temperature and rolling speed conditions required, see Fig. 1.XVIII. 

1 .6.3 Traction Predictions for Perfectly Plastic Behaviour under High Spin 

Conditions 

Johnson and Tevaarwerkls (1978) elastic/perfectly plastic traction 

calculation procedure is completely isothermal in nature. At low and moderate 

spin rates the spin traction is predominantly elastic and thermal effects are 

small. At high spin rates the elastic effects become negligible and the 

shearing is purely dissipative. The discrepancy between isothermal 

predictions and measured data grows with the increase in spin. This is 

thought to be caused by the heating of the material within the contact and 

the loss of limiting shear strength accompanied by this. Recognising this 

problem Tevaarwerk (1980) produced a simple design technique using averaged 

properties, based upon energy equivalence methods, to predict thermally 

influenced large spin traction curves from a single non-spin, large slip 

traction curve. Specifically he considered the contact to be a thermal source 

of strength q and heat flow to be subject to a thermal resistance R dependent 

on the thermal properties of the discs and fluid, contact size and rolling 

speed. Under identical conditions of speed, film thickness and contact size 
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t his is independent of spin in the contact, so by equating the total 

dissipative energy in the 'spin contac.t' to the 'pure rolling contact' the 

t wo slip velocities may be related. For given spin and traction conditions, 

Tevaarwerk found the comparison between predictions and experimental data to 

be very good, see Fig. 1.XI X, 

1. 7 TOWARDS REAL CONDITIONS 

So far the work discussed has pertained to ideal EHL conditions, 

s pecifically; smooth surfaces, i.e. CLA < 0.1 ~m, thick films and uncontaminated 

l ubricating fluids. Whilst thes'e simplifications were necessary during the 

research years to remove secondary criteria and permit the investigation of 

pure EHL phenomena; now the behaviour is reasonably well established and the 

t heory ripe for application, the time has come to re-introduce them. 

Most surfaces used in lubrication practice are ·prepared using a finish 

technique involving random contact between grits and the surface, thus the 

s urfaces have a random structure also . Greenwood and Williamson (1966), and 

Whitehouse and Archard (1970) analysed the topography of such surfaces, and 

f ormulated descriptive models for their behaviour in normally loaded, dry 

s tatic contact conditions. Later Johnson, Greenwood and Poon (1972) combined 

Greenwood and Williamson's model with EHL theory to construct a simple model 

f or highly loaded lubricated contacts, where the load is shared between 

hydrodynamic pressure and asperities . This does not necessarily imply 'metal 

t o metal' asperity contact; the analysis is equally applicable to the case of 

very thin lubricant films, down to a few molecules thick between asperities. 

The majority of the. work to date on 'rough' surfaces in EHL has 

c oncentrated on the effect on film thickness. Dyson (1976) postulated that 

a sperity interactions in the inlet zone may increase the local temperature and 

cause a significant decre ase i n the minimum film thickness . Cameron and 
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Kaneta (1980) investigated this experimentally using optical interferometry 

with an i dealised rough surface, more recently Hamrock and Mayumder (1982) 

performe d a computer analysis for line contact conditions; both agreed with 

Dyson ' s hypOthesis. 

By comparison the influence of real surfaces on traction performance 

has received little attention except for extreme condibions, where film break

down a nd scuffing have been the main objectives. Johnson and Jefferies (1967) 

carried out explorative experiments and produced a limited quantity of results 

showing the basic effects of differing levels of surface roughness on traction. 

These showed the traction to increase with the surface roughness. Their 

findings for the maximum traction as a function of pressure are given in 

Fig . 1. XX . More recently, Winer, Sanborn and Nagoraj (1978), and Winer and 

Bair (1982) have investigated the behaviour for 'ball on plate' circumstances. 

They compared the peak traction with the ratio of 'surface roughness to 

theoretical film thickness for smooth discs' and found a characteristic 

relationship inde pendent of the lubricating fluid. 

With respect to practical applications, only conditions where at least 

a thin lubricant film exists between asperities is of interest. Boundary 

lubrication where the EHL film has completely broken down, or contamination 

of the lubricant are not desirable under normal operating conditions since 

they cause wear of the surfaces. 

1.8 CONCLUSIONS AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS 

The rheological behaviour of fluids in EHL contacts is now well 

understood. It may be described by a simple 'Maxwell type' model system, in 

t erms of fou r rheological properties specific to the fluid considered: 

TO Limiting Newtonian shear stress 



n Dynamic viscosity 

G Elastic shear modulus 

L Limiting shear stress 
c 

In addition to these properties, the type of rheological behaviour is dependent 

upon the conditions of pressure, temperature, rolling and sliding speeds. This 

model is capable of describing the following regimes of behaviour: 

Linear viscous (Newtonian) 

Non-linear viscous (Eyring) 

Elastic non-linear viscous 

Elastic/perfectly plastic. 

For Newtonian and Eyring viscous rheology, applicable to gear and 

rolling bearing lubrication, the behaviour of the theymal traction curve and 

specifically the maximum traction value can be accurately predicted by the 

Johnson and Greenwood thermal model for an Eyring fluid. Based on elastic/ 

perfectly plastic rheology, usually prevalent in traction drives, Johnson and 

Tevaarwerk have formulated an isothermal model to predict traction and 

efficiency for a point contact with spin, which is based on the maximum traction. 

Further, in the case of purely plastic, high spin behaviour Tevaarwerk has 

evolved a simple technique for assessing the spin traction curve from the 

simple pure rolling with slip curve. These three techniques can be used, 

either singularly or cumulatively, to predict the traction under most 

circumstances, given the regime of behaviour (i.e. elastic non- linear viscous) 

and the values of the relevant rheological properties at the chosen conditions. 

Unfortunately, there is currently no way of determining the regime of 

behaviour without conducting specific traction tests at the desired conditions, 

which rather defeats the object. Secondly there is very little data available 

for the four rheological properties at EHL pressures and temperatures. They 

are usually approxi~ated for averaged conditions as follows: 
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'0 is assumed independent of conditions at about 5 MPa 

• is approximated from the maximum thermal traction coefficient ~. 
c 

G is taken to be 1 GPa, unless oscillatory shear data is availab~e. 

n is extrapolated from conventional high pressure (HF) viscometry 

results using Roelands equation or the simple exponential Barus 

equation: 

n no exp (aP) (1.19) 

where nO is the viscosity at contact temperature and atmospheric pressure, and 

a is the pressure coefficient of viscosity. Clearly this is not a satisfactory 

situation, as the predicted traction values are mainly dependent on these 

four properties. Johnson and Greenwood's thermal traction model shows Eyring 

viscous traction behaviour to be dominated by the parameter (aTa) , for this 

case the approximations will be cumulative. 

Therefore two of the objectives of the project described in this thesis 

are: 

(i) To establish the best techniques for measuring each of the four 

-
rheological properties, '0' n, G and 'c; and using them, determine 

for a few representative fluids, their variation over a range of 

EHL pressures and temperatures. 

(ii) To establish a means of identifying the regime of rheological 

behaviour from the operating conditions without having to perform 

specific traction tests. 

In certain EHL applications it may be desirable, for either economic, 

manufacturing, or even traction reasons, to retain 'rough' ground surfaces 

instead of processing them to a highly polished finish; specific examples being 

gear teeth and perhaps the more geometrically complex traction drive rolling 

elements. To date, investigations into the influence of rough surfaces on 
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elastohydrodynamic traction have been confined mainly to observing its 

relation to the ratio (h/cr) , where cr is the combined roughness of the surfaces, 

and h is the theoretical film thickness for equivalent smooth surfaces. In 

practice for h~~h speeds, when (h/cr) > 10 the behaviour is as for smooth discs; 

at the other extreme boundary lubrication, detected by wear of the surfaces, 

occurs when (h/cr) < 1. Between these two limiting cases the traction is found 

to remain fairly constant. These are the general conclusions of Winer and 

Bair (1982). 

One hypothesis for this is that micro EHL contacts occur between 

asperities. This idea is essentially an extension of Bowden and Tabor IS 

original observations on the contact between rough surfaces. They first 

suggested that within the bulk Hertzian contact, microscopic contacts occur 

between elastically deformed asperities; when lubricated these will change into 

micro EHL contacts, see Fig. 1.XXI. Since the real area of contact is less 

than the bulk Hertzian contact area, pressures will be proportionately 

higher, films thinner, and consequently strain rates higher. Purely arguing 

from a rheological point of view; higher pressures and strain rates equate to 

higher traction. As the bulk contact pressure increases, following Greenwood 

and Williamson's analysis, the asperity EHL contacts become more numerous, 

but the asperity pressure and the film thickness between asperities remains 

constant. Gradually the 'asperity traction I will begin to dominate the bulk 

contact traction and give rise to the higher observed values. 

The third objective of the project described in this thesis is 

therefore: 

(iii) To perform a more detailed assessment of rough surface elasto

hydrodynamic· traction and establish whether or not the observed 

increases in traction with the decrease in the parameter (h/cr) 

below 1 can be explained by asperity EHL contacts. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE MEASUREMENT AND DEDUCTION OF RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

2. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The term rheometry refers to the measurement of the deformation and 

fl ow properties of matter. Sub-branches are often known by more specific names, 

f or instance viscometry. In general, rheological properties are governed by 

three main conditions; the pressure, the temperature, and the rate of 

deformation. Historically the major interest in rheometry centred on the 

temperature dependence of viscosity, firstly because it is pertinent to all 

physical properties involving the flow of substance at low shear rates, and 

secondly because temperature was relatively simple to control and sustain 

.at an early stage in the development of science. The evolution of modern 

machinery and industrial processes which, either directly of indirectly, 

sh~ar fluid at high pressures and/or strain rates, has led to the creation 

o f corresponding techniques for measuring the rheological properties of the 

l ubricants under these conditions. 

EHL occurs at pressures of ~ 1 GPa and strain rates of up to 107 s-l, 

both orders of magnitude above conditions measurable by commercially available 

r heometry equipment. In this chapter the current ways of deducing the four 

EHL rheological properties; '0' n, G and 'c are briefly appraised. They fall 

i nto three main categories: 

(i) Well established, comparatively low pressure, techniques which 

rely heavily on satisfactory extrapolation to EHL pressures. 

(ii) A few recent experimental developments capable of measuring 

properties close to, or at, EHL pressures. 

(iii) Techniques of deducing the properties from EHL based experiments. 
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2.2 RHEOMETRY TECHNIQUES AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 

At ambient pressure conditions, low strain rate viscosity is usually 

measured by one of two techniques, the choice depending upon the level of 

viscosity over the desired temperature range. The majority of EHL fluids, which 

are of comparatively low viscosity above ambient temperature, are tested in a 

standard glass capillary suspended level viscometer, see Fig. 2.I. Here viscosity 

is deduced from its proportionality to the rate of flow through the capillary 

under the influence of gravity, according to the relation: 

(2.1) 

where Po and qo are the density and flow rate of the test fluid, and Cv is an 

empirical coefficient for the viscometer deduced by calibration with a fluid of 

known viscosity. These viscometers are available in a range of sizes covering 

5 t the measurement of kinematic viscosity, v
O

' between 0.6 and la cSt. For more 

viscous fluids the alternative is the falling 'slug' viscometer. Here the 

sample is contained in a capillary tube and a cylindrical or spherical body of 

known density, the 'slug', falls through it under the influence of gravity. 

The viscosity is obtained from the fall velocity, vs' by: 

(2.2) 

where p is the density of the slug. Generally both types of viscometer are 
s 

submerged in a thermal bath, permitting temperature control to within O.loC 

over a range -60 to +140°C. 

The influence of strain rate is usually investigated by a rotodynamic 

viscometer. These shear the test fluid between two coaxial surfaces which 

are designed to give ·uniform. or approximately uniform shear rates 

throughout the test sample. Two typical configurations; (a) 'cone on plate', 

and (b) 'conical cylinders' or 'Couette', are shown in Fig. 2.II. When one 

t Th . . e Vl.SCOsl.ty-tempexature dependence of the three fluids investigated in 
this thesis have been measured using a glass capillary suspended level 
viscometer, results are contained in Appendix A. 
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of the elements is set rotating the strain rate is given by the surface speed 

divided by the film thickness, and the resulting shear stress may be derived 

from the resistance torque,T ,and the moment radius of the shear plane. When 
v 

these are plotted, Fig. 2.IIc, the Newtonian viscosity is obtained from the 

i nitial linear slope, see eqn. (1.5), and if the fluid displays non-Newtonian 

characteristics the limiting Newtonian shear stress, '0' is also apparent. 

Commerical devices are capable of measuring strain rates up to 104 s-1, and 

research apparatus up to 106 s-1; though because of shear heating these 

l evels of strain rate are limited to low viscosity fluids. At the other 

extreme, low strain rate tests are capable of measuring very high viscosities, 

o f ten up to 105 Pas for polymers, greases, etc. Heating effects are usually 

monitored by thermocouples embedded in the shear surfaces; these also serve 

t o control the bulk temperature achieved by submersion in a thermal bath, or 

i n the case of the 'cone and plate' by passing heated water through the plate. 

Oscillatory shear devices are commonly used to measure rheological 

properties. In a development of the coaxial cylinder viscometer Coe and 

Elwell (1976) used it in the manner of a torsional damper, and deduced viscosity 

f rom the decay in amplitude of successive oscillations. Generally in most 

r heometers the osci.llations are very high frequency and generated electrically, 

e ither by piezo-electric crystals vibrating torsionally (up to 105 Hz), or 

at still higher frequencies (~ 108 Hz) by using quartz crystals resonant in 

t he thickness shear mode. This branch of rheometry has been developed in 

detail by Barlow et al (1959, 1967 and 1972). At low frequencies they found 

t he behaviour to be Newtonian viscous, but at higher frequencies viscoelastic 

effects were observed. They concluded a transition from viscous to elastic 

behaviour occured as the osciallation period 't' was reduced below the 

relaxation time of the fluid 'A'; 

where A (2.3) 
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The parameter defining this is the Deborah number: 

A 
D = t (2.4) 

D » 1 is synonymous with elastic, solid like, behaviour. 

D « 1 with viscous, liquid like, behaviour. 

Given for a typical EHL fluid G ~ 109 Pa and the above quoted oscillation _ 

period, 10-8 S; it is possible to derive the viscosity, n, from analysing the 

re laxation spectrum, providing n « 10 Pas; alternatively the elastic shear 

modulus G
oo

' providing nO» 10 Pas. Barlow et al, and Hutton (1968) succeeded 

i n doing both, using supercooling or pressurization to raise G~e viscosity 

i n order to measure G. Pressurization is dealt with in the next section. 
00 

In a novel development Clyens, Evans and Johnson (1982) deduced values 

of '0 and G at high strain rates using a rotodynamic v iscometer based upon a 

t orsional Hopkinson bar. In order to increase the viscosity for measurement 

p urposes the fluids were supercooled; later unsuccessful e xper iments attempted 

to pressurize the sample instead. Since the Hopkinson bar work constitutes 

s upporting evidence to this main thesis the above publication together wiG~ 

a more detailed account of the authorE contributions are contained in 

Appendix D. 

The Hopkinson bar and oscillatory shear techniques both have the 

advantage of avoiding thermal effects at high rates of strain by virtue of the 

small time periods involved in shearing the fluid. 

2. 3 RHEOMETRY TECHNIQUES AT HIGH PRESSURE 

Though in essence high pressure rheometry simply consists of taking 

atmospheric pressure techniques and confining them within some form of pressure 

vessel, certain prac tical considerations create many restrictions. Rotodynamic 
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devices, such as those shown in Fig. 2.11, are almost entirely eliminated 

because of the difficulty in sealing rotating shafts against the required 

pressures without creating severe frictional resistance to movement. A 

notable exception was achieved by Hutton and Phillips (1973), who constructed 

a concentric cylinder viscometer featuring a special H.P. rotary seal which 

permitted pressurization up to 0.25 GPa, its viscosity range was limited to 

10 6 Pa.s. Sperry and Mackenzie (1967) overcame the sealing problem by 

l ocating a small motor within the pressure vessel, but this also is an 

exceptional example, and only worked because it used gas as the pressurization 

medium, which limited its capacity to about 107 Pa. 

To reach higher pressures either direct mechanical loading or more 

commonly hydraulic means have to be employed. With hydraulics the limiting 

pressure is governed by commercial components to around 0 . 5 GPa, though to 

r each this often requires a complex system involving multi-stage pressurization. 

Generally it is not desirable to use the test fluid as the hydraulic medium, 

so it is usually isolated in a thin walled container within the pressure vessel, 

incorporating bellows or some alternative .means to pe~it compression, 

s ee Fig. 2. III. 

The rheometer most adaptable to H.P. work is undoubtedly the oscillatory 

shear type; because it is small, self contained, and requires only electrical 

s ig.nals for control and measurement to pass through the pressure vessel wall. 

Barlow, Harrison et al (1971) successfully used this t echnique to measure 

t he elastic shear modulus of two fluids up to a pressure of 0.3 GPa; their 

apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.111. Collings and McLaughlin (1970) also used 

t his method to measure the viscosity of five fluids up to a pressure of 

0 . 7 GPa. However as already discussed, the major disadvantage of choosing this 

technique for viscosity is that measurements are limited to about 1 Pa.s, 

above which viscoelastic relaxation effects occur. 
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Dill, Drake and Litovitz (1974) developed a new technique for measuring 

viscoelastic properties, based upon light scatter experiments, specifically 

with the objective of obtaining data at EHL conditions, Their reported 

results are only for one fluid (5P4E) at ambient temperature, but they extend 

to a viscosity of 1010 Pas, measured at 0.25 GPa. 

In the high pressure version of the capillary viscometer the fluid is 

. -forced, in a pressurized and temperature controlled state, through a 

capillary at a known flow rate. The viscosity is then deduced from the 

resulting pressure drop and the capillary dimensions, see Fig. 2.IV. This 

technique has the capacity for use at high strain rates, but at the expense 

of shear heating; and although the true temperature of the test sample may be 

estimated, in view of the complexity of the flow process results are dubious. 

The highest pressures for capillary viscometers discovered in the literature 

are 0.6 GPa, achieved by Winer and Novak (1968), and also by Barnett and 

Basco (1969); the latter measured a maximum viscosity "of about 109 Pa.s. At 

these high viscosities the flow rates through the capillary are minute. 

The simplest example of a high pressure falling 'slug' viscometer is 

as in the Shell 'Amsterdam' type, see Fig. 2.V. Here the test fluid is 

contained in a thin walled platinum precision capillary, ~ 1 mm, sealed by a 

screw cap and incorporating a light bellows. This is in turn mounted inside 

a second thick walled platinum stainless steel pressure capillary, which is 

connected directly to a pressure source, in this case a dead weight comparator. 

The 'slug' is in the shape of a needle, ~ 0.9 mm, and made from Armco iron. 

The fall velocity is measured by timing its passage between two pairs of 

coils connected to form a Wheatstone bridge; their field strength being 

sufficient to detect the needle without influencing its velocity. The viscosity 

t is fOQ~d as before, from eqn. (2.2) . Many investigations have been performed 

~ 

IThe viscosity-press~re dependence of the three fluids investigated in this 
thesis has been measured up to 0.1 GPa using the above described Amsterdam 
type viscometer. The results are contained in Chapter 5 and the deduced 
viscosity pressure coefficients in Appendix A. 



with this type of apparatus, notably: Jobling and Laurence (1951), Boelhouwer 

and Toneman (1957), McDuffie and Barr (1968), Irving and Barlow (1970), and 

Brooks and Hopkins (1976). The maximum pressures ranged from 0.1 to 1.0 GPa, 

roughly in historic order; but the maximum viscosities were limited to 

103 Pa.s by the time required for the slug to fall over the measured distance. 

Since the fall velocity can only be increased marginally by reducing the slug's 

drag coefficient or increasing its density, high viscosities can only be 

measured by improving the sensitivity of the detection system and hence 

reducing the required fall distance. By doing this Piermanni, Forman and 

Block (1978) succeeded in raising the maximum measurable viscosity to 105 Pa.s. 

They reduced the entire scale of the experiment and used the faces of a 

diamond anvil press to form the pressure vessel, giving it dimensions of 

~ 0.3 mm by 0.18 mm deep, and a pressure capacity of 0.7 GPa. Their 'slug', 

a sphere of ~ 0.035 mm, was made from solid Ni alloy, and the fall rate 

determined by an optical sight with calibrations of 0.0095 mm, see Fig. 2.V. 

McLauchlan (1975) increased the maximum viscosity capability to 106 Pa.s by 

two methods: firstly by using·a hollow cylindrical 'slug' of optimal dimensions 

to maximise the velocity of fall but retain stability, secondly, he 

detennined . the position of the '$lug'. by a linear variable differential trans

former which could detect movements of 2 ~m. Recently Bair and Win er (1982) 

managed to reach a viscosity of 5 x 106 Pa.s using a similar arrangement; 

they also extended the pressure range to 1.1 GPa. Jackson and Bedborough (1978) 

suggested the application of intensity fluctuation spectroscopy to the 

measurement of slug velocity, see Fig. 2.VII. This considerably reduces the 

required fall distance and may permit the extension of viscosity measurements 

to 107 - 108 Pa.s. A drawback of using the falling slug configuration for 

such high viscosities is that it has to be primed, i.e. the 'slug has to be 

restored to the top of the viscometer before it can be used again. One 

method is to induce it there by moving a solenoid up the outside of the pressure 
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vessel, alternatively many viscometers feature an inverting fall chamber. 

In 1978, Bair and Winer constructed a series of shear stress- low 

strain rate devices capable of measuring lubricant properties at pressures up 

to 0.7 GPa; later in (1982) an improved version reached 1.1 GPa. These trap 

the test fluid in an annular groove cut equally into a piston and its mating 

cylinder; it is then pressurized and the outer cylinder wall slides relative 

to the piston shearing the sample, see Fig. 2.VIII. The strain rate is 

deduced from the speed of the cylinder by a linear transducer and the shear 

stress from the required force. The elastic shear modulus, G, and the limiting 

shear stress, T , have then been evaluated from the resulting shear stress v. 
c 

strain rate curves. The shear modulus results reported are limited to just 

SP4E at a pressure of 0.275 GPa, and over a small temperature range; however 

these show good agreement with equivalent measurements from oscillatory 

shear. Conversely limiting shear stress results are plentiful and obtained 

for several fluids, but they are restricted to low temperatures, unrealistic 

of EHL, because of the comparatively low pressures and strain rates at which 

the 'shear cell'operates. 

The majority of the rheometry techniques have now been developed 

sufficiently to determine properties at pressures up to 0.5 - 1.1 GPa, the 

borders of EHL conditions. In order to extend theircapacities ~further, over 

the entire EHL range, i.e. up to 3 GPa, specialised H.P. technology is likely 

to be necessary. Bridgeman (1931) pioneered research into a diverse range of 

phenomena and materials at extreme pressures. His work mainly used hydraulic 

equipment, and amongst other things he developed a design of pressure vessel 

which could generate stresses in the chamber walls to counteract those caused 

by pressurization; also seals for hydraulic pistons based on the principle 

of unsupported area, see Lavergne and Walley (1976). In 1951 the most 

comprehensive investigation of viscostty-pressure dependence ever undertaken 
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(A.S.M.E. Pressure-Viscosity Report) used a falling 'slug' viscometer in 

conjunction with a Bridgeman pressure cell to catalogue the viscosities of 

56 fluids, at pressures up to 1 GPa and viscosities up to 103 Pas. Recently 

Dill and Zilberstein (1977), using a similar arrangement, successfully 

measured viscosities at pressures up to 2.5 GPa, though viscosity values 

were still limited to 103 Pa.s, see Fig. 2.IX. There is little originality 

in their design and it succeeds in reaching such high pressures purely because 

of its scale and quality of manufacture. However it serves to prove such 

pressures can be generated outside of an EHL contact, and with this in mind 

none of the reviewed rheometers need be limited by their pressure capacity, 

providing they also can be contained within a similar vessel. Though no 

specific reference has been made to temperature control, the majority of the 

H.P. techniques described do incorporate the facility. 

In addition to achieving EHL conditions the desired rheometer(s) must 

al so be capable of determining their respective properties over EHL ranges, 

these are for a typical lubricant: 

Viscosity n 10-2 to 1010 , preferably 1018" fh.s 

Elastic shear modulus G o. 5 to 3.0 Gpa 

Limiting Newtonian shear stress TO 2 to 10 ~1Pa 

Limiting stress T up to 0.1 P 
c 

This combination of requirements considerably reduces the choice of potential 

EHL rheometers. 

The rotodynamic type of viscometer is ruled out by pressure considerations, 

and whilst oscillatory shear easily meets these, it has a negligible viscosity 

capacity. The most common type of viscometer, the falling 'slug', has been 

gradually developed till it is able to measure viscosities between 106 and 

107 Pa.s, which is approaching the physical limitations of the device because 

of the extremely low , velocity of the slug. Improved measuring technology may 
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be capable of increasing the range by one order of magnitude, but it is 

inconceivable that it could ever reach the required 1010 Pa.s. Therefore 

except for low viscosity fluids it is ruled out for EHL conditions. The same 

is true of the capillary viscometer which is restricted to 109 Pa.s by shear 

heating considerations. This leaves the light scatter technique of Dill, 

Drake and Litovitz which has shown an initial viscosity capacity of 1010 Pa.s, 

and could easily be incorporated into a Bridgeman pressure cell, 

Elastic shear modulus measurements obtained by oscillatory shear may 

likewise be extended to EHL conditions using a Bridgeman pressure cell; so 

could Bair and Winer's stress-strain apparatus, though this would be more 

difficult to adapt to the higher pressures and may suffer from shear heating 

effects. Given that it were successful, the resulting stress-strain rate 

curves would also give the 'limiting shear stress', lc' at EHL conditions. 

All of the reviewed H.P. rheometry techniques are low strain rate 

(below 100 s-l) in comparison to EHL conditions (103 to 106 s-l), consequently 

they do not penetrate the non-linear regime and therefore cannot be used to 

measure the 'limiting Newtonian shear stress', lOo 

2.4 EXTRAPOLATION OF RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

An alternative to developing conventional rheometry to cope with EHL 

conditions is to extrapolate data from existing lower pressure devices. In 

this section the feasibility of doing so is investigated for each property. 

2.4.1 Viscosity, n 

Viscosity is the only one of the four properties to have received a 

great deal of attention outside the field of EHL, consequently many empirical 
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temperature relations exist, a few pressure ones, and also a few combining 

pressure and temperature. 

A review of viscosity-temperature relations was undertaken by Crouch 

and Cameron (1961), they identified seven simple analytical equations containing 

between one and four fitted constants. Of these, the three simplest are 

considered below: 

(a) exponential temperature 

(2.5) 

where n* is the viscosity at the temperature e*, 8 is the viscosity-temperature 

coefficient, and ne is the desired viscosity at temperature e. 

(b) Vogel 

(2.6) 

(c) Slotte 

(2.7) 

where Cl' C2 and C
3 

are constants, the dimensions of which may be chosen as 

r equired. The exponential temperature equation with one constant is analytically 

t he simplest to handle, but also the least accurate since in practice 8 is 

not a constant w.r.t. temperature. The Vogel equation provides a good fit 

over a temperature range of about 100°C for most EHL fluids, though to obtain 

t his the data must be fitted to the extremes of the range; an iterative 

s olution is necessary to fit the third constant. By comparison the Slotte 

equation is less accurate and confined to a narrow temperature band ·if 

precision is to be maintained. Also it is not possible to determine the three 

constants explicitly, and they are best derived by equating subtangents with 

t he Vogel equation as explained by Crouch and Cameron. The main advantage 
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of the Slotte equation is that it avoids the exponential term, which may be 

advantageous in some analytical manipulations. These three equations are 

compared with the temperature constituent of the Roelands viscosity relation, 

eqn. (2.8), and data for HVI 650 in Fig. 2.X. 

At EHL conditions pressure plays a far more dominant role then 

temperature in determining viscosity. Analytically the pressure dependence 

i s usually described by the Barus, simple exponential equation, eqn. (1.19): 

n nO exp(aP) 

where a is the viscosity pressure coefficient. The accuracy of this equation 

relies on the independence of a to pressure; results from the ASME Pressure-

Viscosity Report (1951), Chu and Cameron (1962), and more recently So and 

Klaus (1979), and Sargent (1981) show this is not true for many EHL fluids. 

Viscosity-pressure-temperature expressions can usually be separated 

into two distinct components, one pressure dependent and the other temperature 

dependent. At their simplest they comprise a combination of the Barus 

pressure relation, and any of the considered viscosity-temperature expressions, 

eqns. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7). The most accurate viscosity-pressure-temperature 

e quation is that of Roelands (1963): 

nR = Cl + C2Pr + C3Tr + C4Pr Tr 
(2.8) 

where nR = loglO(loglOn + 4.2) n in Pa.s 

PR ~ 

(p 

loglOl 
+ 200J 
200 

P in MPa 

(8 + 138J T lOglOl 135 
8 in OK 

R 

and Cl' C
2

, C
3 

and C
4 

are constants fitted by simultaneous solution of four 

data inputs. This process may be considerably simplified by special charts 

for particular categories of fluid which have mutual constants, i.e. mineral 

oils. The scales of these are such that either isothermal or isobaric 
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c onditions appear as straight lines, see Fig. 2.X. 

The Roelands equation is currently adopted throughout the oil industry 

and was recently assessed by So and Klaus (1979) and Lowrie (1981) in respect 

t o data for mineral oils and synthetic lubricants from the A.S.M.E. Pressure

Viscosity Report (1951). The conditions were for pressures up to 1 GPa and 

v iscosities up to 10 3 Pa.s; both reported thatit .provideda reasonable correlation 

with this data. 

2 .4.2 Elastic Shear Modulus G 

The majority of shear modulus results are from the oscillatory shear 

t echnique, and there is general agreement that the property has a linear 

r elationship with pressure of the form: 

From Barlow et al (1972) we get the shear moduli of OS-138 and 

di(2-e) phthalate; 

for bis(m - (m - phenoxy phenoxy) phenyl) ether or (OS-138) 

G
oo 

= (0.790 + 4.97 P) GPa 

for P from 0 + 0.3 GPa at 30°C 

and di(2 - e)phthalate 

G
oo 

= (0.500 + 2.45 P) GPa 

for P from 0.8 + 1.4 GPa at 30°C 

f rom Hutton (1973) we find for LVI-260 

G
oo 

(0.094 + 3.06 P) GPa 

for P from 0.1 + 0.5 GPa at 30°C 

and from Hutton and Phillips (1972) for di(2 - e)phthalate 
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G = (0.293 + 1.70 P) GPa 
00 

f or P from 0.6 + 0.8 GPa at 30°C 

where P is in GPa. 

The r e is a slight query about the G
oo 

results of Barlow et al compared with 

Hutton (1973) in that for wildly differing fluids such as LVI-260 and 

di( 2 - e) phthalate there is only a small difference in their respective shear 

moduli. Also even allowing for the difference in pressure ranges the two 

results f or di(2 - e)phthalate are markedly dissimilar. 

2. 4 . 3 Limiting Newtonian shear stress, TO 

This property can be measured at ambient pressure using conventional 

high strain rate rotodynamic devices. It has also been investigated near 

the glass transition state by Eastwood and Harrison (1980), and Clyens, Evans 

and Johnson (1982), the latter reporting values up t08 MPa for SP4E. 

At high pressures the only information regarding its behaviour with 

pressur e and temperature has been extracted from traction curves, generally 

these show it to be of the order 2 - 10 MPa for most lubricants under EHL 

conditions . Jonnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) found from a very limited quantity 

of results that it increased linearly with pressure and temperature, and 

showed l i ttle dependence on rolling speed. More recently Conry et al (1979) 

investiga ted the temperature dependence in greater detail and concluded the 

behaviour was approximately as predicted by the molecular interpretation of 

the Eyring equation, which suggests TO is directly proportional to absolute 

temperature. Hirst and Moore (1980) also confirmed this. 
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G
oo 

(0.293 + 1.70 P) GPa 

for P from 0.6 + 0.8 GPa at 30°C 

where P is in GPa. 

There is a slight query about the G
oo 

results of Barlow et al compared with 

Hutton (1973) in that for wildly differing fluids such as LVI-260 and 

di (2 - e)phthalate there is only a small difference in their respective shear 

moduli. Also even allowing for the difference in pressure ranges the two 

results for di(2 - e)phthalate are markedly dissimilar. 

2 . 4.3 Limiting Newtonian shear stress, '0 

This property can be measured at ambient pressure using conventional 

high strain rate rotodynamic devices. It has also been investigated near 

the glass transition state by Eastwood and Harrison (1980), and Clyens, Evans 

and Johnson (1982), the latter reporting values up to -8 MPa for SP4E. 

At high pressures the only information regarding its behaviour with 

pressure and temperature has been extracted from traction curves, generally 

these show it to be of the order 2 - 10 MPa for most lubricants under EHL 

conditions. Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) found from a very limited quantity 

of results that it increased linearly with pressure and temperature, and 

showed little dependence on rolling speed. More recently Conry et al (1979) 

investigated the temperature dependence in greater detail and concluded the 

behaviour was approximately as predicted by the molecular interpretation of 

the Eyring equation, which suggests '0 is directly proportional to absolute 

t emperature. Hirst and Moore (1980) also confirmed this. 
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2.4.4 Limiting stress, Le 

The few results for the limiting shear stress, measured from a disc 

machine (Tevaarwerk, 1976) and Winer's stress-strain devices, show that it is 

approximately linearly related to pressure, and almost independent of 

temperature. 

2.5 RHEOMETRY TECHNIQUES AT EHL CONDITIONS 

The determination of rheological properties using a disc machine has a 

number of advantages over alternative techniques if the results are to be 

used for EHL traction calculations. Firstly the required pressures are 

easily obtained, and secondly, measured properties are representative of an 

entire EHL contact, and thereby automatically take account of the macroscopic 

variation of conditions throughout it; whereas other techniques merely 

evaluate the properties for homogeneous conditions. Two forms of rheometer 

are found in the literature; the impact microviscometer, and various types of 

disc machine. 

Paul et al (1972, 1977 and 1978) developed the impact microviscometer, 

see Fig. 2.XI. This apparatus relied on the fact that a ball loaded suddenly 

against a lubricated plate will trap a small volume of the lubricant in a 

dimple at the point of closest approach of the two surfaces. At the perimeter 

of this entrapment, the separation of the surfaces is so small that the time 

it takes the lubricant to leak away is generally long enough to allow detailed 

contour mapping of the contact using optical inteferometry. A succession of 

such maps can be processed to give the rate of flow, and hence viscosity at 

any radius in the contact. Since the radius also governs the pressure, a 

complete set of pressure/viscosity results can be obtained from a single 

entrapment. The surprising result of the early experiments carried out on this 
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apparatus was that many liquids showed a limiting value of viscosity at high 

pressure following an initial exponential rise. This is contrary to results 

from other H.P. viscometers. With current knowledge of EHL rheology it can 

now be concluded this may have been caused by trying to fit non-linear 

viscosity to a linear theory. In later developments they investigated the 

effect of spinning the ball once the entrapment was formed. This allowed the 

shear rate and hence shear stress to be controlled, effectively creating 

a rotodynamic viscometer for EHL conditions. Again results reached a limiting 

viscosity, in this case also substantially dependent upon the rotational 

speed, which they concluded caused a reduction of density in the entrapment. 

OVerall, interpretation of the microviscometer results were never developed 

f ully enough to obtain wholly satisfactory data. 

The development of the disc machine as a rheometer for measuring the 

viscoelastic properties apparent in the linear small strain region of the 

traction curve was briefly reviewed in Chapter 1. During the early research 

years the majority of the rheological experiments at Cambridge were concentrated 

on the versatile point contact machines, with spin and skew facilities. 

However, now that the overall behaviour is fairly well understood the 

disadvantage of the point contact, i.e. the two-dimensional variation of 

pressure and temperature, leads to unnecessary complexity in interpeting 

r esults. So for the purpose of accurately measuring rheological properties 

i t is more satisfactory to use a line contact machine, where the variation of 

conditions perpendicular to the rolling direction may be ignored. 

Returning to the linear small strain region of the traction curve. 

Crook's original hypothesis, that this is Newtonian viscous behaviour, holds 

true providing that viscoelastic effects are avoided. Johnson and Roberts 

showed the behaviour to be purely Newtonian for Deborah numbers considerably 

below unity. Therefore from the linear low strain slope, as given in eqn. 

(1.5) : 
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tn 
n = fly providing a » n 

- -
U G 

and , < '0 (2.9) 

Similarly, when the Deborah number is considerably above one, a mean 

effective shear modulus, G*, for the combined behaviour of the fluid and the 

tangential creep in the disc surfaces, may be deduced from the linear low 

strain slope, as given in eqn. (1.5) 

- P h a n 
G* . m providing - « and , < '0 a -

U G 
(2.10) 

where m 
fl (~!P) 

(2.11) 
fl (flU!U) 

Two discs in dry line contact, rolling under traction give rise to an initial 

traction slope m', where 

m' = 
2E' 

(2.12) 
1TP 

and E' is the effective combined elastic modulus of both discs. 

Johnson and Roberts also showed that the tangential creep of the disc surfaces 

can be approximately corrected for by: 

- (m' ) -G = m' _ m • G* (2.13) 

A more sophisticated correction was later proposed by Johnson, Nayak and 

Moore (1978). However a comparison between 'corrected' shear modulus, G, 

derived from the disc machine, and G
oo 

from oscillatory shear, still show disc 

machine predictions to be an order of magnitude lower. Though some question 

surrounds results from oscillatory shear experiments regarding the extremely 

small strain amplitude compared with conventional uni-directional shear 

experiments; undoubtedly disc machine results are low. This may be 

attributable to the findings of Harrison and Trachrnan (1972) who suggested 

that the fluid, in its brief passage through the contact, would have 
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insufficient time to respond completely to the high imposed pressure. 

Consequently the values of density, viscosity and shear modulus in the film, 

would be lower than their equilibrium values. This is reflected in the 

comparison of the simple Maxwell viscoelastic model to the more realistic 

B.E.L. model where the transition to full elasticity is considerably more 

gradual. 

Excepting the case where limiting shear stress behaviour occurs, which 

is usually at high pressures or low temperatures, the majority of the traction 

curve including the thermal region constitutes non-linear viscous behaviour. 

Hirst and Moore (1974, 75, 78, 79, 80) have extensively studied this region 

and extracted various properties from it. Following the working in their 

1979 paper, consider the Eyring non-linear viscous equation, eqn. (1.16): 

. [- ] o ' • 
= -=- sinh =y 

T) '0 

At high strain rates where ~/TO » 1, this may be simplified to: 

therefore, 

d't . - -
-::: ~ a '0 
dP 

Under conditions where eqn. (1.16) is valid Hirst and Moore (1979), and 

(2.14) 

Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) found the experimental relationship between 

shear stress and pressure to be linear. Therefore extrapolation of this 

relationship to zero pressure defines an intercept of -~ tn(~/2n y), from o 0 

which 'to may be derived. 'The magnitude of a can subsequently be found from 

the slope of a.
O

' The problem with this technique is that at constant strain 

rate, y, the shear stress varies linearly with pressure when a.O is a constant, 
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and this is only strictly true if '0 is independent of pressure. 

Alternatively eqn. (2.14) may be transposed to give: 

Q,n y ~ (2.15) 

therefore 

d (Q,n Y) ~ 1 

d, '0 

and 

(2.16) 

Given '0' the viscosity may then be deduced from back substituting into 

eqn. (1.14) ; using a high strain rate, y*, and corresponding shear stress '*: 

n (2.17) 

By this technique the extraction of '0 relies on accurately selecting the 

most appropriate slope through isothermal data points on the T v. loglO y axes. 

Clearly this is not a particularly satisfactory method, worsened by the 

difficulty in obtaining isothermal traction data ove~ more than one order of 

s train rate. Conry et al (1979) ingeniously overcame this restriction. They 

continued the traction curves over several orders of strain rate, well into 

the thermal region, using specially designed discs incorporating heating 

e lements to ensure that both discs reached the same temperature. The resulting 

data \'las then thermally corrected to obtain the true contact temperature with 

a simple relationship derived by Crook (1961), and subsequently adopted by 

Johnson and Cameron (1967), and Hirst and Moore (1974). Shown here for line 

contact, it is in two parts. First an estimate of the average surface 
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temperature rise on the disc as it passes through the contact, given by Crook: 

(6 · - 6 ) = s . 0 
0.48 a (T ilU) 

/1TK I p'C I aD 
(2.18) 

where K', p' and c' are respectively the thermal conductivity, density and 

specific heat capacity of the disc material
t , and 6

0 
is the surface temperature 

at entry to the contact measured by trailing thermocouple. Secondly, an 

estimate of the film temperature rise, assuming a uniform shear rate 

through the film, is added by an expression due to Archard (1959): 

- -(, ilU)h 
16K 

(2.19) 

where K is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Hence the mean effective 

contact temperature, 6
f

, is given by: 

(2.20) 

Then assuming a limiting shear stress is not reached and the behaviour remains 

non-linear (Eyring) viscous into the thermal region, it merely remains to 

draw the best straight lines through isothermal data points, see Fig. 2.XII. 

Clearly this will never be a wholly satisfactory technique as it still relies 

on measuring slopes. However scatter is small, and by fitting several conditions 

simultaneously it is possible to cross correlate results and obtain a sensible 

-
overall fit for '0' and hence for n. 

2. 6 CONCLUSIONS/RHEOMETRICAL OBJECTIVES 

All the rheometry techniques considered, apart from those based on EHL, 

require the apparatus to be housed within a Bridgeman type pressure cell, in 

t For steel discs K' = 15 W/moK 
p' 8000 Kg/m3 

c' 460 J/KgOK 
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order to reach the necessary pressures. The construction of this alone would 

need both time and finance beyond that available for a single postgraduate 

project. Apart from this, excepting the disc machine, none of the high 

pressure rheometers are capable of high strain rates and each would require a 

level of specialised expertise in both construction and development. Ideally 

f or scientific purposes it would be desirable to obtain the properties 

i ndependently of EHL, though alternatively it could be argued that if the 

data is ultimately for use in traction calculations~an EHL based rheometer 

would be preferable in view of the time dependence of properties. However for the 

preceding reasons the disc machine is the natural choice for this project. 

It is accepted that the disc machine cannot be used to extract the 

shear modulus of a fluid, mainly because of the difficulty in adequately 

separating it from the influence of. the tangential elastic creep in the disc 

material. However, the behaviour of the shear modulus does appear very 

predictable from moderate pressure data obtained by oscillatory shear 

experiments, and more recently by Bair and Winer's stress-strain cell. Once 

such data is established for a range of fluids there may well be little to 

gain from disc machine measurements. 

Conry et al (1979) have developed a technique for extracting both '0 

a nd n from isothermal traction curves in the non-linear regime, though L~eir 

r esults are limited to conditions of a single low pressure and a range of 

t emperatures, the maximum measure viscosity being 106 Pa.s. It is proposed 

t o develop this method to cover the entire non-linear EHL regime and extract 

' 0 and n as functions of both pressure and temperature. Furthermore, to 

extend the technique of constructing isothermal traction curves beyond L~e 

non-linear regime and permit the extraction of the limiting shear stress 

property, , . 
c 

To summarise: 
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-
(i) G 

(ii) n 

(iii) '0 

(iv) , 
c 

This can be adequately measured from oscillatory shear and the 

shear cell, it cannot at present be satisfactorily obtained using 

a disc machine. 

Conventional H.P. viscometers are not currently capable of measuring 

the high viscosities at EHL pressures, therefore the disc machine 

is the only satisfactory technique. 

There is no alternative technique to the disc machine for measuring 

this. 

This can be measured by shear cell or disc machine. 

(v ) In order to use the disc machine to measure n, '0 and 'c it is necessary 

to further develop the technique of obtaining isothermal traction curves. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CUED LINE CONTACT DISC MACHINE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The machine as described here has been developed over a period of 

nearly twenty years. The fundamentals of its design and construction are 

detailed in Jefferies (1967). 

Its specification is for: 0 75 mm discs of 25 mm maximum width, normal 

loading up to 27.6 kN, mean rolling speeds between 0.5 and 16 m/s, and 

slide/roll ratios up to 0.3 depending upon load and speed. 

3.2 CONTROL OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

3.2.1 Normal Loading 

This is achieved via dead weights and a lever arm ratio of 13.6 as 

shown in Fig. 3.I, and specified by: 

N = 13.6 (M g + Np) (3.1) 

where 'Np' is the force due to the mass of the lever arm and pan (68.7 N) 

measured at the pan, and 'M' is the added mass (maximum 200 kg). The mean 

pressure 'p' is then given from Hertzian theory by: 

- !~NE' 
P = 32~R' 

and the contact half length 'a' by: 

= (16 PR'I 
a ~E' J 

where for discs of the same diameter and material: 

The effective curvature R' 
R 
2 
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(3.3) 

(3.4) 



and the effective elastic modulus 

E' E 
(3.5) 

-In order to achieve a variation in P between 0.314 and 2.356 GPa the disc 

width was varied in three stages: 23 mm, 12 mm and 5 mm. The loading lever 

is located beneath the discs exposing their surfaces and point of contact to 

inspection during running. 

3.2.2 Disc Speeds and Their Measurement 

The discs are driven at angular velcoities wl and w2 by two separate 

electrical d.c. machines, whose armatures are electrically coupled 'back to 

back' as shown in Fig. 3.II. Both are supplied from a d.c. generator, and the 

fields of all three machines are separately excited. The mean rolling speed of the 

two discs, U, is determined by the strength of generator fie+d, F , and·the difference 
. g 

in the speeds of the discs,~U, i.e. the sliding speed, is controlled by making 

the field strengths of the two driving machines Fl and F2 unequal. When the 

discs slide (or tend to slide) a tangential traction force T is transmitted 

between them. One of the machines then drives, whilst the other acts as a 

generator; the power transmitted between the discs is recirculated via the 

electrical loop, hence the external generator is only required to make up the 

losses in the circuit. 

With this arrangement a stepless variation in sliding speed can be 

obtained in combination with any required rolling speed. This facility shows 

a marked advantage over the conventional disc machine in which the discs are 

geared together so that the ratio of sliding to rolling speed can only be 

varied in discrete steps. It is also essential in order to use the machine 

as a high pressure rheometer, where the slide/roll ratios often need to be very 

small. 
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The two motors have a minimum power capacity of 112. kW, rated at 

1000 rev/min, and drive the discs via pulley belts. A coarse speed adjustment 

can be made by altering the pulley ratios} the possibilities are: 1:3, 1:1 

or 3 :1. 

The sliding speed can be determined up to an accuracy of 1 part in 105 

by electronically counting and comparing the passage of holes in two thin 

discs, one mounted on each shaft. The angular speed of each shaft is obtained 

to a lesser degree of accuracy by feeding the disc signals directly to digital 

frequency counters which display the speed in rev/min, see Fig. 3.III. 

3.2 .3 Lubricant Supply 

The lubrication system consists of an 8 litre tank, a pump rated up to 

4 litres/minutes and a 5 micron filter element, the tank contains heating 

o 
elements which are capable of pre- heating the lubricant to 80 C. The lubricant 

is normally delivered to the inlet on the under-side of the discs, as shown 

in Fig. 3 . I, and drains back to the tank . . In the case of one of the test 

fluids, 5P4E, only a small sample (200 cc) was available. Therefore instead 

of using the conventional lubrication system, the disc's respective directions 

of rotations were reversed and the lubricant 'dripped' into the inlet from 

above . I t was found that for line contact conditions the fluid remained in the 

nip of its own accord for up to 30 minutes. 

3.2 .4. Temperature and its Measurement 

To maintain close control of the disc temperatures over the entire EHL 

range, in addition to the heated lubricant supply, each disc contains twelve 

flat sol dering iron heating elements, each 2 5 W at 240 V. These are fitted 

into equi- spaced, spark eroded, slots on a pitch cir cle diameter of 63.5 mm, 

the optimum position for uniformity of surface heating. In practice the 
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The two motors have a minimum power capacity of 112. kW, rated at 

1000 r ev/min, and drive the discs via pulley belts. A coarse speed adjustment 

can be made by altering the pulley ratiosr the possibilities are: 1:3, 1:1 

or 3: 1. 

The sliding speed can be determined up to an accuracy of 1 part in 105 

by electronically counting and comparing the passage of holes in two thin 

discs , one mounted on each shaft. The angular speed of each shaft is obtained 

to a lesser degree of accuracy by feeding the disc signals directly to digital 

frequency counters which display the speed in rev/min, see Fig. 3.III. 

3 .2. 3 Lubricant Supply 

The lubrication system consists of an 8 litre tank, a pump rated up to 

4 litres/minutes and a 5 micron filter element, the tank contains heating 

o 
elements which are capable of pre-heating the lubricant to 80 C. The lubricant 

i s normally delivered to the inlet on the under-side of the discs, as shown 

i n Fig. 3.I, and drains back to the tank . . In the case of one of the test 

f luids, '5P4E, only a small sample (200 cc) was available. Therefore instead 

of using the conventional lubrication system, the disc's respective directions 

of r otations were reversed and the lubricant 'dripped' into the inlet from 

above. It was found that for line contact conditions the fluid remained in the 

nip of its own accord for up to 30 minutes. 

3 .2. 4. Temperature and its Measurement 

To maintain close control of the disc temperatures over the entire EHL 

range, in addition to the heated lubricant supply, each disc contains twelve 

flat soldering iron heating elements, each 2 5 W a t 240 V. These are f i tted 

into equi-spaced, spark eroded, slots on a pitch circle diameter of 63.5 mm, 

the opti mum position for uniformity of surface heating. In practice the 
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t emperature variation around the periphery is found to be within 1°C. The 

heating elements are connected in parallel and each disc is separately supplied 

f rom a variac transformer, see Fig. 3.IV. The design of these discs is 

described in more detail in Conry et al (1979). 

During running it was found desirable to heat the supply lubricant to 

a temperature near that of the discs, though in practice the discs are capable 

of reaching 150°C compared with only 80°C for the supply. The inlet temperature 

is approximated to that of the surfaces, which are measured using two trailing 

thermocouples, one on each disc. These are continually monitored on a chart 

r ecorder and the disc heating element supplies adjusted to maintain the 

temperatures equal for all traction conditions. 

3 . 3 MEASUREMENT OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

3.3.1 Traction 

This is measured in terms of a traction torque by means of a 'strain 

gauged drive shaft and slip ring assembly~ maximum capacity 135 Nm, see Fig. 

3.III. Its output is monitored on a simple calibrated scale through an 

amplifier which has a ' number of settings giving f.s.d. for about 5, 10, 20, 

50, 100 and 200 Nm, permitting accurate measurements over the entire range. 

In order to eliminate small torsional vibrations inherent in the design of the 

machine, torsional viscous dampers are located on each drive shaft. 

3.3.2 Bearing Friction Compensation 

Because one set of shaft bearings are located between the torque meter 

and the EHL contact, ·the measured torque includes their rolling friction, either 

positively or negatively depending upon which machine is driving, see Fig. 3.III. 
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In order to compensate for this the friction torque for both sets of shaft 

bearings are independently measured for test conditions of load, temperature, 

speed and lubricant (the lubricant being the test fluid), by disconnecting the 

one drive shaft at 'A' and driving the disc assembly using only machine 1. 

Half of the measured total bearing friction may then be added or subtracted as 

required to the traction test results. In practice because of the high normal 

l oads the bearing friction torque is small compared with the traction torque. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS 

4. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Having established in Chapter 2 that the disc machine, as used by Conry 

et al (1979), offers the most practical tool for measuring the properties 

T and 11 under EHL conditions; it is proposed to extend their technique to o 

T and extract all threerheological properties as functions of both pressure 
c 

a nd temperature over the entire EHL region. This will entail the production 

of isothermal traction curves in regimes other than the non-linear viscous, 

and ultimately in the elastic/perfectly plastic regime. 

4. 2 LUBRICATION FLUIDS INVESTIGATED 

Since the rheological behaviour depends upon the lubricant properties 

which vary with the lubricant, it was decided it would be prudent to 

i nvestigate a number of different fluids. A total of three were tested; the 

selection of these being based on three criterion: 

(i) that they should be generally representative of different 

lubricant categories, 

(ii) that they should have been tested by others under conditions 

which would provide some form of comparison, 

(iii) between them they should cover a wide range of property values. 

After careful delibration the following fluids were chosen. 

A high viscosity (HVI) mineral oil, predominantly paraffinic. This oil 

has been used extensively at Cambridge by Jo~~son and Roberts (1974), Johnson 
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and Tevaarwerk (1977), Conry et al (1979) and at supercooled conditions by 

Clyens et al (1982). Also Winer and Bair (1982) have recently measured its 

properties. 

A mixed isomeric five-ring polyphenyl ether, developed for use in high 

temperature applications and in high vacuum technology. It has been used by 

many researchers to study traction, and more general rheology, for high and low 

temperature. Notably Hirst and Moore (1975), Johnson and Tevarrwerk (1977), 

Winer and Bair (1978, 82), Alsaad et al (1978), and Clyens et al. 

Santot~ac 50 

A synthetic cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon plus additives, especially 

developed for its high traction properties. Its rheology has been studied by 

Winer and Bair, and also by Alsaad et al. In comparison to the other fluids 

it has a very low viscosity. 

Specific properties of each of these fluids are given in Appendix A. 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE TO OBTAIN ISOTHERMAL TRACTION CURVES 

Conry et al's technique of producing isothermal traction data consisted 

of thermally correcting the data points of a series of thermal traction curves 

obtained at differing inlet temperatures 8
0

, usingeqns. (2.18) and (2.19). 

They assumed the rheological behaviour to be Eyring non-linear viscous, 

consequently for data plotted on a shear stress v. log strain rate axis, 

isotherms would theoretically appear as linear sloping lines increasing with 

strain rate. They drew these through and between the thermally corrected data 

points for the most distinguishable temperatures, the isotherms often comprising 

data from more than one of the original thermal traction curves; this is 
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clearly shown in Fig. 2.XII. 

There are several drawbacks to this method. First of all it is not at 

present possible to be certain that the rheological behaviour will definitely 

be non-linear viscous; this being one of the objectives of this thesis. 

Secondly, the lack of control over the resulting centre plane temperatures, 

- -8
f

, causes the majority of the data to be wasted, and derived '0 and n values 

are often for inconvenient temperatures. For this reason in its present form 

i t would be difficult to extend the technique to other rheological behaviours, 

where the isotherms are not linear, because of the impracticality of fitting 

specific curves through only a few data points. Finally, the to.tal thermal 

corrections quickly become large (50°C), which is not really justified by the 

approximate nature of the assumptions made in the film temperature correction, 

eqn. (2.19). This constitutes the greater part of the total thermal correction 

and depending upon the chosen property distributions through the film, its 

magnitude can vary by 100%. The two extremes are: 

for shearing on the centre plane only, (8
f 

- 8
s

) (4.1) 

o 

T 
h 

1 
o 9s 

velocity distribution temperature distribution (triangular) 

and for uniform shearing throughout the film (8 f - 8s ) 
<T ~U) h 

l6K (2.19) 

o 

o 

J 
J 

/ 

velocity distrioution 

f -
h 

i 
es 

temperature distribution (parabolic) 
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Fu~~her complications arise due to the pressure variation over the contact which 

may effect the local rheology, and specifically in this particular experiment 

because heat is supplied through the discs. For these reasons the true choice 

of correction lies between the above extremes, but is the subject of 

speculation. Moore (1979) chose a value midway between the two, whilst Conry 

et al assumed uniform shearing, eqn. (2.19). In agreement with Conry et al, 

the uniform shearing correction is adopted in this thesis. However, this 

positive choice is only made because the experimental conditions are such that 

it has a negligible influence on the overall thermal correction. 

The experimental technique evolved has the capacity for producing 

thermally corrected traction data from the disc machine for any 

desired contact temperature and for any regime of behaviour. This permits 

isothermal traction curves to be constructed directly and used to extract the 

- - -
three rheological parameters, TO' nand Tc' 

The centre plane contact temperature, 8 f , given by eqn. (2.20), is 

computed during the experiments from the normal load, the physical properties 

of both lubricant and discs, and from the five measurements obtained from the 

disc machine: wl ' w
2

' Wl /W 2 ' M and 80 , This is then used in a feedback 

manner, the disc machine controls being adjusted till the required centre 

plane temperature, 8f is achieved; the corresponding measurements of shear 

stress, strain rate, etc. are then recorded. 

The technique is summarised in the flow diagram given in Fig. 4.I. The 

calculations it embodies are as follows, and performed on a programmable 

calculator. Having decided on the lubricant and the required mean pressure 

these are fed into the program in the form of values for 'N', 'a', 'P' and the 

constants Cl + C7 (used in- empirical equations to define viscosity and bearing 

friction as a function of inlet temperature, 80 ), The influence of the discs 

is governed by E' and R. From this data the program evaluates: 
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· R (4.2) 

L'lu 
(4.3) -u 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where Cl - C
5 

are specific to the chosen lubricant. 

(4.6) 

where Mp is the total bearing friction torque, and 

C6 and C
7 

are specific to both lubricant, normal load,N,and rolling 

speed,U. 

M ± (M
F
/2) 

T = -----
R 

(depending on running direction) 

From Dowson (1968) 

The traction coefficient 

).l 
T 
N 

~l .)r. !. = _L'lU 

h h 

from eqns. (2.18) and (2.19) 

6 (± _p)-0.26 
(aeE,)-O.l 

eo + _ ~ + 16K T L'lU 
( 

0.48 a h ] 

(7TK'p'c'aU) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(1.4) 

(4.10) 

The level of control of the experimental parameters was kept very tight; 
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-
U • R (4.2) 

t.U 
(4.3) -

U 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where Cl - Cs are specific to the chosen lubricant. 

(4.6) 

where ~ is the total bearing friction torque, and 

C6 and C
7 

are specific to both lubricant, normal load,N,and rolling 

speed,U. 

M ± (M
F

/2) 
T = -----

R 
(depending on running direction) 

From Dowson (1968) 

.[ --JO.7 et n U 
h = 2 36 RI e e • RI 

The traction coefficient 

T 
~ = N 

[;j .,-W.l 
h 

MJ 

h 

from eqns. (2.18) and (2.19) 

6 (± _p)-0.26 
(eteE,)-O.l 

80 + _ ~ + l6K T t.u 
[ 

0.48 a h ] 

(1TKlp l c l aU) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(1.4) 

(4.10) 

The level of control of the experimental parameters was kept very tight; 
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the mean speed being maintained within 1%, the two trailing thermocouple 

temperatures within Y2°e, and the acceptable centre plane temperatures within 

Y2°e of target. All the results are recorded at steady thermal conditions and 

disregarded once the total thermal correction (6
f 

- 60) exceeded 10oe. 

The only way to achieve such closely controlled isothermal traction 

curves extending over several orders of strain rate, yet still maintain low 

thermal corrections, was by reducing the mean rolling speed to very low values, 

circa 1 m/so As may be seen, all other conditions remaining constant, eqn. 

(4.8) simplifies to: 

therefore 

~ 
- 0 2 

_ 6 ) = 0.48 aU . + 
o ~ 

(-rrK' p , c ' a) 

e . U 0.49J 

l6K J eTY 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Not only is the overall correction small, but also the output due to the film 

temperature correction, eqn. (2.19), becomes a minor part of the total 

correction. Hence its exact value is no longer critical even at high pressures. 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Ultimately the range of pure EHL is limited by two factors. At one 

extreme by full film breakdown, occuring at conditions of high pressure, high 

temperature and low speed; approximately when the film thickness approaches 

the magnitude of the combined surface roug~~ess. At the other extreme, by the 

deviation of the pressure distribution from the Hertzian model, which occurs 

at low pressure, low temperature and high speed. This was shown to be related 

to the parameter g3 by Johnson (1970). Besides these constraints the 

independent variables are further restricted in most cases by specific 
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experimental considerations as follows. 

4.4. 1 Temperature Range 

The minimum steady state centre plane temperature which could be 

maintained over the adopted pressure, speed and slip ranges was 40°C. A 

maximum of 100°C was dictated by the disc shaft bearings which were not 

designed to run at the slow test speeds and gave rise to audible sound above 

t his temperature. In the case of tests on HVI 650, which has greater viscosity 

than the other two fluids, 120~C could be reached at some conditions before 

this occurred. Therefore the chosen test temperatures were 40, 60, 80 and 

100°C, and for HVI 650 a few measurements were made at 120°C. 

4.4.2 Pressure Range 

Initially tests were carried out at peak Hertzian pressures, Po' 

between 0.4 and 2.0 GPa, in discreet steps of 0.2 GPa. In the case of HVI 650, 

measurements were extended to 3.0 GPa in order to approach the asperity 

pressures found with rough surfaces. The rheological behaviour occurring 

in 'micro EHL' contacts between the asperities of rough surfaces is discussed 

in Chapter 7. 

For line contact conditions: 

P (4.13) 

4.4.3 Speed Range 

The rolling speed should have little influence on the rheological 

properties of the fluid, except in its capacity to alter the transit time, 

which at high pressures and/or rolling speeds may prevent properties G, n, 

and p from reaching their steady state values in the manner suggested by 
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Harrison and Trachman. Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) found that properties 

derived from the small strain region did show a small, but marked variation 

with rolling speed. In this thesis properties derived from isothermal large 

s train traction curves have been similarly examined between Y2 and 6 m/s in a 

f ew limited tests, and the influence of speed found to be negligibly small, 

s ee Fig. 4.II. Therefore in the majority of tests the rolling speed was 

maintained constant, usually at 1 m/s, but under conditions of thin films or 

high shear heating it was occasionally found beneficial to alter this to 2 

or Y2 m/s respectively. 

4.4.4 Slip/Strain Rate Range 

This is limited only by the maximum thermal correction of 10°C. 

4.5 TEST PROCEDURE 

Before a new fluid was tested the disc assembly was stripped down, 

thoroughly washed using an evaporative solvent, and allowed to dry. The discs 

were re-polished to 'better than' 0.05 ~m CLA finish with diamond paste, after 

which they were again cleaned with solvent. Then the machine was carefully 

re-assembled. Disc alignment being ensured by adjusting the bearing packing 

based on observations of the contact marks on a thin copper plated shim 

'nipped' between the discs . 

After a period of about 2 hours, to allow the electrical instrumentation 

to stabilise, the tests were conducted as described in the flow diagram, 

Fig. 4.I. The torque meter bridge was zeroed before each traction test and 

re- checked afterwards i only small variations were found presumably due to the 

slight increase in heat conducted along the disc shaft as a test progressed. 

The traction measurements were started at the highest possible sliding speed 
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working back along the traction curve towards zero. Generally a sequence of 

t ests was carried out at the same pressure, the temperature being increased 

i n steps of (20°C). In a typical working day the temperature range (4 steps) 

could be completed for one contact pressure. The pressure was similarly 

i ncreased step wise until the entire experimental range was completed. Since 

experiments were conducted over a long time period, sporadically test 

conditions were repeated to ensure that results were reproducible. Also where 

t he disc width was reduced to reach higher pressures, measurements were made 

a t 'overlapping' conditions. 

4 .6 ISOTHERMAL TRACTION RESULTS 

Since the traction coefficient was determined over a range of strain 

r atio between 102 and 106 s-l it was logical that the graphs of ~ versus the 

independent variable should be made on a log-linear basis. In this way the 

i nformation obta ined is spread out better, and although the familiar shape of 

the traction curve is lost, it will be shown in Chapter 5 that the log strain 

r ate form provides far more information regarding the rheological state of 

the fluid. In fact, each consti tuent behaviour can be recognised purely from 

the shape of different portions of the log strain rate traction curve. This 

will become clearer in Chapters 5 and 6 where the various rheological 

properties will be extracted from these curves, and the extent of each 

specific regime of behaviour identified. The bulk of the isothermal traction 

data is presented in the form ~ v. logy in Figs .. 4. III to 4 .XVI. 

Figure 4.II1 shows the variation in behaviour with temperature for 5P4E 

at a fixed pressure, also superimposed on each point is the calculated centre 

plane film temperature which gives some idea of the i sothermal nature of the 

traction curves. The remainder of the data is presented with pressure as the 
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independent variable because it is the major influence on the rheological 

behaviour and consequently changes are more evident over the pressure range 

t han the temperature range. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXTRACTED RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter l,the development of the rheological analysis of EHL was 

briefly reviewed. This concentrated mainly upon the more recent work, 

particularly that of Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) who put forward a Maxwell 

n 
model constitutive equation, eqns. (1.13, 14), which defi~s overall EHL 

rheology in terms of four properties: '0' n, G and 'c. This is now well 

established and over the next two chapters it provides the basis for the 

rheological interpretation of the isothermal traction curves. The experimental 

data and the constitutive equation are complementary to each other. 

In this chapter the specific regimes of rheological behaviour are 

considered and fitted to coinciding types of isothermal traction curves by 

using the four rheological properties as disposable parameters, thereby 

establishing them as functions of pressure and temperature. 

5.2 FITTING ISOTHERMAL TRACTION CURVES TO RHEOLOGICAL MODELS 

Johnson and Tevaarwerk's constitutive equation can describe four 

particular regimes of behaviour: 

(i) Linear (Newtonian) viscous 

(ii) Non-linear (Eyring) viscous 

(iii) Elastic non-linear viscous 

(iv) Elastic/perfectly plastic 

These are shown schematically on the axes of , v. y in Fig. 5.Ia. Newtonian 

and elastic/perfectly plastic rheological behaviour are clearly identifiable 

on these axes; but the other two regimes containing non-linear viscosity are 
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less distinguishable, also because curves usually extend over several orders 

of strain rate the small strain region appears too cramped to be of use. For 

these reasons the logy scale is adopted, see Fig. 5.Ib. This has the properties 

of displaying non-linear relationships as straight lines and linear relation-

ships as curves, also it spreads out the strain rate scale so that high and 

low strain rate regions are equally useful. Though the original form of the 

traction curves are lost, the logy axis produces its own characteristic shaped 

curves from which each specific constituent of each regime of behaviour can 

be clearly recognised. Linear viscous and elastic behaviours appear as curves 

of increasing steepness originating at low strain rates, whilst non-linear 

viscous behaviour shows up as a linear slope; plastic.response is a horizontal 

constant shear stress line as on the linear axis. From observing the isothermal 

traction results in this manner~Figs. 4.V - 4.VII, for 5P4E a fifth regime of 

behaviour was apparent; 

(v) Elastic non-linear viscous plastic, 

which is not encompassed by the Johnson and Tevaarwerk equation. 

In fitting the isothermal traction data to the rheological models a 

number of simplifcations are made. The observed traction behaviour is caused 

by the shearing of the fluid in the inlet and outlet zones as well as the 

Hertzian contact, but because their contribution is comparatively small it is 

disregarded. For the same reason, the fact that the rheological state in the 

inlet and outlet of the Hertzian contact itself is likely to differ from the 

bulk of the contact (due to the low pressure) is also ignored. The shear 

resistance of the fluid is influenced by the conditions of pressure, temperature 

and strain rate which vary throughout the contact; this is shown schematically 

in Fig. 5.I1 along with the averaged values assumed in extracting the 

properties. It was decided that the greater complexity of distributed 

properties was not merited because any assumed distribution would be hypothetical. 
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In the cases of , " and G averaged properties and conditions is a o c 

justifiable simplification as these properties are linearly related to both 

pressure and temperature. In the case of viscosity, n, the situation is a 

little more complex. For the Newtonian regime, viscosity is exponentially 

related to pressure but directly proportional to shear stress, consequently 

the use of averaged conditions is dubious. However, it will be shown 

Newtonian behaviour is rare under the majority of EHL conditions and viscous 

response is usually non-linear (Eyring); here viscosity is exponentially 

related to both pressure and shear stress, therefore the use of averaged 

conditions is a reasonable approximation. 

5.2.1 Linear (Newtonian) Viscous Behaviour 

This is the simplest rheological behaviour to fit to its respective 

constituent equation having only one disposable parameter, and merely requires 

the best straight line to be drawn through the stress-strain rate data plqtted 

on linear axes. The viscosity is obtained from the ratio of shear stress to 

strain rate, eqn. (1.5), in the manner originated by Crook. However, unlike 

Crook, the selected data is not purely the initial linear slope of the traction 

curve, which is universal to all the regimes of EHL, but is restricted to 

those . traction 'curves' which maintain their linearity to high strain rates 

where thermal heating is significant, see Fig. 5.III. In practice this is 

very rare, and the examples shown are in fact the only two found in the reported 

experiments. The circumstances are; very low pressure, high temperature and 

the least viscous fluid, Santotrac 50. The implication being that for most 

lubricants purely Newtonian behaviour does not exist in the normal range of EHL. 

5.2.2 Non-linear (EyringL Viscous Behaviour 

The extraction of viscosity and the limiting Newtonian shear stress, 

'0' from the non-linear regime of behaviour has already been dealt with in 
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discussing the work of Conry et al (Sections 2.4 and 4.3). With regard to the 

isothermal traction data; on a log strain rate axis pure Eyring non-linear 

viscous behaviour appears at low strain rates as a gradually steepening curve, 

it merges smoothly without inflexion into a linear slope that remains constant 

with further increases in strain rate. The limiting Newtonian shear stress 

is proportional to the steepness of this slope and evaluated from eqn. (2.16), 

subsequently the viscosity is given by eqn. (2.17). This behaviour is 

exhlb±tedbyall three of the fluids investigated and typical fits with the 

Eyring relationship, eqn. (1.16), are shown in non-dimensional form in 

Fig. 5.IV. 

5.2.3 Elastic Non-linear Viscous Behaviour 

In this regime initial low strain rate shear response is purely elastic, 

but as the strain rate increases it gradually transforms to viscoelastic, 

and then at high strain rates to purely Eyring non-linear viscous. This 

overall rheological behaviour can be described by Johnson and Tevaarwerk's 

constitutive relation, eqn. (1.13), which may be non-dimensionalised to give: 

D dY . h 
• dX + s~n Y = Z 

where X (~l 

y [,:J 
z [~:J 
D ~ [~:l ' the Deborah number 

The solution is then: 

Y 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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The integration constant C may be found from the boundary condition; that 

at inlet the shear stress is zero. Hence 

y o for x o 

therefore 

C 
2D 

tanh- 1 ( 1 J 
IZ2 +- 1 IZ2 + 1 

Figure 5.V shows the shear stress distribution across the contact at differing 

values of Z for a constant Deborah number. No further analytical integration 

of eqn. (5.2) is possible, so in order to obtain the shear stress over the 

contact a numerical technique was employed. The results are presented 

graphically in non-dimensional form on Fig. 5.VI for a family of solutions, 

each at a different Deborah number. Notice how each curves joins the 

'sinh- 1 • line at some stage, and at this point and thereafter the behaviour 

of the traction curve is entirely non-linear viscous. , Also as the Deborah 

number increases the influence of the initial elastic reponse extends to 

higher shear stresses. 

Superimposed on this graph are three specimen results taken from the 

isothermal traction data, one from each of the fluids tested. These are 

fitted in two stages: first of all an effective combined elastic shear 

modulus for discs and fluid is determined from the initial linear stress-strain 

rate slope by eqn. (1.6), then the limiting Newtonian shear stress and 

viscosity are obtained from the log strain rate slope (sinh- 1 line) as for 

the case of an Eyring fluid. 

The transition between purely elastic and purely non-linear viscous 

behaviour in the theoreti~al model appears more gradual than that exhibited 

by the experimental data. This may be attributed to the use of averaged 

rather than distributed properties in the analysis, which effects the shape of 

the transition curve between elastic and non-linear viscous behaviour. However 
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since the rheological data is extracted from the asymptotes of the equation's 

solution, rather than the transition zone, the greater complexity involved 

in using distributed properties is not justified. 

5.2.4 Elastic/Perfectly Plastic Behaviour 

At conditions of sufficiently high pressure and/or low temperature 

for most EHL fluids the elastic non-linear viscous model eventually begins 
a.t 

to break down, when Va high strain rates the shear stress reaches a ceiling 

value and thereafter remains constant. As the pressure is increased further 

elastic response extends to higher strain rates and eventually meets with the 

plastic behaviour to the total exclusion of the non-linear viscous regime. 

This then is elastic/perfectly plastic behaviour as described by the equations 

of Prandtl-Reuss and encompassed by Johnson and Tevaarwerk's model in 

eqn. ( 1. 14) . 

The isothermal traction curves are in three distinct parts: at low 

strain rates the response is purely elastic, and at high strain rates purely 

plastici in between these is a transition region. The level of plastic 

shearing gives directly the limiting shear stress property, T The 
c 

transition region is caused by the variation of conditions over the Hertzian 

contact which permits the co-existence of both elastic and plastic behaviour, 

and the gradual replacement of one by the other as a function of strain rate, 

see Fig. 5 . VII. This gradual transition also oscurs in elastic non-linear . 

viscous behaviour and between the different regimes. 

For elastic/perfectly plastic behaviour the shear stress distribution 

can be modelled as below: 
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1·0 -

o 
I 
I 

elastic 
behaviour 

where from equation (1.6) 

1 

-: .. 

plastic 
behaviour 

2 
I 
I 
I 

x 

and the mean effective, non-dimensional, shear stress for the overall 

contact is then given by: 

At low strain rates the behaviour is purely elastic, 

and for Q ::; % 

At higher strain rates it is a mixture of elastic and plastic behaviour, 
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I n practice the limiting shear stress is proportional to pressure which varies 

e lliptically across the contact. Consequently a better fit with experimental 

d ata is obtained by assuming the transition from elastic to plastic behaviour 

also occurs in an elliptic manner, giving: 

for Q ~ % (5.6) 

The above equations are compared with experimental data for each of the test 

f luids in Fig. 5.VIII. The limiting shear stress, , , is extracted simply as 
c 

the observed maximum stress in the level, high strain rate, section of the 

traction curve. 

5 .3 THE DERIVED RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

Having established that the complete range of experimental traction 

curves (with the exception of elastic non-linear viscous plastic behaviour 

observed in the case of 5P4E) can be fitted by the Johnson and Tevaarwerk 

Maxwell model constitutive equation, isothermal and isobaric traction curves 

can be used to obtain the three averaged rheological properties: '0' nand 

,. These will now be examined as functions of the conditions of pressure 
c 

and temperature. 

5.3.1 Limiting Newtonian Shear Stress, '0 

At a molecular level Eyring's equation for molecular flow may be 

written 

exp _[E + V p] [V'] 
'1< 4> p . sinh. 1t~ (5. 7) 

where ~ Planck's constant 
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~ Boltzmann's constant 

E = the activation energy for flow at atmospheric pressure 

~ absolute temperature 

V activation volume for shear , 
V activation volume for pressure. 

p 

The simplest interpretation of this is for individual molecules, where 

V repres.ents the local expansion required in the vicinity of a molecule to 
p 

enable it to move past its neighbours, while V is equal to half the molecular seg, 
ment, V ., which makes each thermally activated jump. With respect to the 

m 

interpretation for EHL contacts: 

the effective limiting Newtonian shear stress 

and the effective viscosity pressure coefficient 

" = [:~ 1 

In reality, lubricants consist of complex molecular structures, 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

nevertheless Hirst and Moore (1979) analysing the non-linear region of EHL 

w.r.t. this mono-molecular interpretation observed that it was generally 

representative of manyEHL fluids. Later in a more detailed analysis, Hirst 

and Moore (1980), they found that for two specific fluids, di(2-ethyl-hexyle) 

sebacate and a C
40 

hydrocarbon, '0 increased in direct proportion to the 

absolute temperature and was almost independent of pressure. Therefore w.r.t. 

eqn. (5.8) the ratio of V to V /2 remained about the same independent of , m 

changes in temperature. For these fluids the Eyring equation provided an 

exceptionally good fit. However in general, and in agreement with Tevaarwerk 

(1976), their results indicated that to a first approximation: 

, '" a' + b ' '!' • o 't' 
(5.10) 
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For the majority of fluids, experimental data shows the value of a' to be 

negative; w.r.t. eqn. (5 . 8) the implications of this are that V is not constant 
T 

with temperature, moreover that it behaves inversely with temperature, which 

is contrary to the general concept of volume expanding with increasing 

temperature. This may be explained by the existence of several complicating 

factors which are not taken into account by the mono-molecular interpretation. 

When the Eyring model is applied to the yield behaviour of polymers, a similar 

a nomaly in the molecular volume interpretation with temperature is observed, 

see Ward (1971). Haward and Thackray (1968) suggested that their effective 

activation volume is made up of a number of molecules, and that flow involves 

the co-operativ e movement of a large number of segments. Following this 

argument, it must be therefore, that the number of segments involved in the 

f low reduces with increasing temperature. Secondly, Hirst and Moore (1980) 

s uggested that inflexible molecules with bulky side groups may be subject to 

i ntermolecular entanglements and have a tendency to form molecular clusters, 

a phenomenon which , had previously been inferred from the 'excess viscosity' of 

t he liquids concerned at temperatures near their freezing points, see Ubbelonde 

(1965). They decided that it would therefore be quite reasonable to e xpect 

s uch clusters to dissociate as the temperature rose, causing their average size, 

2V
T

, to decrease as well, giving rise to the apparent increase in TO with 

t emperature. Further conjecture came from Tabor (1982) who pointed out that 

molecular movement in terms of 'jumps' seemed implausible in the case of long 

c hain molecules with side chains, such as mineral oils; yet these still appear 

t o obey the Eyring equation. Consequently he suggested that the energy equations 

e mbodied in Eyring's theory could have an alternative origin, and re-interpreted 

t hem as the description of a 'wrinkle' travelling along a molecular chain (in 

t he manner a wave travels along a rope), which on reaching the end will have 

c aused the whole chain to move a distance equal to a carbon-carbon bond. 

The e x tracted values of TO are plotted as functions of both mean pressure 
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and t emperature for all three test fluids in Figs. S.IX to 5.XIV. The only 

general trend evident is that TO increases with temperature in the manner 

described by eqn. (5.10), though the level of dependence varies considerably 

f rom f luid to fluid. Results for HVI 650, Fig . 5.X, are in agreement with 

-
those of Conry et al, the variation of TO being directly proportional to 

absolute temperature. They also found this to be the case for another mineral 

oil, LVI 260, which together with Hirst and Moore's results for a C
40 

hydrocarbon suggests that it may be a general characteristic in mineral oils. 

For t he other two fluids the behaviour of TO with temperature can only be 

reconci led with Eyring's theory providing that the size of the molecule, say, 

varies with temperature. 

By comparison, the behaviour of TO with pressure has received little 

attention. For HVI 650 and 5P4E, Figs. 5.IX and 5.XIII respectively, its 

magnitude increases with pressure, and w.r.t. eqn. (5.8) this implies that 

v decreases with pressure as one would expect. In th~ case of HVI 650 the 
T 

rela tionship is almost directly proportional and in keeping with long 'tangled' 

chain molecules, which would have a tendency to compress and spring apart with 

pressu r e changes. Whilst for 5P4E the behaviour appears in two stages: 

initially at low pressures TO is almost independent of pressure, then at about 

a p ressure of 1 GPa it suddenly steepens, and like HVI 650 becomes almost 

directly proportional to pressure. This suggests a marked decrease in V 
T 

as though some pressure dependent molecular re-arrangement occurs causing the 

molecules to pack closer together as the threshold condition is gradually reached 

throughout the contact; evidence for this type of behaviour comes from Gardener 

at al (1981), who studied the 'trans to gauche' rotation of molecules with 

pressure using Raman spectroscopy. However, the behaviour of 5P4E is not 

straightforward and the steepening of the TO v. P relationship also occurs in 

close proximity to the glass transition state, this will be further discussed 

W.r .t. viscosity . Surprisingly, for Santotrac 50 '0 gradually decreases with 
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increasing pressure, see Fig. 5. X~ . This implies V
T 

increases with pressure, 

which is in conflict with the normal pressure-vol ume relatio nship; it could 

be caused by a multi-molecular 'clustering' eff ect, in this case pressure 

dependent, but as before the suggestion can only be speCUlative. 

5. 3 . 2 Dynamic Viscosity, n, and its Pressure Coefficient, a 

The mean effective dynamic viscosity has been extracted, with two 

exceptions, entirely from the non- linear portion of the traction curves using 

eqn. (2.17). Results for all three test fluids are presented as functions of 

pressure and temperature in Figs. 5.XV to S.XXi along with lower pressure 

data o~tained by some of the techniques discussed in Chapter 2 . Generally 

t he results show viscosity increases with pressure and decreases with 

temperature in a logarithmic manner, as one would expect from eqn. (5.7) where 

, 
t he viscosity is given by: 

(5.11) 

The behaviour of viscosity with temperature is already well established for 

r easons given in the introduction to Chapter 2. Results shown in Figs. 5.XVIII 

t o 5.XX confirm that for constant pressure, to a first approximation eqn. 

(5.11) can be simplified to give the dependence on temperature as the well 

known exponential relation: 

providing (2.7) 

where S is the viscosity temperature coefficient. Without exception the 

r esults for all fluids show a gradual steepening in the curves for increasing 

p ressure, giving a respective decrease in the value of S which is in 

agreement with eqn. (5.11). . Isobaric results also fit Roelands temperature 

equation. 

In this thesis the variation of viscosity with pressure is of 
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considerably more interest because by comparison it has a greater influence 

than temperature, and also because its measurement at pressures up to those 

encountered in EHL has not before received detailed investigation. With 

regard to the Eyring relation, eqn. (5.7), the influence of pressure on the 

flow is simply added in by assuming that the energy barrier consitutes the 

energy required to open up a hole for the displaced molecule. The effect of 

hydrostatic stress would make it more difficult to open up the hole, the 

required extra energy being V • P. For constant temperature eqn. (5.11) may 
p 

be approximated w.r.t. EHL by: 

n = nO exp aP the Barus eqn. (1.19) 

The experimental results for each of the fluids are shown in Figs. 5.XV to 

5.XX. They all present characteristically individual behaviour and whilst 

no overlap occurs between disc machine measurements and the low pressure data 

from alternative techniques, continuity is observed for all fluids unoer all 

conditions. 

To assess the merits of the various extrapolation techniques, introduced 

in Chapter 2, for determining high pressure viscosity from data obtained at 

relatively low pressures the specific example of HVI 650 is considered in 

Fig. 5.XVb. Here experimental disc machine data (at mean pressures up to 

2.356 GPa) is compared with Barus and Roelands equation extrapolations based 

upon results from the 'Amsterdam' falling needle viscometer (at pressures 

between atmospheric and 0.075 GPa, see Appendix A). On the log-viscosity axis 

on which all the viscosity v. pressure graphs are plotted the Barus equation 

appears as a linear slope. For HVI 650 this gives a very poor prediction, and 
~ 

for extrpolations beyond 0.5 GPa becomes hopelessly inaccurate. In contrast 

the Roelands equation provides surprisingly good predictions, and for 

extrapolation up to 2.4 GPa appears within an accuracy of two orders of 

magnitude of the exp~rimental data, over the entire temperature range. In the 
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case of Santotrac 50 the log-viscosity v. pressure relationship is almost 

linear, the slope tending to steepen rather than 'fall off' with increasing 

pressure, consequently an acceptable viscosity prediction is obtained using 

the Barus equations, whilst Roelands equation cannot even be fitted to the 

low pressure data, i.e. Santotrac 50 does not obey Roelands equations. 

At this point let us consider the variation of the pressure coefficient, 

a (obtained from eqn. (1.19)) with pressure and temperatures, see Figs.5.XXI 

to 5.XXVI. For all three fluids this is seen to decrease almost linearly 

with increasing temperature; w.r.t. eqn. (5.9) this means that V increases, 
p 

which is in keeping with the normal volume-temperature relationship. In 

practice the pressure coefficient is not entirely independent of pressure; for 

HVI 650 it decreases slightly with pressure and for santotrac 50 it increases 

slightly. With respect to Santotrac 50, the reason for the success of : ' traction 

fluids' lies in the behaviour of their viscbsitypressure coefficients with 

pressure, because it allows them to be highly viscous "at EHL pressures, yet 

have low viscosity at ambient conditions. 

With 5P4E the overall behaviour of viscosity with pressure is more 

complex, and at all temperatures a characteristic'S' shaped log-viscosity v. 

pressure curve is evident, see Fig. 5.XVI. It is unlikely that the'S' shape 

results from a disparity between high pressure disc machine data and lower 

pressure measurements from other sources, as it is also apparent in the work 

of Dill et al (1974) for lower pressures and temperature, but within the 

confines of a single experimental technique. At high pressures the slopes of 

the graphs progressively decrease, and for the results at 80°C and 100°C they 

are clearly seen to reach the stage where viscosity remains constant with 

further increases in pressure. The same is implied by extrapolating the curves 

of lower temperatures. As one would expect in view of the'S' shaped viscosity 

curves, the viscosity pressure coefficient, a, displays an equally unusual 

behaviour with pressure, rising sharply from its initial low pressure value by 
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a factor of two, peaking at a ~ean p~essure · of -about O.6- GPa, -then falling 

a1most as sharply back towards the initial values, see Fig. S.XXV. 

It is possible that the apparent limiting viscosity values are due to 

the suggestions of Harrison and Trachman, that the fluid remains in the contact 

for an insufficient time for the steady state viscosity to be reached. An 

alternative, though not entirely unrelated explanation, is that the fluid has 

reached a glass transition state, which according to McKinny and Goldstein 

(1974) is also an isoviscous state (because the relaxation time A remains 

constant), and therefore viscosity is unaffected by further changes in pressure. 

Supporting evidence for this latter hypothesis comes from Alsaad et al (1978) 

who quote 10 7 
- 10 13 Pa.s as a realistic glass transition viscosity; therefore 

even the lowest measured viscosity of lOll Pa.s at 100°C is likely to have 

reached this state. An additional observation from the original traction 

curves of SP4E at 80 and 100°C, Figs. 4.VI and 4.VII respectively, is that at 

high pressures and strain rates the non-linear viscous curves level off as 

though a limiting shear stress has been reached, their overall shape suggesting 

elastic non-linear viscous plastic rheology, unique in the fluids examined 

to SP4E. The viscosity may be extracted in the normal manner from the 

non-linear portion of the traction curve and the limiting shear stress 

property, i.s simply the observed maximum shear stress. The behaviour of 
c 

SP4E's viscosity with pressure variation cannot be described by either the 

Barus or the Roelands equation. At this stage this argument can proceed 

no further, but it will be continued in the next chapter where independent 

evidence of glassy behaviour in SP4E and other fluids will be presented as a 

constituent in a general overall view of EHL rheology. 

5.3.3 Dimensionless Traction Parameter, (a '0) 

For high strain rate conditions where 

TV» ~~ 
T 
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eqn. (5.7) may be simplified and transposed to give: 

(5.12) 

Hence for a given strain rate, isothermal and isobaric conditions eqns., (5.8, 

9 and 12) yield for averaged conditions: 

a . la + C 
la 
-p 

(5.13) 

where C is a constant. This can be clearly seen as the 'skeleton' for most 

of the EHL thermal traction models, e.g. Johnson and Greenwood's (1981) 

expression for the ma~imum traction coefficient in line contact can be written 

in the form: 

Jlmax 

where 

l; K [ a 1% 
h ,'lTK ' P , c ' u) 

The right hand term is generally small and so to a first approximation: 

Jlmax 

Therefore the parameter (ala), or w.r.t. Eyring the ratio (0 Iv ), is the 
p l 

single most important influence on traction. 

Hirst and Moore (1978, 80) studied (ala) in detail and found from 

experiments that it remained constant almost independent of temperature. 

(They commented this was surprising in view of the very great changes in 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

viscosity with temperature). Observing eqn. (5.15) they suggested the effect 

of increasing tempel::l,ature is not to alter the limiting value of the traction 

coefficient, but to raise the pressure at which it can be attained. The 
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r esults reported here support their prediction. 

The (aT
O

) values from the experiments are plotted in Figs. 5.XXVII to 

5 . XXXII) for all three fluids as functions of pressure and temperature. ~s 

one would expect given its relation with the traction coefficient, overall 

(aT
O

) increases slightly with pressure and decreases slightly with temperature. 

The most significant change occurs for HVI 650 with pressure, here (aT O) 

almost doubles over the pressure range. For 5P4E the behaviour of (aT O) is 

is surprisingly stable, this is because the individual, sharply varying, 

behaviours of a and TO tend to cancel out. 

5.3.4 Limiting Shear Stress, T 
--------.~------------~--. c 

The extracted values of T are shown in Figs. 5.XXXI to 5.XXXIV for all 
c 

three test fluids. In general they display almost direct proportionality to 

pressure, and little change with temperature. 

In the case of HVI 650 the results are limited to conditions of 40°C 

and various pressures, this is because even for pressures :of2.36 GPa elastic 

non-linear viscous behaviour is maintained at the higher temperatures, see 

Figs. 4.XIII to 4.XVI. Also superimposed on the limiting shear stress versus 

pressure graph are results at 25°C obtained from Winer and Bair's shear cell; 

these show good agreement emphasising .the small influence of temperature on 

the limiting shear stress. 

In the case of 5P4E the limiting shear stress can be extracted from 

the majority of the test conditions. This is because in addition to elastic/ 

perfectly plastic behaviour, at lower pressures/higher temperatures the 

fluid also exhibits a limiting shear stress behaviour in the high strain rate 

portion of the elastic non~linear viscous traction curves; i.e. the rheology 

is 'elastic non-linear viscous plastic'. This is a new regime of behaviour, 

unique in these experiments to 5P4E, and cannot be modelled by the Johnson and 
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Tevaarwerk constitutive equation (eqns. 1.13 and 14). This will be discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter 6. Extracted results of T for 5P4E, plotted 
c 

in Fig. 5.XXXIV, show a remarkable independence of temperature between 40 and 

100°C, therefore they may be considered to be in good agreement with those 

of Tevaarwerk (1976) at 25°C, and obtained from a point contact disc machine. 

Also superimposed are results at various temperatures from Winer and Bair's 

(1978) shear cell measurements; these generally show slightly higher limiting 

shear stress values, but it must be remembered that the difference in strain 

r ate conditions between the two experimental techniques is three to four orders 

of magnitude. 

Santotrac 50 results are plotted as functions of pressure and 

temperature in Figs. 5.XXXV and 5.XXXVI. These show the familiar proportionality 

to pressure, and also a small but significant decrease with increasing 

temperature.Winer and Bair's comparable shear cell results again show good 

agreement. 

Based on observations of experimental behaviour and the fact that most 

organic fluids, and especially fluid mixtures turn into glasses rather than 

polycrystalline solids when rapidly cooled or compressed, several authors have 

suggested that the onset of plastic yielding is associated with the glass 

transition of the fluid; though to date none have satisfactorily proved it. 

A glass is usually considered a liquid of very high viscosity, but 

more meaningfully, it is a state for which physical properties, such as 

compressibility, heat capacity,. thermal conductivity and others, change at a 

much slower rate than for a liquid, see Fig. 5.XXXVII. The point of glass 

transition is usually obtained by monitoring the rate of change of one of 

these properties w.r.t. changes in temperature. For simple molecules this 

behaviour is straightforward, but in the case of lubricating mineral oils 

containing linear and highly branched hydrocarbons it is a little more 

complicated. In theory they can display both a glass transition which is 
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associated with the non-crystallisation (non-linear hydrocarbons) constituents, 

and also a phase transition due to the wax (linear hydrocarbons) constituents. 

The wax content does in fact have no influence on the glass transition 

temperature, thereby justifying the application of such terminology to 

lubricating mineral oils. 

Glass transition phenomena are often referred to as apparent second-order 

transitions since they are characterized by a discontinuous change in the 

secondary thermodynamic quantities. These changes occur over a range of 

temperatures and are not strictly discontinuous. Ferry (1961) and Hayward 

(1973) showed that glass transition phenomena are in fact not second-order 

thermodynamic transitions since at e the substance is not in thermodynamic 
g 

equilibrium. This is due to the slowness of molecular rearrangements at this 

temperature. Absence of thermodynamic equilibrium is part of the definition 

of the glassy state. Below the glass transition temperature, e , the degree 
g 

of order will appear fixed, independent of further changes in pressure or 

temperature. Because of this, the structural degrees of freedom are said to 

be 'frozen-in', and therefore the structural contribution to a, ~ and Care 
p 

absent in the glassy state. 

The effect of pressure on e is shown in Fig. S.XXXVIII. The glass 
g 

transition temperature shifts upwards as the pressure is increased. The 

increase in e with pressure will be sufficient to maintain an isoviscous 
g 

transition state. A sufficiently high pressure can induce a transition from 

the liquid state to the glassy state without requiring a decrease in the 

temperature. 

As a result of the non-equilibrium state, the thermodynamic history of 

a glass forming liquid has . considerable influence on the structure, the 

transition and the properties in the glassy state. The rate of the imposed 

environment change effects the transition point and also the properties of the 

glassy substance. Therefore the glass transition state can be reached by 
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isobaric cooling, isothermal compression, an imposed rate change, or a 

combination of these changes on the material. For example, the influence of 

the rate of cooling, 6, on the shift of e has been studied over a wide range 
g 

of rates by Kovacs (1958). He found in his studies of poly (vinyl acetate) 

that increasing e caused e to increase to higher values, see Fig. 5.XXXIX. 
g 

The influence of the rate of compression P is of greater interest w.r.t. EHL. 

Matsouka and Maxwell (1958) studied the effect of this on polystyrene. Their 

results indicate that the glass transition pressure, P , shifts to lower values 
g 

when a greater compression rate is employed; in EHL this would correspond 

to increased rolling speeds. If the pressure is increased slowly, the molecules 

of the material will have enough time to rearrange and the glass transition 

will take place at higher pressure. On the other hand if the rate of pres-

surization is increased the time for any structural changes is smaller and the 

glass transition occ~rs at a lower pressure. 

At atmospheric pressure,glass transition temperatures are very low: 

for 5P4E ~ -21°C, for Santrotrac 50 ~ -41°C and for a typical mineral oil 

~ -60°C. Recently two independent investigations, Lauer and Peterkin (1977) 

and Alsaad et al (1978), have explored the relationship between glass 

transition temperature, e , and pressure, P , with the objective of trying to 
g g 

establish whether or not the glassy state is reached in EHL. Both groups 

used the same light scattering technique and Alsaad et al also compared results 

with those from dilalometry experiments. The majority of the results are 

summarised in the glass transition graph shown in Fig. 5.XL. Lauer and 

Peterkin analysed just three fluids, of which only 5P4E was specifically 

identified. Their results for this were in direct agreement with those of 

Alsaad et al. 

Analysing the results w.r.t. EHL Alsaad et al used traction data 

concerning the transition from liquid to solid like behaviour observed from 

small strain rate measurements by Johnson and Roberts (1974) (for Vitrea 79 
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(RVI 650)), and Johnson and Cameron (1967) (for Turbo 33), see Fig. 1.V. They 

compared this with the glass transition behaviour of Nl and three other 

mineral oils, see Fig. 5.XLII, and finding close agreement concluded that the 

glass transition state was synonymous with the viscous-elastic transition in 

EHL. Comparison of isothermal traction data from Chapter 4 with Alsaad et als 

glass transition results for 5P4E and Santotrac 50 suggests this to have been 

an incorrect conclusion. First of all there is no evidence to suggest that all 

mineral oils undergo glass transition at similar conditions. Secondly, 

Johnson and Cameron's results, Fig. 1.V, show the transition from viscous to 

elastic behaviour to occur at an effective viscosity of around 10 3 Pa.s,this 

being raother low for a glass. In fact Alsaad et al quote 10 7 
- 10 13 as a 

realisitic glass transition viscosity. For these reasons their conclusion is 

based purely on coincidental circumstances in differing fluids, and is therefore 

incorrect. 

Comparison of the isothermal traction data in Chapter 4 with Alsaad et 

als results for both SP4E and Santrotrac SO shows a direct relatioship between 

traction curves exhibiting plastic shearing at high strain rates and a glassy 

state, this is shown in Figs. S.XLII and 5.XLIII. For the case of HVI 6S0 the 

relationship cannot be substantiated, as the glass transition data of Alsaad 

et al does not include this fluid. Their results for another mineral oil of 

similar viscosity properties, N
l

, is in approximate agreement at 

40°C. However, extrapolation of the Nl data to 60°C soon shows a disparity 

between the occurrence of plastic shearing in RVI 6S0 and glass transition in 

Nl . Unfortunately the nature of the isothermal traction curve technique does 

not lend itself to identifying the exact transition condition, but an estimate 

for its overall range in RVI 650 has been added to Fig. S.XLIV. Based on 

the observed coincidence of the glass transition state with plastic shearing 
, I 

in EHL for SP4E and Santotrac SO, it is likely this estimated range of 

conditions is represen~ative of the glass transition for HVI 6S0. 
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5.3.5 Elastic Shear Modulus, G 

In Chapter 2 the method and shortcomings of extracting values of elastic 

s hear modulus from the initial linear slope of the traction curve were briefly 

reviewed. In light of the success in measuring the limiting shear stress it 

now appears feasible that an alternative technique of extracting the elastic 

shear modulus from disc machine experiments is possible. 

In Chapter 1 attention was drawn to recent work by Tabor (1982) where 

he reasoned that based upon all the current theories of the shear strength 

of crystalline solids, the limiting shear strength should be given by: 

, 
c 

G 
C 

(5.16) 

where C is between 10 and 30. A similar relation is found in the behaviour 

of amorphous solids . For example, Gilman (1975) and Argon (1979) have 

developed dislocation theories for the strength of amorphous solids, such as 

metallic glasses, and show that for these C ~ 30. Bowden and Raha (1974) found 

that dislocation loops in polymers are generated only when: 

G 
'c » 30 

Tabor then neatly showed that the same appears true of EHL lubricants by 

comparing, and G/30 for 5P4E using Bair and Winer's (1978) results, see 
c 

Fig. 5.XXLV. Similar, though more limited comparisons of T and G/30 are also 
c 

possible from Bair and Winer's results for the mineDal oils LVI 260 and Nl. 

In respect to the disc machine measurements, for 5P4E Bair and Winer's 

data of G/30 is compared with T in Fig. 5.XXXIV. Unfortunately, no elastic 
c 

shear modulus data exists for the test fluids HVI 650 and Santotrac 50 to 

permit further comparisons, In fact though elastic shear modulus data 

extracted from oscillatory shear and shear cell measurements show good 

agreement, unfortunately their sum total is limited to only a few fluids. 

Clearly the above proposed technique relies on a detailed investigation of the 
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r atio of G/T and its establishment for general categories of fluid. Therefore 
c 

i n this thesis the technique of deriving G from plastic response in the fluid 

r emains only a suggestion. 

However for 5P4E Tabor (1982) has shown to a first approximation that 

C = 30. Therefore given the independence of its limiting shear stress property 

to changes in temperature, see Fig. 5. XXXIV, '.and assuming the variation of G 

with temperature is not greatly affected by changes in pressure, this permits 

an approximate elastic shear modulus v. pressure relationship to be plotted 

from the disc machine results, see Fig. 5.XLVI. Unfortunately, there is no 

comparable data from oscillatory shear experiments so the main purpose of 

t his exercise is to show that this technique provides a considerably better 

estimate of G than that obtained from the initial slope of the traction curve, 

i.e. results are of the same order of magnitude as those for other fluids 

quoted in Section 2.4.2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MAPPING THE REGIMES OF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 4 a technique for producing isothermal traction curves 

directly from a disc machine was introduced. Experimental results obtained 

by this technique, see Figs. 4.II to 4.XV, have shown satisfactory agreement 

with the various rheological behaviours covered by Johnson and Tevaarwerk's 

simple constitutive equation, namely: 

I linear (Newtonian) viscous behaviour 

II non-linear (Eyring) viscous behaviour 

III elastic non-linear viscous behaviour 

V elastic/perfectly plastic behaviour 

Specifically in the case of 5P4E a fifth type of behaviour was observed, that 

of: 

IV elastic non-linear viscous plastic 

which is not encompassed by theJ6hnson and Tevaarwerk equation. 

In past years it was thought that these various rheological regimes were 

mutually exclusive. It is now clear that they are not, but instead occur 

urider different contact conditions. 

Currently there is no way of determining the likely rheological 

behaviour, purely from the fluid concerned and the contact conditions. There

fore specific traction tests have to be conducted, and then, as in Chapter 5, 

the regime of behaviour may be recognised from the form of the isothermal shear 

stress v. log-strain rate plot. When applying the theory to applications, e.g. 

cams, gears, rolling bearings, CVTs, etc., it would be advantageous to be able 

to examine specific fluids for their suitability under particular operating 

conditions, without the necessity of performing long experimental tests. For 
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example, in the case of CVT's it is desirable that the contact fluid should 

exhibit plastic shearing in the normal operating mode. Therefore once the 

relationship is established a knowledge of the contact conditions would allow 

an appropriate fluid to be selected, alternatively the contact conditions 

could be 'tuned' to suit a particular fluid. Also for analysing and 

theoretically modelling traction behaviour in design and development work, it 

would allow the appropriate rheological model for the fluid to be selected 

and where necessary changed to suit the conditions. It is also relevant w.r.t. 

traction predictions, such as those reviewed in Chapter 1, Section 1.6; all 

the prediction techniques discussed there are specific to particular rheological 

regimes of behaviour. 

In this chapter we shall examine and establish the relationship between 

the contact conditions and the resulting regime of rheological behaviour, in 

general and specifically for the three fluids investigated. The simplest 

way of representing the relationship between conditions and rheological 

behaviour is in the form of a map (or chart). This is not an original idea 

and an analogous example of the type of map proposed, relating rheological 

behaviour to conditions, is given in Fig. 6.1. This shows a 'Deformation 
I 

Diagram', developed by Ashby and Frost . (1975), which shows the different ~ I 
mechanisms of deformation at various conditions of stress and temperature, 

6.2 CONSTRUCTION OF REGIME CHART 

From the results of the isothermal traction tests in Chapter 4 it is 

clear that the major influences determining the type of rheological response 

of a fluid are the contact conditions of pressure and temperature. Secondary 

influences are the rolling speed, and the effective elastic modulus and radii 
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of the rolling elements. The overall rheological behaviour is determined by. the values 

- - - -of the individual fluid properties T , n, G and T and their variation with o c 

pressure and temperature. 
O f 

This var,e~ substantially from fluid to fluid as we 
1/ 

have seen from the previous chapter. 

The simplest and most practical way of mapping the regimes as functions 

of the conditions is in the form of a two dimensional chart; rather in the 

manner that Johnson (1971) produced fo~ the various pure rolling regimes, the 

axes and boundaries being non-dimensional parameters comprised of the various 

conditions and fluid properties. 

Given the number of variables involved some compromises were necessary 

and it became evident that a universal chart for all fluids was impractical. 

Attention then turned towards producing specific charts for particular fluids, 

or perhaps groups of fluids. After some deliberation the following major 

axes were chosen which coincide with the major influences of pressure and 

temperature. The horizontal axis variable is (ap), which is mainly dependent 

on pressure; to a first approximation it governs the contact viscosity (see 

the Barus equation, eqn. (1.19», and hence the shear stress for a given 

strain rate. The vertical axis parameter is loglO(anoU/R') which to a first 

approximation is proportional to film thickness, (see eqn. (4.8», its major 

influence is temperature. 

Since the objective is to construct a chart without the necessity of 

performing traction tests the two rheological properties used, i.e. the 

atmospheric pressure viscosity, nO' and the viscosity pressure coefficient, a, 

can be obtained from conventional viscometry, and are usually supplied by 

manufacturers. 

The next step is to consider the limits of each regime of behaviour. 

These may be added to form transition boundaries between which the individual 

types of rheological behaviour exist. 
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Let us first analyse this principle directly w.r.t. thermal traction 

curves before applying them to the construction of the regime chart. Figure 

6.ll shows schematically a series of thermal traction curves, one of each 

type of rheological behaviour, i.e. 

(1) linear viscous (Newtonian) behaviour 

(2) non-linear viscous (Eyring) behaviour 

(3) elastic non-linear viscous behaviour 

(4) elastic/perfectly plastic behaviour. 

These correspond to the isothermal curves shown in Fig. S.l. Superimposed on 

these are three boundary conditions: 

(a) , = '0 defining the transition from linear to non-linear viscous 

behaviour 

(b) , =, defining the onset of plastic shearing 
c 

(c) D 1 defining the transition between viscous and elastic 

response at low strain rates. 

By definition: 

(1) linear viscous (Newtonian) behaviour cannot exceed '0' also the initial 

slope must be less than that of D = 1, 

(2) non-linear viscous (Eyring) behaviour exceeds '0 but does not reach 'c' 

and the initial slope is less than that of D 1, 

(3) elastic non-linear viscous behaviour exceeds '0 but does not reach 'c' 

(4) 

the initial slope is steeper than that of D = 1, 

elastic/perfectly plastic behaviour reaches, and the initial slope 
c 

exceeds that of D = 1. 

The next step is to express each of these various boundaries in terms 

of the regime chart axes so they may be added to it. 
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6.2.1 The Limiting Condition of Elastic Behaviour 

The accepted measure of the rheological state of a viscoelastic fluid 

is the Deborah number, the ratio of relaxation time, A, to deformation time, 

t. For the specific case of EHL this has the form: 

D (2.5) 

which may be re-written in terms of the regime chart axes using eqn. (3.3) as: 

(6.1) 

where 

1 ~ t1 - V 2) (1 - V22 )j 1 
E' + 

El E2 
(6.2) 

and 
1 [;1 + ;2J RI (6.3) 

Johnson and Roberts (1974) found that, based upon a simple Max\.,rell 

explanation of viscoelasticity, in EHL the elastic behaviour became dominant 

once the relaxation time has exceeded the transit time, i.e. when D > 1. 

~arlow, ~rginsav and ,!:arnb (1967) developed a more complex viscoelastic analogy, 

the BEL model, which closely described the relaxation behaviour exhibited by 

real fluids. In comparison to the Maxwell model its relaxation is more 

gradual and predominantly elastic behaviour does not occur till D > 5. The 

complete transition from purely viscous to purely elastic behaviour takes 

place over about three orders of magnitude of D for the Maxwell model and 

about five for the BEL model. This combined with the logarithmic nature of 

the chart means the exact value of the transition Deborah number is not 

particularly critical, and so an arbitrary value of D = 2 was chosen. In fact 

all the chart boundaries only serve as approximate guide lines because the 

variation of pressure over the EHL contact makes instantaneous rheological 

changes impossible. see Fig. 5.V. 
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The elastic boundary given by eqn. (6.1) is general to all the charts 

and appears as an almost straight line, its position being dependent upon the 

parameter (G/E'); see Fig. 6.III. Having already dwelt upon the difficulty 

in obtaining G, for this application it may be taken as 1 GPa for most 

lubricants, unless specific data exists. 

6.2.2 The Limiting Condition of Linear (Newtonian) Viscous Behaviour 

This occurs when for the overall traction curve the maximum shear 

stress" ,just equals the Newtonian limiting shear stress, '0' and may be max 

interpreted into functions of the regime chart axes by considering Johnson 

and Greenwood's (1980) thermal analysis of an ' Eyring fluid. Here they derive 

a simple asymptotic approximation for the maximum dimension1ess traction as: 

{ 

L ['max . h [Tmax~ 112} 0.663 -- ---- s~n ---- = ------------~ 
2X TO To (1 + 9.55s)V2 

where 

x 

and 

Substituting the limiting conditon Tmax/To = 1 into eqn. (6.4) gives: 

0.8175 x 
(1 + 9. 55s) 112 

From Roelands equation, 

s ~ 1.6 £n(16000 n) 
(135 + e) 

Substituting for a as F{P} from eqn. (3.3) and 

h as F{P, e} from eqn. (4.8) 
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a lso knowing that Newtonian behaviour occurs at comparatively low pressures 

it is permissible to substitute: 

n as F{P, 8} from eqns. (1.19), (4.4) and (4.5) 

The effective rolling radius RI has little influence on eqn. (6.7) and may 

be given an arbitrary value, in this case 20 mm was chosen. Then, with a 

particular fluid in mind a representative low pressure value of TO is chosen 

and the viscosity equation constants specified. This gives eqn. (6.7) entirely 

in terms of inlet temperature 8
0

, mean pressure P, and rolling speed Ui and 

- -
f or specified values of 8

0 
and U it may then be numerically solved for P. A 

set of solutions for HVI 650 is shown in Fig. 6.IV. Using the arbitrary 

value of RI again these results may be translated into terms of the regime 

chart axes and marked on it in the form of isotherms for a range of 

temperatures, see Fig. 6.V. 

6.2.3 The Limiting Condition for Plastic Behaviour 

At EHL conditions of high pressure and/or low temperature some fluids 

exhibit plastic shearing characteristics at high strain rates. The specific 

threshold conditions for this state vary from fluid to fluid and unlike the 

other two boundary conditions it cannot at present be predicted from 

theoretical considerations, for instance, by identifying the upper limit of 

Eyring viscous behaviour. 

In Chapter 5 substantial evidence was shown for the coincidence of the 

onset of plastic shearing in EHL with the glass transition state of the fluid, 

see Figs. 5.XLII to 5.XLV. A fair amount of data exists for this transition 

from the work of Alsaad et al (1978), and the transition state for a number of 

EHL fluids is shown in Figs. 5.XL and 5.XLI. This will be used for constructing 

the boundary between viscous and plastic shearing. For both Santotrac 50 and 

5P4E Alsaad et al have deduced the glass transition state for EHL conditions, 
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but not for HVI 650. Under these circumstances and given that the glass 

transition state of four other mineral oils measured by Alsaad et al are very 

s imilar , see Fig. 5.XLI the result for Nl is taken to be representative of 

HVI 650 . Evidence in Chapter 5 suggests its value is quite close at 40°C, 

but gets progressively worse with increasing temperature. Therefore this is 

only regarded as an approximation and used only because no better alternative 

is available. The glass transition condition 8 , P , may be transformed into 
g g 

terms of the chart axes for given values of (D/R'), and added to the chart. 

6. 2 . 4 Film Thickness 

An additional advantage of the form of regime chart ' chosen, . i.e. with axes 

(aP ) and loglO(anOD/R'), is that the film thickness according to Dowson 

and Higginson's equation may be superimposed onto the chart, because excepting 

E' this is entirely a function of the axes. The original formulae, eqn. (4.8), 

may be simplified for steel rolling elements to give: 

(6.9) 

I n addition to the convenience of directly reading off the dimensionless 

f ilm thickness (h/R'), this could be thought of as a facility to incorporate 

a fourth boundary condition; that separating 'full film' lubrication from 

'asperity EHL' and ultimately 'boundary lubrication'. This is dependent on 

the ratio of the theoretical film thickness for smooth discs to the combined 

asperity heights of the discs used, (h/a). This remains only a suggestion in 

this c h apter; the, concept of this boundary will become clearer in Chapter 7 

where t he linfluence of rough surfaces on traction behaviour is analysed in 

detail, and the terminology, i.e. asperity EHL, is clearly defined. 
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6.2.5 The Complete Regime Charts 

A schematic simplified chart is given in Fig. 6.VI, showing the various 

boundaries and regimes they separate, for the fluids HVI 650 and Santotrac 50. 

Since every regime transition zone is, in addition to being a function of the 

chart axes, also influenced by a third parameter, the marked boundaries all 

appear as a family of separate lines for differing values of their third 

parameter. For the limit of Newtonian behaviour this is temperature 80' in 

the case of elastic response the ratio (G/E'), and for the onset of plastic 

shearing (V/R' in s-l). These three boundaries separate four regimes of 

differing rheological behaviour which are not identical for all three fluids, 

as in the case of 5P4E the boundaries occur in a different order. Rheological 

behaviour does not change instantaneously as the boundaries suggest, in fact 

the variation of conditions over an EHD contact makes such changes even more 

gradual, therefore the marked boundaries should be viewed as the centres of 

transition zones. 

The complete regime charts for each of the three test fluids are given 

in Figs. 6.VII to 6.IX. 

The form of the regime charts clearly shows the relative influence of 

each constituent condition of EHL. Pressure is by far the most dominant of 

these, appearing on the horizontal axis of the chart. Changes in pressure 

alone are capable of altering the contact fluid's rheology from one extreme 

to the other, i.e. from Newtonian viscous to elastic/perfectly plastic response. 

Conversely, the combined influences of temperature, rolling speed and effective 

radius, appearing mainly on the vertical axis, are only capable of moving the 

behaviour across one regime boundary. 

For low pressure conditions close to the Newtonian-Eyring viscous 

transition boundary, it should be remembered that the solutions shown are for 

a mean rolling radius 9f 20 mm. Obviously if for the conditions considered R' 
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deviates from this value susbtantially it may effect the predicted regime. 

Finally though the shown regime charts are strictly for line contact 

conditions, if the film thickness marked on the charts is ignored, they are 

equally applicable to point contacts. The only difference will occur in the 

solution to eqn. (6.7), which will slightly move the position of the Newtonian-

Eyring viscous boundary due to the influence of a point contact film thickness 

expression in place of eqn. (4.8), e.g. Cheng (1970): 

h [(l1l0UJ
O

•
725 (p~-0.17 

RI = 1. 327 """RI ET) (6.10) 

6.3.1 Discussion. of the Regime Chart w.r.t. Isothermal Traction Data 

Let us first consider the overall rheological behaviour of Santotrac 50 

and HVI 650 which are broadly similar. This discussion will concern the 

respective regime charts, Figs. 8.VII and 6.VIII, and the traction data for the 

two fluids from Chapter 4, Figs. 4.VII to 4.XV. At low pressures and high 

temperatures, the far left of the regime chart, the rheological behaviour is 

purely Newtonian viscous, given by eqn. (1.5). Increasing the pressure, i.e. 

moving towards the right of the regime chart, the Newtonian limiting condition 

is reached, (, = '0)' dependent on the temperature and rolling speed, the 

rheological behaviour then changes to Eyring viscous, given by eqn. (1.16). 

This behaviour continues until the Deborah number boundary is reached, here at 

low strain rates elastic response begins to develop and becomes progressively 

more dominant with further increases in pressure because of its exponential 

influence on viscosity and hence Deborah number, eqn. (2.5). This form of 

behaviour is that described by Johnson and Tevaarwerk's constitutive equation, 

eqn. (1.13). Finally at high pressures the glass transition state is reached 

and the high strain rate non-linear viscous behaviour is gradually replaced 

by plastic shearing, the overall rheology becoming that described by the 
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elastic/perfectly plastic Prandtl-Ruess equations, eqn. (1.14). 

The regime charts for Santotrac 50 and HVI 650 do accurately predict 

the rheological behaviour exhibited by the experimental isothermal traction 

curves in Chapter 4. It is however difficult to show this evidence in terms of 

a single graph. Therefore Figs. 6.Xa and 6.Xla show simplified regime charts 

with only the three relevant boundary lines marked. Superimposed on these are 

grids of experimental conditions coinciding with the isothermal traction curves, 

thus permitting the comparison between chart and experiment. The experimental 

c onditions are marked on the chart as short 'lines' rather than points, because 

in order to produce the isothermal curves (8
f 

constant) it was necessary to 

r e duce the inlet temperature , 8
0

, at the higher strain rates to compensate for 

s hear heating. This in turn effects the values of a and n over the duration 

of each single traction curve. 

The rheological behaviour in EEL is determined by the contact conditions 

o f pressure and temperature, i.e. thermal conditions; ~ whilst the regime chart 

axes are based on the inlet temperature condition because this may be easily 

measured. For most applications the difference between the inlet and contact 

temperature should be small (below 10°C) as it is usually undesirable 

r egarding energy losses to operatre too far into the thermal region, (area C of 

Fig. 1.111). However, if this is the case then the chart may still be used to 

provide an indication of the rheological behaviour so long as the infleunce of 

t hermal heating is taken into account. This involves using nO and a values at the 

contact temperature, evaluated from eqn. (2.20), rather than the inlet temperature, 

though the film thickness will remain dependent on the inlet temperature. 

To futher emphasise the change in rheological response with regime, specific 

examples of traction curves for Santotrac 50 and HV! 650 from each regime are 

plotted in Figs. 6.Xb and 6.Xlb. The conditions, some of which coincide with those 

i n Figs. 5 . III to 5. VIII, are marked on the respective simplified charts and the lines 
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drawn through the experimental traction curves are constructed using the 

r heological data from Chapter 5 and the theoretical rheological equations 

predicted by the chart. 

In the case of 5P4E, the regime chart, Fig. 6.IX, shows that the glass 

transition phenomenon occurs at a lower pressure than the elastic boundary. 

Consequently elastic non-linear viscous behaviour, bounded at low pressure by 

the elastic transition and at high pressure by the glass transition, evident 

f or the other test fluids does not exist for 5P4E. Instead a new regime of 

behaviour occurs, confined by the same transition boundaries, but inversely 

positioned. In accordance with the criteria relating the rheological response 

of each regime to the nature and positions of its confining boundaries for the 

other test fluids, we can arrive at a hypothesis for the behaviour in this 

'new' regime. Firstly, since it occurs at pressures above that necessary for 

glass transition, the high strain rate response should be plastic. Secondly, 

the regime exists entirely below the elastic boundary and consequently we 

would still expect to find non-linear viscous response at low strain rates. 

Therefore based upon this reasoning, the overall rheological behaviour should 

be non-linear viscous plastid. However, experimental data from this regime 

clearly indicates that in fact low strain rate response is of an elastic 

nature, and that this is not caused purely by tangential creep in the discs 

because it changes substantially with temperature as well as pressure. The 

most plausible explanation for this lies in the relationship between pressure 

and viscosity. The theory used in constructing the chart is based on the 

assumption that this can be approximated by the Barus equation, eqn. (1.19), 

where a, the viscosity pressure coefficient, is purely dependent on temperature 

and may therefore be reliably deduced from conventional high pressure 

viscometry. For Santotrac 50 and HVI 650 this is reasonable for modest 

pressures bearing in mind the logarithmic nature of the chart, but for 5P4E 

experimental data has shown the variation of a with pressure to be significant, 
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s ee Fig. 5.XXV. The consequence is that for some of the conditions currently 

f alling within this new regime, the position of the 'operating point' and 

t he plastic transition boundary should strictly be moved on the chart in 

a ccordance with the true higher a values. In Fig. 5.XXV the glass transition 

- -s tate has been superimposed on the a v. P data and shows that this coincides 

with the maximum values, which are roughly twice those extracted by conventional 

H. P. viscometry. This explains the low strain rate elastic response in 

t he 'new' regime, because shifting the glass transition by a factor of two 

puts it in close proximity with the elastic boundary. Ideally for 5P4E it would 

be desirable to design the chart in such a manner as to allow- for the change in a 

with pressure, but this is not practical in two dimensions, and also the 

i ntention was to construct the chart from easily measured criteria. This 

discrepancy does not detract from the overall concept of the chart as both the 

glass transition boundary and the position on the chart of the operating 

condition are both subject to the same approximate values of a, consequently 

t heir relative position is unaffected. A simplified regime chart for 5P4E and 

specific examples of each regime of behaviour are shown in Figs. -6.XIIa and b 

respectively. 

The various rheological behaviours exhibited by all three test fluids 

are summarised in Table 6.a. 

Table 6.A 

REGIMES OF RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR 
FLUIDS 

IN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION. 
Santotrac 50 HVI 650 5P4E 

I linear (Newtonian) viscous I I I 

II non-linear (Eyring) viscous I I I 

III elastic non-linear viscous I I 

IV elastic non-linear viscous plastic I 

V elastic/perfectly plastic I I I 
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6.3.2 Discussion of the Regime Chart w.r.t. Extracted Rheological Properties 

Whilst considering the subject of the regime chart it should be noted 

that its form is entirely tailored to EHL, and consequently it does not 

encompass some regimes of behaviour which prevail in many of the rheometrical 

techniques from which comparable property data has been extracted. To explain 

more clearly why these differences in behaviour occur it is worthwhile 

extending the concept of the regime chart to general rheometry, with the 

falling 'slug viscometer and Bair and Winer's stress-strain devices specifically 

in mind. In these rheometers the fluid is subjected to constant shearing at 

comparatively low strain rates whilst under equilibrium conditions of pressure 

and temperature. Consequently only two regime boundaries exist; the linear/ 

non-linear viscous transition and the glass transition. Elastic behaviour, 

apparent in EHL, is caused mainly by sudden changes in pressure or strain rate 

and does not therefore exist in these other techniques. The linear/non-linear 

viscous transition occurs when, = 'Oi substitutinq, this condition into eqn. 

(1.16 and 19) gives: 

YTRANSITION 

1.1752 '0 

nO exp(aP) 
(6.11) 

Let us consider a specific fluid, Santotrac 50i then from the basic fluid 

properties in Appendix A we know a and nO as F{e}, and from the extracted 

properties in Chapter 5, Go as F{P, e}. Therefore eqn. (6.11) can be ev.aluated 

to determine the strain rate at which transition occurs for different conditions 

of P and e under isothermal and equilibrium conditions. When plotted on axes 

of P and e a regime chart for the linear/non-linear viscous transition is 

formed where the position of the boundary is dependent on the strain rate. 

This may be completed for the overall rheological behaviour by the addition of 

the glass transition state directly from S.XL. The finished chart is shown in 

Fig. 6.XIII. 
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For strain rates above ~ 10-2 s-1 the linear/non-linear viscous transi

tion occurs at pressures considerably below the glass transition, as it does 

in EHL. This divides the overall rheology into three distinct regimes: 

'linear (Newtonian) viscous', 'non-linear (Eyring) viscous' and 'non-linear 

viscous plastic', see Fig. 6.XIII. For very low strain rates (below 10-3 s - 1) 

t he linear/non-linear viscous boundary appears, from the theory, to occur 

at pressures above the glass transition. This suggests that a new regime may 

exist above the glass transition state and below the linear/viscous transition. 

Whether or not this occurs is purely hypothetical as in reality experiments at 

these conditions would only yield very low shear stress values, well below 

' 0 or 'c' because of the low strain rate. Therefore for practical purposes 

t he behaviour in this regime is purely Newtonian viscous . 

The 'non-linear viscous' rheological behaviour is evident in Winer and 

Bair's (1978) shear stress/strain rate measurements shown in Fig. 6.XIV, and 

f orms the basis of the 'viscous-plastic' constituent of their rheological 

traction model, eqn. (1.15) and Fig. 6 . XV. The predicted state of the fluid 

given by this 'non-EHL' regime chart is i n general agreement with Winer and 

Bair's measurements in Fig. 6.XIV, obtained from both the shear cell and 

f alling slug rheometers. 

The major point to be made from this analysis is that the range over 

which properties may be determined is restricted by the regimes in which the 

selected rheometer operates. For example , the disc machine cannot be used to 

measure viscosity at very high pressures because elastic response dominates the 

low strain rate behaviour. Yet these properties still exist at such conditions 

and could be measured by an alternative technique, e.g . the shear cell. Also 

whilst for a given pressure and temperature condition two different types of 

rheometer may well operate in different regimes, they should still measure 

comparable property values. This we have seen to be true in comparing the 

disc machine data with results from the shear cell, which further strengthens 
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the argument that '0' n, G and , are true rheological properties of the 
c 

fluid, and thus independant of strain rate. 

For the above reasons the viscous fluid properties, '0 and n, extracted 

in Chapter 5 terminate coincidentally with the glass transition, except in the 

case of 5P4E where a small overlap exists because of results from the elastic 

non-linear viscous plastic'regime. Given this information we may now continue 

the discussion of .viscosity results, Figs. 5.xv to 5.XX, from Section 5.3.2. 

Because of the coincidence/close proximity of glassy conditions with 

the viscosity measurements one would expect them to be of/close to glassy 

values. For 5P4E constant viscosity values are reached for 100°C and 80°C, 

~ lOll Pa.s and ~ 1013 Pa.s respectively, and at lower temperatures viscosity 

begins to approach limiting values. HVI 650 and Santotrac 50 viscosity data 

does not exhibit the same limiting tendancy and measurements simply terminate 

around 108 - 1010 Pa.s. Alsaad et al (1978) found in their detailed analysis 

of the glass transition state that typical transition viscosities are of the 

order 107 - 1013 Pa.s, which therefore compares sensibly with the limiting 

viscosity results extracted from the disc machine. 

Having clearly identified the different regimes of behaviour and 

extracted the various rheological properties over a wide range of conditions, 

the combined information can be used to assess the traction prediction 

techniques discussed in the introductory chapter. The most important aspect 

of these from an engineering point of view is the maximum traction prediction. 

Johnson and Greenwood's (1980) paper derived a traction model for thermal 

conditions based on Eyring viscous rheology. From this they obtained a simple 

expression for the maximum traction coefficient: 

]Jmax 1. 74 ' 0 Q,n{ 1. 2 X 1/} 
P (1 + 9.5~) 2 

(6.12) 
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In Figs. 6.XVI to 6.XVIII the values of ~ obtained from this equation using 
max 

the extracted rheological properties are compared with experimental thermal 

maximum traction measurements. Where necessary, i.e. at conditions exceeding 

the glass transition, viscous data has been extrapolated from low pressures. 

The glass transition state has also been added to each graph to provide a 

reference to the rheological conditions. The results show that in general 

providing the rheological state is Newtonian or Eyring viscous, i.e. the glass 

transition has not been exceeded, then eqn. (6.11) together with the extracted 

properties gives an extremely good prediction for the maximum thermal traction. 

This is the case for the majority of the HVI 650 results, about half those for 

Santotrac 50 and a few of the 5P4E results. Once the glass transition is 

exceeded theoretical predictions and experimental data progressively diverge. 

This is not entirely caused by the inaccurate extrapolation of properties, 

it is because once the glass transition state is reached the maximum traction 

becomes dependent upon the limiting shear stress property, L 
c 

This may be 

clearly seen for 5P4E, Fig. 6.XVII, where ~ has been superimposed on the 
c 

maximum traction results, 

~c 

L 
C 

P 

Once the glass transition has been exceeded results for all temperatures 

(6.13) 

progressively converge on ~c with increasing pressure. However, it must be 

remembered these are thermal conditions and though for 5P4E L is almost c 

independent of temperature, for other fluids such as Santotrac 50 temperature 

has a significant influence. Therefore let us now consider the deviation 

between max traction predictions and experimental measurements for Santrotrac 50 

specifically the condition of: 8
0 

= 40°C, P = 1.098 GPa and U = 1 m/Si 

see Fig. 6.XVIII. The full thermal traction curve from Johnson and Greenwood's 

model is given by the simultaneous solution of: 
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(6.14) 

and (6.1S) 

(6.16) 

The result for the specified condition is plotted in terms of j..l and y in 

Fig. 6.XIX. 

For comparison we now consider the maximum traction based upon the 

limiting shear stress. From the results in Fig. S.XXXII for a given pressure: 

(6.17) 

where, is the value of the limiting shear stress as inlet temperature. 
Co 

Bearing in mind the plastic shearing behaviour of the fluid under these conditions 

we will assume, with reference to Section 4.3, that the temperature rise in the 

film is given by: 

- -(, ~U)h 
12K 

Then combining eqns. (2.20), (6.6, 17 and 18), and simplifying: 

, 
c 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

The result from this equation for the given condition is added to Fig. 6.XIX 

for comparison to the Johnson and Greenwood solution and the experimental 

maximum traction data point. Given that the experimental maximum occurred at 

a strain rate between 3 x 105 and S x 105 8- 1 it shows close agreement with 

the limiting shear stress solution. ~Vhilst the Eyring based model predicts a 

low maximum value at a strain rate an order of magnitude below experimental 
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conditions. The purpose of this comparison is to show clearly that once the 

glass transition state has been exceeded the Johnson and Greenwood thermal 

traction theory based on Eyring non-linear viscous rheological behaviour is no 

longer applicable. 

With the aid of the regime chart all aspects of traction behaviour can 

now be evaluated from the operating conditions and the four basic rheological 

properties which, excepting G, may be directly extracted from simple disc 

machine experiments. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 7 

THE INFLUENCE OF SURFACE ROUGH~~SS ON 

ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION 

In the preceding chapters we have developed a means of measuring the 

various fluid properties which define the rheological behaviour of elasto

hydrodynamic lubricants, also the concept of a 'Regime Chart' which indicates 

the type of rheology to be expected under differing contact conditions. Both 

have been substantiated experimentally for three specific lubricants over the 

normal range of pressures and temperatures encountered in EHL. Having firmly 

established these properties and regimes they will now be used to provide a 

foundation from which to tackle the third aspect of this thesis; the influence 

of rough sUrfaces on traction. 

Under 'Full Film' conditions, i.e. where the surfaces are separated by 

a film considerably thicker (factor of 10+) than the surface asperity heights, 

the behaviour of the lubricant is now fairly well understood. The bulk film 

thickness is dependent on the rolling speed, the dimensions and elasticity of 

the rolling elements, the normal loading and the viscosity properties of the 

lubricant at inlet conditions: it can be accurately predicted by theoretical 

expressions, e.g. eqn. (4.8). Similarly the shear behaviour under such 

conditions is also now reasonably clearly defined (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6), 

the generated traction force being dependent on the rheological properties of 

the lubricant, the conditions of pressure and temperature in the Hertzian 

contact zone and the strain rate imposed by the sliding speed. A schematic 

of a typical full film contact is shown in Fig. 7.1a. 

When the conditions are such that the film thickness is reduced to, or 

just below, the combined asperity height a marked increase in traction is 

observed. Electrical resistance measurements show that direct contact between 
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asperities is infrequent and this is also evident from the lack of wear damage 

to the rolling surfaces. Under these circumstances the behaviour in the contact 

is not clearly understood. 

It is believed that micro EHL contacts form between the peaks of the 

asperities and since the 'real' area of contact between these combined micro 

contacts is less than that for the observed bulk Hertzian contact the local 

pressures are proportionately higher. Unlike the bulk contact, the film 

thickness between asperities is not directly influenced by the rolling speed, 

U, and the fluid is able to flow around asperities as well as through the micro 

EHL contacts. Instead the 'asperity film thickness', hA' is determined mainly 

by squeeze film action and influenced by the sliding speed, 6U; as would be 

expected its magnitude is very small. Howeve4 since the sliding speed is the 

same as that for the bulk contact, the effective strain rate to which the fluid 

in the micro-contacts is subjected, Y
A 

(= 6U/h
A
), is proportionately higher. 

Therefore a typical micro contact between asperities imposes simultaneously 

conditions of high pressure and high strain rate on the fluid. From the 

results in Chapter 4 and the 'Regime Charts' in Chapter 6, we know that under 

such conditions the rheological behaviour is likely to be 'perfectly plastic' 

for most lubricants. This condition will be refered to as an . 'Asperity EHL'. 

In this chapter we shall pursue this argument further and attempt to 

explain the increased traction using the specific case of HVI 650 and its 

associated rheological properties extracted in Chapter 5. Experimental 

evidence has been obtained from traction tests using discs with several different 

levels of surface roughness. It was intended that these were representative 

of machined or rough ground surfaces which may for economic or manufacturing 

reasons be desirable for some applications. Indeed for the case of traction 

drives providing that the behaviour has no adverse side effects, i.e. fatigue, 

it may well be advantageous purely by virtue of the higher traction coefficients. 

The analysis will be confined to conditions where full film lubrication 
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is maintained between asperities, and therefore it does not include 'Boundary 

Lubrication' where direct 'metal to metal' contact occurs; for two reasons, 

firstly because in most engineering applications the accompanying wear 

phenomenon is not desirable, and secondly because the complex interaction 

between 'metal to metal' friction and elastohydrodynamic traction cannot be 

satisfactorily defined from the information available. 

With the exception of Winer and Bair (1982) the majority of articles 

so far published on rough surface traction, briefly reviewed in Chapter 1, 

Section 1.6, have been mainly confined to observations. The work reported in 

this chapter extends their analysis, specifically interpreting the behaviour 

based upon a detailed knowledge of lubricant properties and surface 

characteristics. 

7.2 THE QUANTIFICATION OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS IN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION 

One of the main problems in analysing rough surface traction is measuring 

and quantifying the behaviour in terms which have significant physical meaning. 

With smooth surfaces the contact pressure, temperature and film thickness can 

be measured or obtained from well established theoretical work, but in the 

case of rough surfaces none of these quantities exist in bulk terms, only at 

asperity level. 

Johnson and Jefferies's (1967) investigation was concerned largely with 

the wear and fatigue aspects of rough surface traction. They defined the 

traction conditions in terms of the parameter: (f/h) , where f is the sum of 

the initial mean peak to valley heights of both surfaces, and h is the 

theoretical equivalent film thickness for smooth surfaces. An interesting 

point they noted, which is of significance to the experimental work described 

in this chapter, is that after 10 5 cycles the disc surfaces showed negligible 

further wear. Winer and Bair's (1982) apparatus consisted of one rough and one 
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s mooth rolling element. They classified the influence of surface roughness by 

t he parameter; 

h 

° 
(7.1) 

where ° is the centre line average roughness (Ra). The work described in this 

chapter will adopt this terminology except that for two surfaces the combined 

r oughness will be defined as: 

° (7.2) 

where 01 and 02 are the respective individual Ra values of each disc measured 
. . , 

after 10 5 cycles. 

Since the effective film thickness between asperities cannot be 

ascertained from measurements or calculations it is not possible to defi.ne the 

strain rate to which the lubricant in the asperity contact is subjected. Ideally 

(7.3) 

For contact conditions of equal pressure, temperature and rolling speed (U/hA) 

is a constant giving: 

flU 
= log 10 --.:- + C (7.4) 

U 

Hence for isothermal conditions the shape of the traction curve, i.e. 

~ v. l0910(flU/U), can be used to define the rheological regime of behaviour 

for asperity EHL in the same way it was obtained from the ~ v. 10910 y curves 

for the bulk film with smooth surfaces in Chapter 5. 

Winer and Bair (1982) attempted a crude rheological analysis of 

rough surface traction assuming under such conditions the fluids would 

behave in a perfectly plastic manner, and therefore the measured 

traction coefficient should be the limiting traction coefficient, ~ , as 
c 

obtained from their low strain rate shear cell device. Taking this to 
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independent of conuact conditions they removed the further complications of 

asperity pressures and temperatures. In presenting their experimental results 

they adopted a '~educed ~raction Coefficient', RTC, where 

RTC (7.5) 

Plotting RTC v. A on logarithmic scales they found that for a given pressure 

and slide/roll ratio the relationship had a characteristic form for all the 

fluids tested, see Fig. 7.11, which included the three analysed in this thesis. 

In fact given the logarithmic nature of the axes, data presented in this 

chapter suggests the characteristic form is also insensitive to bulk pressure, 

temperature and slide/roll ratio. The overall behaviour fits into three broad 

catagories which are marked on Fig. 7.II: 

( a) for It > 10 Full Film EHL traction where RTC < 1 

(b) for 1 < It < 10 Asperity EHL traction where RTC 1 

(c) for It < 1 Boundary Lubrication traction where RTC > 1 

This generalised presentation is extremely useful in terms of practical 

applications and results presented in this chapter are in general agreement 

with its form. 

7.3 THE INFLUENCE OF THE SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY ON 'ROUGH SURFACE TRACTION' 

The nature of traction behaviour, i.e. full film EHL, asperity EHL or 

boundary lubrication is determined by the combination of; the viscosity 

properties of the lubricant, the rolling element dimensions and surface 

topography, and the conditions of rolling speed, normal load and temperature. 

However once the asperity EHL state is reached the influence of the surface 

topography dominates the traction. 

Most surfaces used in lubrication practice are prepared using a finish 
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technique involving the random contact between grits and the surface (be it 

circumferential grinding or diamond polishing) , thus the surfaces are given a 

random structure also. The nature of these surfaces is very complex and in 

order to reduce them to terms which can be used to analyse experimental results 

a number of simplifications are necessary. First of all we assume that in the 

direction of rolling the topography is homogeneous and therefore the entire 

periphery surface can be represented by the surface profile perpendicular to 

the rolling direction, in practice usually about ten such measurements are 

averaged. Typical examples of the profiles of the four surfaces investigated 

are shown in Fig. 7.III. These were digitized and analysed by computer which 

quantified them into · a number of parameters. Of these ', the centre line average 

roughness, 0, is important regarding the conditions at which asperity EHL 

develops, whilst the standard deviation of asperity heights, ~, and their mean 

peak curvature, r, have a significant effect on the asperity traction level. 

Given this data we can construct a theoretical model of asperity contact. 

Assuming they have curvature R in the rolling plane and r perpendicular to it, 

then for two asperities in normal contact an elliptic Hertzian contact will be 

formed. Following conventional analysis: 

let 
1 1 2 

A = -+ 
R R2 R 

1 

(7.6) 

1 1 2 
B = -+ 

r
l 

r
2 

r 
(7.7) and 

Simplifying the problem to an equivalent circular contact following Greenwood 

(1978) (unpublished), where the equivalent radius is given by: 

R 
e 

1 

The Hertzian equations then give: 
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asperity contact area 

(3R N 1 % 
leA AA = 'TT 2E') 

and compliance 

r 3N 1 % 
o - A I 

- l2E'/R 
e) 

TABLE 7.A 

where for B/A 

A 
fac 

D = 
L C 

. Af ac 

. D
fac 

50 

0.9674 

0.8340 

therefore in terms of compliance: 

( 0 1 % I-D-
~ fac) 

(7.9) 

(7.10 ) 

100 200 500 

0.9572 0.9328 0.9062 

0.7860 0.737l 0.6729 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

The next step follows Greenwood and Williamson's (1966) statistical model of 

rough surfaces. Substituting eqns. (7.11 and 12) into their results for an 

exponential distribution of asperity heights gives: 

The number of contact spots 

(7.13) 

The total contact area 

(7.14) 

The total normal load 
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· 1 

2E' (iT SR ) /2 
e 

where 0 is the surface density of asperities 

@ is the nominal contact area 

i is the standardized separation 

therefore 

L:A 
A 

n 

L:N 
A 

n 
2E' (iTsR ) % 

e 

( 1 ') 

lA ro-I 
l fac fac) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

These calculations have been evaluated for two of the experimental disc surfaces 

shown in Figs. 7.III(c) and (d), the results are shown in Table 7.B. 

Unfortunately the determination of the surface properties rand s is not 

straight forward, and the computer results depend upon the level of filtering, 

and length of the profile analysed, and the chosen sample interval, as well as 

the subtleties of the specific computer program employed. These aspects alone 

present a subject for considerable debate, and in conjunction with the more 

general approximations already made in the analysis; (i.e. that the surface 

roughness is negligible in the rolling direction, that the Hertzian analysis 

still holds for long thin contacts and that Greenwood and Williamson's rough 

surface model is not effected by the disc curvature) , determines that the 

final results may only be regarded as a general guide to asperity conditions. 
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TABLE 7.B: Asperity Conditions 

t .j. t AA NA P
A 0'1' 0'2 ~; r (40°C) * 

(]..lm) (]..lm) (]..lm) (m2) (N) (GPa) ]..lc 

0.95 1.33 91 5.25 x 10-9 16.9 3.2 0.0793 

2.23 2.60 100 1.07 10- 46.4 4.3 0.0822 

t The extraction of 0'1' 0'2' ~ and r from the surface profiles in 
Figs. 7.III(c) and (d) used a program written by Dr J A Greenwood 
(G W S' ANAL 7) 

* 
(7.19) 

where 'c was obtained by extrapolating results from Fig. 5.XXIX to 
asperity pressure, PA. 

7.4 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL TRACTION DATA FROM ROUGH SURFACE CONDITIONS 

In Chapters 4 and 5 the superiority of isothermal, over thermal traction 

curves, for examining the rheological state and respective shear properties 

of elastohydrodynamic lubricants was clearly demonstrated. Due to the 

contribution of the lubricant to asperity traction and the indeterminate nature 

of its influence over boundary traction it is proposed to adopt the same 

isothermal analysis with rough surface experiments. The thermal heating effect 

being calculated exactly as before from bulk contact conditions and trailing 

thermocouple measurements. Clearly this is not so accurate for rough surfaces 

as the actual asperity pressures and effective strain rates are considerably 

higher than for bulk smooth surface conditions. However it would be complex 

and perhaps optimistic to attempt to accomodate these considerations into 

thermal calculations. Providing the sliding speed is kept low and the total 

theoretical temperature rise below 10°C, results should be fairly accurate for 
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both types of rough surface traction. Further confidence arises from the known 

°10 sensitivity of the limiting shear stress, T , and 'metal to metal' friction 
c 

coefficient to such small changes in temperature. 

The fluid HVI 650 was selected for these experiments mainly because of 

its viscosity properties which give a large change in bulk film thickness over 

the investigated contact conditions of pressure, temperature and rolling speed. I I I 

7.4.1 The Influence of the A Ratio 

The influence of the A ratio is dependent on the level of surface 

roughness, cr, and the theoretical film thickness, h, which is in turn dependent 

upon contact pressure ,. temperature and rolling speed. The comments made here 

regarding A are in addition to the findings of Winer and Bair reported in 

Section 7.2, with which experimental results from the disc machine are in 

general agreement. 

Before analysing in detail the rheological behaviour under asperity 

EHL let us first consider extreme conditions where this breaks down. At very 

low slide/roll ratios the traction is found to rise increasingly steeply and 

becomes comparable with that for dry contact. Under these conditions the 

plasticity index of the rough surface asperities is around 2, consequently it 

is likely that the asperities are plastically deforming and causing the disc 

and surface properties to dominate the traction. This effect is clearly shown 

in Fig. 7.IV, where for high temperature, high bulk pressure and low rolling 

speed experimental conditions, the initial rise in traction from the three 

different disc surfaces are compared with the theoretical limit for dry 

contact traction. The experimental surfaces are those shown in Figs. 7.III(a), 

(c) and (d). The theoretical dry contact traction coefficient is given by: 

(7 . 20) 
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from Johnson (1961), where ~ is the coefficient of friction between steel 
s s 

and steel, which is approximately 0.6 according to Bowden and Tabor (1974). 

As the roughness level a increases and A decreases the experimental traction 

results move closer towards that for un-lubricated conditions. In fact the 

results for the 'very rough' surfaces are shown to cross/exceed this 

theoretical limit. This could be caused by a meshing effect between the two 

surfaces, but more likely results from inaccuracy in the slide/roll ratio 

measurements at such low values. 

The second simplest and most self contained of the conditions influencing 

the value of A is the rolling speed, as it only directly effects the film 

thickness and not the rheological properties of the lubricant. By maintaining 

the bulk contact pressure and temperature constant the variation of rolling 

speed can be used to show the change from full film EHL, to asperity EHL and 

finally boundary lubrication, see Fig . 7.V. The discs chosen had mildly ground 

surfaces, a typical profile is shown in Fig. 7.III(b); low pressure and 

temperature conditions were selected to give a thick film at high rolling 

speeds. At high rolling speeds, i.e. at rolling speeds in excess of 6 m/s, 

the film thickness is sufficient to completely separate the surfaces, i.e. 

A ~ 6. Under these circumstances the rheology is completely Eyring viscous 

and if comparison is made for like conditions between smooth and rough discs, 

negligible difference is evident. Further, if the comparison were drawn on a 

-
rheological basis, i.e. ~ v. loglOY' then smooth surface results at U = 1 m/s 

would show direct agreement with rough surfaces at U > 6 m/s, the fluids 

viscous properties being independent of rolling speed. As the speed decreases 

the rheology changes to 'elastic non-linear viscous', e.g. at U = 2 m/so This 

is because the reduction o~ rolling speed causes a decrease in the lubricant 

film thickness and brings the surface asperities closer together forming 

localised pockets of high pressure. This in turn moved the operating point on 

the regime chart, Fig : 6.X, towards the RHS and into the next regime. With 
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further reductions in rolling speed more and more asperities move closer 

together and eventually form micro EHL contacts, hence for the particular 

example shown in Fig. 7.V, at the condition where 6 = I m/s, the shape of the 

traction curve suggests the contact fluid is in an elastic/perfectly plastic 

state, and therefore that the behaviour is dominated by asperity traction. 

Finally at still lower speeds substantial film breakdown occurs between 

asperities eventually resulting in 'metal to metal' contact. Under these 

circumstances the traction curve will no longer reach a maximum consistent 

with the limiting shear stress property of the lubricant, but continue to a 

higher level, ultimately limited by the frictional characteristics of the 

surface materials'. This type of behaviour can be seen in Fig. 7. V for a 

rolling speed of V2 m/s, it is worth noting that under these conditions A ~ I 

and therefore is in agreement with Winer and Bair's observations. Also the 

initial rise of the traction curve approaches the theoretical prediction for 

un-lubricated discs, eqn. (7.20). Surprisingly, it was found that even when 

subjected to these extreme conditions for long periods negligible surface 

deterioration was evident, suggesting the surfaces may still in fact have been 

out of direct contact. Under these conditions it is therefore assumed the 

observed high traction may be caused by the shearing of the 'surface oxide 

film' . 

The remainder of this discussion will be concerned with experimental 

results presented in Figs. 7.VI to 7.IX which compare, for a specific temperature 

and rolling speed, the isothermal traction behaviour with smooth discs to that 

obtained using two different levels of surface roughness. For clarity results 

are only shown for the maximum and minimum bulk pressures. The traction 

behaviour at intermediate conditions were recorded and showed predictable 

dispersion between these extremes (see Chapter 4 for smooth surface data) . 

All the rough surface traction experiments were carried out in the range 
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0.07 < A < 1.92, therefore spanning the transition from asperity EHL to 

boundary lubrication conditions. At 40°C, Fig. 7.VI, for all conditions A 

values are towards the maximum of this range, and the observed traction curve 

shape is that exhibited by elastic/perfectly plastic EHL rheological behaviour, 

also the initial rate of rise of the traction is considerably below that for 

unlubricated discs. These combined factors suggest the behaviour to be purely 

asperity EHL. At the other extreme, results at 100°C exhibit A values 

considerably below 1, and at high slide/roll ratios a slope forms, almost 

independent of surface roughness and bulk pressure. Under these circumstances 

it is likely T has been exceeded and the observed traction is therefore due 
c 

to the influence of either; plastic deformation of asperities, shearing of a 

surface oxide film or 'metal to metal' contact. Since little surface damage 

was detectable even after extended periods at these conditions (~ 10 hrs), it 

is assumed the latter did not occur. It is curious that the behaviour forms 

a slope, suggesting an 'Eyring type' non-linear relat~on between strain rate 

and traction coefficient. However little information is available on the 

shearing of oxide films, also conditions of asperity pressure and temperature 

are only approximate, therefore any proposed hypothesis would be very 

speculative. 

7.4.2 The Influence of Normal Contact Load (Bulk Pressure) 

At this stage it is worth noting that one of Greenwood and Williamson's 

major conclusions is that the asperity contact pressure is entirely dependent 

on peak curvature and the standard deviation of the asperity heights. The 

normal bulk contact load, N, hence the effective bulk pressure, P, merely 

det.ermines the number of asperity contacts. The results for both surfaces in 

Table 7.B indicate asperity pressures considerably higher than the bulk 

pressure conditions under which traction tests have so far been performed. 

Therefore one would expect to observe a considerable difference between traction 
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1\ 

results from smooth and rough discs, experimental results in Figs. 7.VI to 

7.IX show this to be true for all the conditions investigated. Following 

Greenwood and Williamson's conclusions the rough surface traction should be 

fairly independent of normal load. The experimental results show this to be 

° approximately true at temperatures of 60, 80 and 100 e, but only at the 

higher slide/roll ratios where the tangential creep of the discs no longer 

dominates the traction. Surprisingly, for these conditions the lower bulk 

pressures also yield slightly higher traction values. A possible, though 

speculative explanation for this lies in the relative bulk contact area, which 

is smaller for the lower pressure and therefore offers less resistance to excess 

fluid flowing out of the contact between asperities encouraging a greater 

likelihood of 'some" form' of boundary ' lubrication. 

At 40°C for the 'Average rough' ground surfaces, Fig. 7.VI, there is a 

substantial difference between the curves at the two extremes of bulk pressure, 

the lower pressure exhibiting the lower traction. This is thought to be 

caused by a low density of asperity EHL contacts present in the bulk contact 

due to the comparatively thick film, i.e. A = 1.9. Excepting this, results at 

40 and 60°C are thought to be dominated by asperity EHL, the levels of traction 

at the high bulk pressure for the 'Average rough' ground surfaces show reasonable 

agreement with the asperity pressure prediction from Table 7.B, Pa = 3.2 GPa. 

This is shown by the comparison of results with those from a smooth surface 

traction curve at conditions P = 3.2 GPa, obtained from a point contact 

configuration by running a crowned disc against one of the heated discs. Also 

at 40°C and high bulk pressure, the traction curves may be compared with ~c 

values given in Table 7.B for the respective asperity pressures of each surface. 

These show reasonable agreement, i.e. within 10%. 
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Fig. 7.II1: Disc surface profiles perpendicular to the rolling direction 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 

The Johnson and Tevaarwerk elastic non-linear viscous constitutive 

law for EHL, eqn. (1.13), is supported by the experimental results until the 

fluid reaches a glassy state where a critical shear stress, , , is exhibited. 
c 

The overall rheological behaviour can therefore be described in terms of four 

rheological properties: 

'0 the limiting Newtonian shear stress 

n the dynamic viscosity 

G the elastic shear modulus 

T the limiting shear stress. c 

The experimental evidence also supports Johnson and Greenwood's thermal 

analysis of an Eyring fluid and their resulting expression for the maximum 

traction coefficient. However its validity is strictly limited to the 

viscous regimes of behaviour, and as with the constitutive equation, once the 

glassy state is reached it is no longer applicable. 

8.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ISOTHERMAL TRACTION CURVES 

From an assessment of commercial and experimental rheometry techniques, 

it was established in Section 2.6 that the most flexible and economic apparatus 

for extracting the rheological properties of elastohydrodynamic lubricants, 

under EHL conditions, was a disc machine. Following the work of Conry et al 

(1979), who demonstrated a technique of producing limited isothermal traction 

curves in the non-linear region, this offered the facility of measuring the 

limiting Newtonian shear stress '0' the dynamic viscosity n, and with 
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development, the feasibility of extracting the limiting shear stress, 
c 

However it was accepted at this early stage that it was not a suitable 

apparatus for directly measuring the elastic shear modulus, G. 

For the experimental work individually controlled heated discs were 

used, which both minimised the temperature disparity between their surfaces 

and governed the overall temperature level regardless of the influence of 

shear heating. Section 4.4.3 described how the rolling speed was reduced to 

the order of 1 m/s without any noticeable effect on the generated shear 

stress-strain rate traction curves; this permitted them to be continued to 

higher strain rates without shear heating effects becoming significant. 

Finally a programmable calculator was incorporated into the technique to 

evaluate the level of shear heating 'instantly', and using the result in a 

feedback manner the disc surface temperatures were adjusted so as to maintain 

the 'contact' temperature constant, up to shear heating levels of 10°C. With 

this method it was possible to produce isothermal curves over a wide range of 

strain rates for any desired conditions of pressure and temperature. 

When plotted on 'traction coefficient versus 10glO strain rate' axes a 

family of these isothermal traction curves, at widely differing conditions, 

exhibited examples of each of the types of rheological behaviour defined in 

Johnson and Tevaarwerk's constitutive equation, also plastic shearing at a 

limiting shear stress was evident. 

8.3 THE EXTRACTION OF RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

For the three test fluids; 5P4E, Santotrac 50 and a mineral oil HVI 650, 

the experimental isothermal traction curves were matched to the appropriate 

- -
rheological relationships, the respective properties of '0' nand, · being used c . 

as disposable paramet~rs to fit the theoretical curves; thereby establishing 
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them as functions of the contact conditions of pressure and temperature, see 

Section 5.2. 

For all three fluids the viscosity results, n, showed a logarithmic 

increase with pressure, and a logarithmic decrease with increasing temperature, 

which is in agreement with the Eyring theory. They also showed reasonable 

continuity from data obtained using alternative, non-EHL, techniques. The 

inaccuracy of extrapolating most fluid's viscosity data to higher pressures 

using the simple exponential (Barus) equation was clearly shown. Conversely 

for HVI 650 the Roelands equation proved to be extremely accurate. Specifically 

for 5P4E viscosity results were shown to approach, and in some cases reach 

a limiting viscosity value with increasing pressure; this was later found to 

coincide with the glass transition state and was therefore the glassy 

. viscosity'. 

The limiting Newtonian shear stress, LO' derived in Section 5.3.1, showed 

an increase with temperature and, excepting the case of Santotrac 50, also 

increased with pressure. For Santotrac 50 a decrease with pressure was 

observed. From the results for HVI 650, those from Conry et al (1979) for 

HVI 650 and LVI 260, and from Hirst and Moore (1980) for a C40 hydrocarbon, 

it appears that mineral oils in general obey the simple mono-molecular 

interpretation of the Eyring theory; whilst the other fluids tested can only be 

reconciled with it providing some form of complementary hypothesis of 

multi-molecular flow is adopted. 

The limiting shear stress property L appeared to be almost directly 
c 

proportional to contact pressure, but very insensitive to temperature, 

4 ' 0 decreasing on average by about 5% over the entire range, 0 - LOO C. 

It was accepted in Chapter 2 that the elastic shear modulus could not 

be satisfactorily measured from the small strain rate linear portion of the 

traction curve because of the influence of tangential creep in the disc surfaces. 
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Results are best obtained from the oscillatory shear technique or the 'shear 

cell'. However, if required an approximate estimate may be obtained from: 

G = 30 L 
C 

8.4 THE CONSTRUCTION OF REGIME CHARTS 

To establish a means of indentifying the regime of rheological behaviour 1 
I I 

from the operating conditions without the need for specific traction tests 

regime charts were constructed for each of the fluids tested. These mapped 

the rheology in terms of contact conditions and commonly available viscometry 

data, the charts are shown in Chapter 6. 

The extent of each of the four regimes of behaviour was determined by 

considering the limiting conditions and using them as boundaries. Specifically; 

by definition purely linear Newtonian viscous response is limited by the 

-condition L Lo; Johnson and Roberts (1974) showed the viscous/elastic 

transition occurred approximately at D =.1; finally, having identified and 

substantially proved the coincidence of the glassy state of the lubricant 

with elastic/perfectly plastic rheology, the glass transition state evaluated 

by Alsaad et al (1978) was used to provide this boundary. 

Results from the isothermal traction curves show exce? tionally good 

agreement with the rheological predictions of the charts. In the specific 

case of SP4E the positions of the various regime boundaries also serves to 

explain the occurence of 'elastic non-linear viscous plastic' rheological 

behaviour, unique to SP4E in these experiments. 

An important point which emerges fromt~eregime charts is that the 

regime of behaviour is very much dependent upon the stress-strain rate 

conditions, whilst the extracted rheological properties are not . This was 

particularly noticeable in comparing disc machine (high strain rate) data 
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with that from Bair and Winer's (low strain rate) shear cell device. 

Using the regime charts from Chapter 6 and the rheological properties 

derived in Chapter 5, theoretical maximum thermal traction values based on 

Johnson and Greenwood's thermal analysis of an Eyring fluid were compared with 

experimental results. Excellent agreement was found until the elastic/ 

perfectly plastic regime was reached (coinciding with the glass transition 

state), thereafter predictions quickly became inaccurate. Under these 

conditions a better estimate of the maximum traction was obtained by performing 

a thermal analysis on the limiting shear stress property. 

8.5 THE INFLUENCE OF ROUGH SURFACES ON ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC TRACTION 

The third aspect of this thesis, Chapter 7, was concerned with trying 

to explain the influence of rough surfaces on elastohydrodynamic traction, 

using the rheological work as a basis. 

It was found in agreement with ~liner and Bair (1982) that the influence 

could be approximately determined from the A ratio, i.e. (h/a), the observed 

behaviour fitting into three broad categories. 

(a) for A > 10 'Full film' EHL traction where \.I < \.Ic 

(b) for 1 < A < 10 'Asperity EHL' traction where \.I = \.Ic 

(c) for A < 1 'Boundary lubrication' traction where \.I > \.Ic 

In view of the complications to the idealised contact conditions created 

by the rough surfaces, considerable care had to be taken to define the 

behaviour in meaningful terms. For isothermal traction curves at full film 

and asperity EHL conditions, it was found that the shape of the \.I v. log 10 (6U!U) 

plot could be used to determine the rheological response of the lubricant. 

Asperity EHL, where the traction is dominated by the shear conditions at the 

asperities, was observed as curves of the elastic/perfectly plastic kind. 
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This was expected from the regime charts in view of the high value of 

asperity pressure compared with the bulk contact pressure. As the level of A 

was decreased below 1 it was observed that the traction coefficient continued 

to rise after the limiting shear stress of the lubricant was reached, and 

secondly that the initial rate of rise of traction became closer to that 

expected from un-lubricated discs. SUrprisingly no wear damage to the surfaces 

occurred, even after prolonged running, suggesting the surfaces were still out 

of direct contact. It was thought therefore that the observed increase in 

traction was caused by plastic shearing of the asperities and/or the shearing 

of an oxide layer on the surface of the discs. When the severity of 

conditions was further increased, i.e. A « 1, direct metal to metal contact, 

evident from wear damage, occurred. 

The profiles of several of the test surfaces were measured and quantified 

in terms of the average peak asperity curvature and the standard deviation of 

their heights. This data was used in an approximate calculation to determine 

the level of asperity pressure. When one of these rough surface traction 

curves was compared with a curve from smooth surface discs at a mean contact 

pressure corresponding to the rough surface's asperity pressure, reasonably 

close agreement was found. 

asperity pressure. 

The same was true of ~ data extrapolated to the 
c 

8.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

As far as extracted fluid properties are concerned the main failing of 

-
this work is that it has not established the elastic shear modulus, G, as a 

function of EHL pressure and temperature conditions in the same way it has for 

the other three rheological properties. The technology (reviewed in Chapter 2) 

is available to do so with the oscillatory shear technique and the 'shear cell' 

by extending their pressure capacity to 2 GPa, but because of the comparative 
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simplicity of the disc machine and the fact i~ has been shown to be capable of 

measuring lO' n and Tc' it would be far more desirable to also use it for G. 

Therefore the elastic regime of behaviour requires further investigation, not 

only to obtain more precise values of G for the fluid, but also to incorporate 

the disc compliance in a better way as it is the combined modulus G* which 

governs the traction behaviour. It is also suggested that the relationship 

between G andT should be closely investigated (as discussed in Chapter 5), 
c 

- -
this may permit the reliable deduction of G from l • 

C 

Excepting the above, the overall picture of 'full film' elastohydro-

dynamic traction is now virtually complete and awaiting development in 

applications. This will require rheological data for fluids in addition to 

those analysed in this thesis, and to obtain this the 'isothermal traction 

curve' technique is recommended. However, it is suggested this would be 

greatly enhanced by the use of a computer to control the disc machine, record 

and process the data. 

Given rheological data for more than one specific example of a group of 

fluids, i.e. minelJal oils, it may prove possible to construct general regime 

charts for these groups. 

The work on rough surfaces has achieved little more than to introduce 

a few approximate techniques. The subject of asperity EHL would benefit from 

a larger range of experiments where surface conditions are more rigorously 

controlled and concisely analysed. From the results obtained it is clear 

that a greater understanding of the mechanisms of lubrication close to total 

film breakdown is necessary. This implies the -need for a better kns:>wledge of 

asperity temperatures and the role of surface oxicle layers under these 

conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 

BASIC FLUID PROPERTIES 



FLUID HVI 650 (formerly Vitrea 79) 

SOURCE Shell Oil Company 

COMPOSITION Mineral oil, predominantly paraffinic 

PROPERTIES 

Viscosity 

Temperature 
Dynamic Pressure 

e viscosity coefficient 

( CC) nO Cl. 

(Pas) (m2 /N) x 108 

30 0.900 3.02 
40 0.450 2.75 
50 0.240 2.48 
60 0.140 2.29 
70 0.085 2.10 
80 0.055 1.95 
90 0.037 1.84 

100 0.027 1. 75 
llO 0.020 1.68 
120 0.015 1.6fl 

Specific gravity at 40°C 0.888 

Specific gravity at 100°C = 0.853 

*Thermal conductivity ° . 
0.125 W/mK at 30 C 

Pour point (waxy) at -6°C 

*from Tevaarwerk (1976) 

All other data measured by C R Evans 12/80, using facilities at Shell 
Thornton Research Centre 
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FLUID SANTOTRAC 50 

SOURCE Monsanto Corporation 

COMPOSITION Synthetic cycloaliphate hydrocarbon traction fluid 

PROPERTIES 

Viscosity 

Temperature 
8 

( °C) 

30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 . 

100 
110 
120 

Specific gravity 

Specific gravity 

Specific heat capacity 

Specific heat capacity 

Thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity 

Pour point 

Additives 

Dynamic Pressure 
viscosity coefficient 

nO Cl. 

(Pas) (m2 /N) x 108 

* 
0.0456 3.30 
0.0284 2.87 
0.0194 2.51 
0.0131 2.28 
0.0096 2.06 
0.0073 1.91 
0.0057 1.77 
0.0046 1.65 
0.0038 1.58 
0.0031 1.50 

at 38°C = 0.889 

at 93°C 0.855 

at 38°C 1.867 J/kgK 

at 93°C = 2.118 J/kgK 

at 38°C = 0.104 W/mK 

at 93°C = 0.102 W/mK 

Anti wear (zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate), 
oxidation inhibitor, anti foam, 
V.I. improver (Polymethacrylate). 

*Supplied by G D Galvin, 17/3/80, Shell Thornton Research Centre, using 
'Amsterdam' H.P. viscometer, pressures up to 0.1 GPa. 

All other data from Monsanto catalogue. 
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FLUID POLY PHENYL ETHER, 5P4E, (SANTOVAC 5) 

SOURCE Monsanto Corporation (MONSANTO OS 124) 

COMPOSITION mixed isometric form of bis(phenoxy phenoxy)-benzene 

PROPERTIES 

Viscosity 

Temperature 
Dynamic Pressure 

e viscosity coefficient 

( °C) nO et 

(Pas) (m2/N) x 108 

30 - 4.01 
40 0.266 3.50 
SO 0.140 3.02 
60 0.079 2.63 
70 0.048 2.30 
80 0.031 1.98 
90 0.021 1.71 

100 0.015 1.49 
HO 0.010 1.30 
120 0.008 1.12 

Specific gravity at 40°C 1.184 

Specific gravity at 100°C = 1.140 

*Thermal conductivity at 37°C 0.133 W/mk 

Pour point at 4.4°C 

*irom Tevaarwerk (1976) 

All other data measured by N Bassi (1979), using facilities at Shell 
Thornton Research Centre. 
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APPENDIX B 

GENERAL NOMENCLATURE 



GENERAL NOMENCLATURE t 

a semi length of Hertzian contact 

C, Cl' C2 constants, as specified 

c, c' specific heat of fluid and discs respectively 

D Deborah number (relaxation time/transit time 

E Young's elastic modulus of disc material 

E' equivalent elastic modulus for combined discs 

F( function of 

G elastic shear modulus of the fluid 

-
G* combined elastic shear modulus of discs and fluid 

G 
00 

elastic shear modulus as determined by oscillatory shear 

h film thickness 

11' 
, 

Planks constant 

K, K' thermal conductivity of fluid and discs respectively 

1( Boltzmann's constant 

Q, Hertzian line contact width 

M, M
f 

measured traction torque and bearing friction torque respectively 

m initial slope of traction curve [(T/N)/(~U/U)J 

N normal contact load 

P, Po mean and peak Hertzian pressure respectively 

R, R' disc radius and effective combined radius 

r average radius of asperity peaks 

T traction force 

t time, transit time 

tcertain specialised terminology is defined locally 
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U 

flU 

x 

X 

et. 

B 
. 
y 

<5 

£ 

r; 

n, 

6 

60 

6 s 

6
f 

A 

A 

11 

Ilc 

\l 

; 

p 

'0 

, 
c 

V 
m 

no 

mean rolling speed 

sliding speed 

co-ordinate in the rolling direction 

(x/a) 

viscosity pressure coefficient for the Barus equation 

viscosity temperature coefficient for the Barus equation 

strain rate 

compliance 

activation energy for flow at atmospheric pressure in the Eyring 
equation 

standard deviation of asperity heights 

dynamic viscosity, dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure 

temperature 

temperature at inlet 

temperature on disc surfaces in contact 

temperature in centre plane of film 

relaxation time (Gin) 

ratio 6ila) 

traction coefficient (TIN = Tip) 

limiting traction coefficient (T Ip) 
c 

Poisson's ratio 

. dimensionless parameter 

density 

Centre Line ~verage roughness, CLA 

shear stress 

limiting Newtonian shear shear 

limiting shear stress 

molecular volume 
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v 
p 

V 
T 

x 

w 

1, 2 

v 

e 

p 

activation volume for pressure 

activation volume for shear 

absolute temperature oK 

dimensionless parameter 
(
2Kii1 ~ 
S ) 

1 

angular velocity 

as in T, maximum value 

as in T, averaged property/condition over- the contact 

as in U
l

, U
2

, refers to properties of individual discs 

as in hA' refers to asperity properties 

as in Yv viscous behaviour 

as in Ye elastic behaviour 

as in X plast~c behaviour 
p 

ABBREVIATIONS 

B.E.L. ~arlow, !rginson and ~amb viscoelastic model 

C.A.S.E. £o-operative ~wards in Science and !ngineering 

C.L.A. Centre Line ~verage 

C.U.E.D. £ambridge ~niversity !ngineering £epartment 

E.H.L. !lasto-~ydrodynamic Lubrication 

H.P. ~igh Pressure 
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using a Hopkinson torsion bar' 
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RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUIDS 
USING A HOPKINSON TORSION BAR 

D.l INTRODUCTION 

The work presented in this appendix is offered in the context of 

supporting evidence of the author's merit for the award of the degree of 

Doctor of Philosophy, and contains no direct connection with the remainder of 

the work described in this thesis, excepting that it is rhemoetry and uses 

the same test lubricants. 

Early in the three year research period the author became involved in 

continuing and extending work on a novel rheometry technique which had been 

developed in the Department by Dr ~ Clyens over a number of years. This 

eventually culminated in the publication of a joint paper, which is attached 

to the back cover of the thesis. The author's contributions to this are 

restricted to the comparable low temperature viscosity measurements using 

capillary and falling ball viscometers, and the development of the apparatus 

to measure the elastic shear modulus. The following pages expand on these 

aspects of the paper. 

For brevity it is assumed the reader is familiar with the content and 

terminology of the attached paper. 

D.2 LOW TEMPERATURE VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS USING CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES 

Comparison viscosity measurements using capillary and falling ball 

viscometers were carried out in a low temperature bath which could be 

controlled within O.loC b~tween atmospheric temperature and -70°C. 

Glass capillary viscometers were used for HVI 650 down to temperatures 

of _6°C where wax particles were observed in the oil, and for 5P4E down to OOC 
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corresponding to 103 Pa.s, the limit of the range of the largest commercially 

available capillary viscometer. 

In order to measure the viscosity of 5P4E at comparable conditions to 

the Hopkinson bar results (down to -10°C), a simple falling ball viscometer 

was constructed following rough guide lines set out in references [lJ and [2J, 

with the additional constraints of: 

(a) A large enough ball to permit measurement of viscosities up to 

105 Pa.s. 

(b) A sufficient length to give a timing zone capable of measuring 

viscosities down to 102 Pa.s. 

(c) Of a size to fit within the thermal bath, and be placed in and 

removed from it via the 0 50 mm port holes on its top. 

(d) Of a capacity less than the limited lubricant sample available. 

The resulting design shown in Fig. D.I is an inevitable compromise and 

therefore by no means an optimum as a viscometer. 

With reference to Fig. D.I; the basic design is a glass vessel inner 

o 23 mm and 180 mm long inclusive of hemispherical ends, one of which contains 

a B14 taper neck. The viscometer is secured to the temperature bath 'hanger' 

so that it is vertical and below the surface level once located in the bath, 

but it is also easily and quickly detachable because it must be inverted to 

prime the ball. The hemispherical end provides a simple yet effective way of 

centralizing the ball in the viscometer, the magnet preventing its descent 

until desired. Initially the neck contained a simple stopper, but it was 

found during preliminary tests that the contraction of the oil with decreasing 

temperature was sufficient· to impose a substantial vacuum in the viscometer 

vessel, causing air bubbles to form in the test liquid which may have been 

detrimental to subsequent measurements. To remove this problem it was replaced 
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by the tube and tap shown, which allowed the viscometer to remain open to the 

atmosphere whilst inverted for priming purposes. Consequently as the test 

sample 'soaked' to the bath temperature its level fell. This was eventually 

replenished by syringe, the tube being designed sufficiently long to protude 

above the port hole for easy filling and also to avoid vapour contamination 

from the temperature bath. After completing this operation the tap was closed, 

the small bung refitted, and the viscometer inverted on the hanger with the 

magnet in position to prevent premature descent of the ball. The viscometer 

was then ready for use. 

As with the other falling slug viscometers the viscosity is deduced 

from the fall velocity, obtained by recording the fall time between measured 

graduations. In this case by optically sighting the ball against lines scribed 

on the glass tube. 

Fall velocities were converted to viscosities using an empirical 

formula from ref. [2J 

n 
2 
9' 

r 2 (p - p)g 
s 

,where r is the ball's radius 

v is the ball's velocity 

d is the tube's inner diameter 

H is the total liquid head in the tube. 

(D.l) 

The results are shown on Fig. D. II for a ~ 7.53 mm ball in comparison 

to the Hopkinson bar measurements. Similar results have been obtained using 

~ 3.95 mm and ~ 6.34 mm balls. Figure D.II is incidentally the Roelands chart 

re ferred 'to, but not included in the attached paper. 
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D.3 MEASUREMENT OF ELASTIC SHEAR MODULUS USING THE HOPKINSON BAR 

In the measurement of the elastic shear modulus the relative initial 

rates of rise of the torque pulses, supplied to and transmitted by the oil 

specimen are of interest. To analyse these it was necessary to considerably 

extend the time axis of the oscillogram traces from that used for viscosity 

measurements, where only the peak torque values were of interest. In order 

to retain both traces for input and output bars on the same oscillogram the 

time delay tL has to be reduced. This was achieved by moving the clamp to 

a position between the gauges as shown in Fig. D.III, with gauge 1 (G
l

) 

measuring the equal and opposite reaction pulse of that shearing the oil 

sample. 

The oscillogram takes the idealised form: 

o 
I 
I 

I 
I .. 

o 
I , 

b 
I 
I 

ii I 
! .. 0-1 t 
I b , .. 

INPUT BAR 

OUTPUT BAR 

o 1 

d 

2 

fig. O. IV. 

where the oil sample is s~bjected to the difference between these torque pulses. 
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r 

An actual trace is shown in Fig. 4(d) of the paper. 

Assuming complete elasticity 

G = 1" 
Y 

Substituting from eqns. (6), (7) and (8) of the paper: 

G 
6Q2bJPC tanS ° 

With respect to Fig. D.rv: 

ideally between t = 0 and t 
a 

t 2 
-Q 
t 2 2a 

a 

and between t 

Substituting these conditions in eqn. (D.3) and integrating 

G = 
36Q2bJPC tanS

O 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.S) 

(D .6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

Results obtained from this expression are those refered to as the 'apparent 

shear modulus' in the paper, and for reasons explained they underestimate the 

true elastic modulus G • 
00 
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D.4 APPLICATION OF THE B.E.L. VISCOELASTIC MODEL 

The true elastic modulus, G
oo

' is estimated by comparing the initial 

stress-strain rate rise with that exhibited by the B.E.L. viscoelastic model, 

or rather a simple approximation to it. The influence of the ratio of the 

rise time in the experiment to the relaxation time of the fluid, i.e. the 

Deborah number, is compared for the Maxwell and B.E.L. models, and the simple 

B.E.L. approximation in Fig. D.V. 

The general relaxation behaviour described by eqn. (9) is shown below. 

I 

cb 
Let 

From eqns. (6) and (7) f ~ Q 

I 
.1 

I 

cb 

--

time 

--

time 

(D.9) 

therefore, w.r.t. Fig. D.IV for 0 < t < t purely considering the input bar 
a 

(D.10) 
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Substi tuti.rg eqns. (10) , (D.8 and 9) 

Yla 
, (t) G 

t !Xl 

a 

which solves to: 

Similarly for t > t 
a 

(t/A I) 

r A I (~:) 
J 
0 

= T + G • Yl a !Xl a r/A

':, 

(t lA I) 
a 

which solves to 

where from eqns. (6) arid (7) 

2Qla . cotS 
o 

Jpc 

in (9) gives: 

(t 
exp -l - tl) ~ (~) 

AI d AI (D.ll) 

(D.12) 

(
t - t I I ~ (t 11 

exp - A I J d"f'J (D.13) 

(D.14) 

(D.15) 

Using the B.E.L. model in this manner, given ~, J, P and c, also the temperature 

and hence dynamic viscosity nO' it is possible to derive the shear stress '(t) 

purely from the input torque pulse Qla and the rise time ta' providing the shear 

modulus G is known. Therefore G may be fitted by comparing eqns. (D.12 and 14) 
!Xl !Xl 

with the shear stress derived from input and output pulses using eqn. (8). A 

typical comparison is shown in Fig. D.VI. 
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Measurement of the viscosity of supercooled liquids 
at high shear rates with a Hopkinson torsion bar 

By S. CLYENS,t c. R. EVANS AND K. L. JOHNSON 

Oamb1'idge Unive1'sity Engineering Labomtory, 
T1'umpington St1'eet, Oamb1'idge OB2 1PZ, u.K. 

(Oommunicated by D. Tab01', RR.S. - Received 20 October 1981) 

The Eyring theory of viscous flow suggests that lubricating oils should 
exhibit shear thinning when the shear stress exceeds about 5 MPa. The 
results of friction experiments in rolling-contact disc machines where very 
high pressures are generated in the lubricant film support this prediction, 
but are open to the criticism that the fluid is subjected to a high p.r;essure 
for such a short time (ca. 10-4 s) that an equilibrium state may not be 
reached. 

In the present investigation the appropriate condition of the lubricant 
is achieved, not by subjecting it to very high pressures but by maintaining 
it in the supercooled state. The lubricant is thus in a condition of equili
brium and the shear experiments are carried out at atmospheric pressure. 
The lubricant specimen is retained in a suitably adapted split Ropkinson 
torsion bar, and at the high rates of shear applied (ca. 104 S-I) the shear 
stress at sufficiently low temperatures can exceed 5 MPa. By this tech
nique the shear pulse is applied for a sufficiently short time (ca. 10-3 s) 
to avoid viscous heating of the sample, which bedevils normal viscometry 
at high shear rates. 

Two fluids were tested: polyphenyl ether 5P4E and a mineral oil Shell 
RVI 650. Nonlinearity in the shear-stress-shear-strain-rate relation was 
found when the stress exceeded about 3 MPa. The elastic shear modulus 
Goo was also measured, yielding ca. 500 MPa for 5P4E and ca. 50 MPa 
for RVI 650. These values compare with ca. 1100 MPa and 300 MPa as 
found by the high-frequency oscillating shear technique at small strains. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At ambient temperature and moderate pressures most lubricants behave as 
Newtonian viscous liquids. Provided the influence of temperature and pressure on 
the value of the viscosity is takeIi into account, the performance of hydrodynamic ally 
lubricated bearings can be satisfactorily accounted for by the classical theory of 
lubrication originated by Osborne Reynolds. In highly loaded concentrated con
tacts, such as between gear teeth, the pressure is likely to be sufficiently high to 
deform the solid metal surfaces elastically. This regime oflubrication behaviour has 
been termed elastohyd1'Odynamic (see Dowson & Rigginson 1978). Concentrated 

t Present address: Jydsk Teknologisk Institut, Aarhus, Denmark. 
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equation (3) reduces to the linear Newtonian law. When 1" ~ 1"0' sinh (1" /1"0) ~ teho 
and equation (2) can be rewritten: 

(4) 

The activation volume in shear, vr ' should have a magnitude comparable with the 
volume of a molecule, 10-27 m3 say; therefore taking T = 300 K gives 1"0 ~ 5 MPa. 
Fitting equation (3) to the results of disc machine experiments by Hirst & Moore 
(1979), Johnson & Tevaarwerk (1977) and Conry et al. (1979) has yielded values of 
1"0 having this order of magnitude. Values of 1"0 obtained by Johnson & Tevaarwerk 
and by Conry et al. for HVI 650, one of the fluids used in this investigation , lay in 
the range from 3 to 7 MPa at a pressure of 726 MPa and temperatures varying 
from 50 to 160°C. 

At a constant sliding speed the second term on the right-hand side of equation 
(4) is constant; the ratio vp/vr is also a constant whose value would not be expected 
to vary much from one fluid to another. In these circumstances equation (4) 
becomes 

(5) 

where c and 1"1 are constants. In most circumstances 1"1 ~ cp. This equation is found 
to fit a large number of lubricated sliding experiments in both the elastohydro
dynamic and boundary regimes (see, for example, Briscoe & Tabor 1978). The 
dimensionless contact c has a value about 0.1 for a wide variety of fluids. From 
Eyring, as shown above, c = vpjvr = a1"o' This relation has also been confirmed by 
experiment. 

It is fair to say that the Eyring equation of fluid rheology has received consider
able support from friction experiments. However, friction experiments have been 
criticized by Trachman & Cheng (1972) and others on the grounds that the fluid is 
pressurized for such a short interval of time that it may not reach an equilibrium 
state . Support for this view is provided by the fact that values of the elastic shear 
modulus G obtained from disc machine experiments are invariably lower by a 
factor of up to ten than the values ofGoo measured by Barlow et al . (1972) and Bair & 
WineI' (1979) on pressurized samples of fluid. It would clearly be desirable to make 
similar independent measurements of the nonlinear properties of fluid at high shear 
stresses . 

Difficulty is encountered in reaching the nonlinear regime by conventional 
methods of viscosity measurement because ofthe viscous heating that accompanies 
the required combination of high viscosity and high shear rate.t In this paper we 
describe a new technique for making such measurements in which the strain rate 
(up to 104 S-I) is applied for such a short time (ca. 10- 3 s) that heating effects are 
negligible. So far it has only been possible to carry out experiments on a sample of 
fluid at atmospheric pressure, the necessa.ry high viscosity being obtained by 

t Bail' & WineI' (1979) have achieved this by carrying out a shear test on a pressurized 
sample at very low shear rates (ca. 10- 3 S-l). 

-
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cooling; nevertheless it has been shown that nonlinearity sets in at a shear stress 
of order 5 MPa as predicted by the Eyring theory. 

2. THE SPLIT HOPKINSON TORSION BAR 

The split Hopkinson torsion bar is an apparatus developed by Lewis & Campbell 
(1972) and others to study the influence of strain rate on the plastic properties of 
solids. It is designed to apply a 'square' pulse of shear strain-rate for a period of 

[8 
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FIGURE 1. General arrangement of the split Hopkinson torsion bar. The fluid specimen is 
placed in a t est cavity between the input and output bars (see figure 2) . 

about a millisecond to a small torsion specimen of the material and to record the 
variation in shear stress developed in the specimen. The strain rate can be high 
enough to strain the specimen to fracture; then a complete stress-strain curve for 
the material may be obtained during a single pulse. 

The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in figure 1. The 25 mm diameter 
titanium bar is 4.2 m long and is mounted vertically, attached to a stanchion in 
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contacts arise on a di~ere~t scale when two nominally conforming, but microscopic
ally rough, surfaces shde 111 the presence of a thin lubricant film. If the film is suffi
ciently thin the load is concentrated at the asperities of the two mating surfaces. 
This is the regime usually referred to as boundary lubrication . The common feature 
of elastohydrodynamic and boundary films is the very high pressure to which the 
lubricant is subjected: typically 109 Pa and, for boundary films, up to the hardness 
of the solid surfaces. 

The viscosity of most lubricants increases approximately exponentially with 
pressure so that, at the high pressures generated in concentrated contacts, the 
viscosity rises above its value at atmospheric pressure by many orders of magnitude. 
Indeed, this increase of viscosity with pressure is an essential quality of a lubricant 
for it to develop a film of adequate thickness. Research in the last decade into the 
mechanism of elastohydrodynamic lubrication strongly suggests that this large 
increase in viscosity leads to two quite different manifestations of non-Newtonian 
behaviour of the lubricant. At small strain rates the fluid becomes viscoelastic; at 
larger strain rates or, more precisely, at large shear stresses, the relation between 
shear stress and strain rate becomes nonlinear, showing an effective viscosity that 
decreases with shear rate. 

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication experiments are usually performed in a 'disc 
machine' in which two rollers are pressed into elastic contact to produce a known 
contact pressur~ The rollers are driven with peripheral speeds U1 and U2 . The 
'rolling speed' U (= t(Ul + U2)) draws lubricant into the contact and develops a 
film of approximately uniform thickness h. The 'sliding speed' /1U(= (U1 -U2 )) 

shears the film at a rate y = !:lU /h. The force Fneeded to shear the film is measured, 
from which the average shear stress T can be found by 

T = F/2ab , 

where 2a is the length and b the breadth of the film. In such an experiment the shear 
is highly transitory: the oil passes through the loaded region in a time 2a/U which 
is typically 10-3-10-4 s. During that time the pressure is varying in an approximately 
Hertzian (semi-elliptical) manner from zero at entry to a maximum Po in the centre 
of the contact and to zero again at exit. 

In view of the short time during which the pressure is applied, it has been sug
gested (Trachman & Cheng 1972) that the liquid might not reach its equilibrium 
state; consequently the values~scoiliy _and other pressure-dependent 
properties are different from what they would be ifthe-pressure had been main
tained constant for some time. It is clearly desirable that rheological properties of 
the fluid deduced from disc machine tests should be substantiated by independent 
experiments on samples of the fluid under steady and controlled conditions of 

pressure and temperature. 
For viscoelastic behaviour at small shear rates , a substantial body of such work 

has been carried out by Barlow, Lamb and Harrison at Glasgow University (Barlow 
et al. 1972, Harrison 1976) and by Hutton et al. (1978) at Shell Thornton Laboratory 
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using the technique of impedance measurements at high frequency. They have 
shown that a wide variety of supercooled liquids, including a number of lubricants, 
have a viscoelastic relaxation function of similar form: 

P(t) = Goo[(1 + 2t/ t\) exp (t/ t\) erfc (t/ t\)t - 2(t/nt\)t]. (1) 

Goo is t~e elasti? mo~ulus at an infinite shear rate, t\ is the relaxation time 17o/Goo , 
and ~o .IS the VISC?SIty at zero shear rate. In oscillating shear at frequency I, the 
transItIOn from VISCOUS to elastic response is a function of the Deborah number 
(1701/Goo ), which ca,n be interpreted as the ratio of the relaxation time of the liquid 
to the period of an oscillation. Viscoelastic effects would be expected when the 
Deborah number approaches or exceeds unity. The corresponding parameter in an 
elastohydrodynamic contact is the ratio of the relaxation time of the lubricant to 
the time of passage through the contact i.e. (170 U /2aGoo ). The shear modulus of 
lubricants is found to have a value ca. 109 Pa which varies only slightly with pressure. 
We have seen that the time of passage 2a/U ~ 10-4 s . Hence the Deborah number 
will ~xce~d unity when the viscosity exceeds about 105 Pa s. This is frequently the 
case 111 hIgh-pressure concentrated contacts. Barlow et al. (1972) and Hutton et al . 
(1978) carried out tests in which the viscosity was varied both by varying the 
temperature and by varying the pressure. Their results showed that the visco
elastic behaviour depended only on the values of viscosity and shear modulus 
through the agency of the Deborah number and not specifically on the temperature 
or pressure. 

In this paper, however, we are not so much concerned with the viscoelastic effects 
as with the nonlinearity in the shear-stress-shear-strain-rate relation at high shear 
stress which is suggested by disc machine experiments (Hirst & Moore 1974, 
Johnson & Tevaarwerk 9177). Theoretical support for this nonlinearity is provided 
by the Eyring theory of the flow of viscous liquids (see Tabor 1969)' In this theory 
molecules, s~gments of molecules or even. clusters of molecules flow by the process 
of stress-assIsted thermal activation. Increasing the pressure P is assumed to 
increase the thermal activation energy from E at atmospheric pressure to E + pv 
where vp is the pressure activation volume. The shear strain rate y is then relat:c:i 
to the shear stress 7 by 

'Y = AkTexp{(E+pvp)/kT}sinh(7vr/kT), (2) 

where ~ is a constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature 
and vr IS the stress activation volume in shear whose value is comparable with the 
volume of the flowing element. Equation (2) can be rewritten: 

(3) 

where the representative stress 70 = kT /vr, the viscosity 17o(P, T) = 170(0, T) exp (exp) , 
and the pressure coefficient of viscosity ex = v1jkT = Vp/(V r , 70), The representative 
stress 70 (referred to by Hirst as the' Eyring stress ' ) is a measure of the shear stress 
at which appreciable nonlinearity sets in. When 7 ~ 70,sinh(7/70) ~ 7/70 so that 
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equation (3) reduces to the linear Newtonian law. When"T ~ "To, sinh ("T/"To) ~ !e'Tho 
and equation (2) can be rewritten: 

(4) 

The activation volume in shear, VT , should have a magnitude comparable with the 
volume of a molecule, 10-27 m3 say; therefore taking T = 300 K gives "To ~ 5 MPa. 
Fitting equation (3) to the results of disc machine experiments by Hirst & Moore 
(1979), Johnson & Tevaarwerk (1977) and Conry et al. (1979) has yielded values of 
"To having this order of magnitude. Values of "To obtained by Johnson & Tevaarwerk 
and by Conry et al. for HVI 650, one of the fluids used in this investigation, lay in 
the range from 3 to 7 MPa at a pressure of 726 MPa and temperatures varying 
from 50 to 160°C. 

At a constant sliding speed the second term on the right-hand side of equation 
(4) is constant; the ratio vp/vT is also a constant whose value would not be expected 
to vary much from one fluid to another. In these circumstances equation (4) 
becomes 

(5) 

where c and"Tl are constants. In most circumstances"Tl ~ cp. This equation is found 
to fit a large number of lubricated sliding experiments in both the elastohydro
dynamic and boundary regimes (see, for example, Briscoe & Tabor 1978). The 
dimensionless contact c has a value about 0.1 for a wide variety of fluids. From 
Eyring, as shown above, c = vp/vT = Ct"To. This relation has also been confirmed by 
experiment. 

It is fair to say that the Eyring equation of fluid rheology has received consider
able support from friction experiments. However, friction experiments have been 
criticized by Trachman & Cheng (1972) and others on the grounds that the fluid is 
pressurized for such a short interval of time that it may not reach an equilibrium 
state. Support for this view is provided by the fact that values of the elastic shear 
modulus G obtained from disc machine experiments are invariably lower by a 
factor of up to ten than the values of G 00 measured by Barlow et al. (1972) and Bail' & 
WineI' (1979) on pressurized samples of fluid . It would clearly be desirable to make 
similar independent measurements ofthe nonlinear properties of fluid at high shear 
stresses. 

Difficulty is encountered in reaching the nonlinear regime by conventional 
methods of viscosity measurement because of the viscous heating that accompanies 
the required combination of high viscosity and high shear rate. t In this paper we 
describe a new technique for making such measurements in which the strain rate 
(up to 104 S-I) is applied for such a short time (ca. 10- 3 s) that heating effects are 
negligible. So far it has only been possible to carry out experiments on a sample of 
fluid at atmospheric pressure, the necessary high viscosity being obtained by 

t Bair & Winer (1979) have achieved this by carrying out a shear test on a pressurized 
sample at very low shear rates (ca. 10-3 S- 1). 

-
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cooling; nevertheless it has been shown that non linearity sets in at a shear stress 
of order 5 MPa as predicted by the Eyring theory. 

2. THE SPLIT HOPKINSON TORSION BAR 

The split Hopkinson torsion bar is an apparatus developed by Lewis & Campbell 
(1972) and others to study the influence of strain rate on the plastic properties of 
solids. It is designed to apply a 'square' pulse of shear strain-rate for a period of 
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FIGURE 1. General arrangement of the split Hopkinson torsion bar. The fluid specimen is 
placed in a test cavity between the input and output bars (see figure 2). 

about a millisecond to a small torsion specimen of the material and to record the 
variation in shear stress developed in the specimen. The strain rate can be high 
enough to strain the specimen to fracture; then a complete stress-strain curve for 
the material may be obtained during a single pulse. 

The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in figure 1. The 25 mm diameter 
titanium bar is 4.2 m long and is mounted vertically, attached to a stanchion in 
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the laboratory in such a way that it is free to twist. The bar is split at 1.65 m from 
its lower end, and the test specimen is sandwiched between the ends of the two 
parts. When the torsion bar is used to study the properties of solids the specimens 
usually take the form of short, thin-walled tubes which, when twisted, carry an 
approximately uniform shear strain. To adapt the apparatus for viscous liquids, 
end-caps for the upper bar were made in the form of blunt cones (with various cone 
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FIGURE 2. Test cavities for fluid specimens inserted between the input and output bars; e, 
thermocouples. (a) Cone and plate arrangement; (b) annular end cap; (c) reduced-dia
meter end cone for elastic modulus measurement. 

angles); the end of the lower Lar was plane, so that the apparatus takes the form 
of a 'cone and plate' viscometer (see figure 2a). When fluid is placed in the gap, 
and the cone twisted with an angular velocity Ae relative to the plate, the whole 
sample of fluid is subjected to uniform shear rate 

y=AecotfJ, (6) 

where fJ is the angle of the cap . At a later stage in the investigation a different form 
of end cap was used (figure 2b) with an annular fluid specimen of mean radius ?'m 

and thickness h. The strain rate is then only approximately uniform with the value 
y = Ae1·m /h. 

The bar is firmly clamped against rotation at a point 1.2 m from the upper end. 
The section of the bar above the clamp is put in torsion by a torque applied through 
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the torque bar by pulleys and dead weights. Torsional strain gauges are glued to 
the surface of the bar in the positions G1 and G2 as shown. To carry out a test, a 
specimen is placed between the two bars and an appropriate torque applied to the 
torque bar. The clamp is then suddenly released and a torsional wave propagates 
down the bar at the shear wave speed (3100 m/s for titanium). By simple one
dimensional wave theory the torsional impedance of the bar is J pc, where c is the 
shear wave speed, p the density of the bar material and J (= nD4/32) is the polar 
moment of area of the bar. If Q is the torque transmitted by the wave, the angular 
velocity of rotation of the bar e is given by 

e = Q/Jpc = (2c/D)rp, 

where rp is the surface strain in the bar measured by the strain gauges. For a torque 
Q1 to be propagated by the incident wave a torque 2Q1 must be locked initially in 
the upper end of the bar. When the incident wave reaches the specimen a torque 
Q2 is transmitted into the lower bar and - (Ql - Q2) is reflected. The angular velocity 
of the upper face of the specimen is thus: 

e1 = {Ql + (Ql - Q2)}/J pc, 

and that of the lower face is 
e2 = Q2/J pC. 

If the specimen is short enough for the time of passage of a stress wave through it 
to be negligible, the twist of the specimen is given by 

(7) 

The incident strain rpl and the transmitted strain rp2 are measured by the strain 
gauges G1 and G2 respectively. The stress transmitted by the specimen is given by 

(8) 

where Gb is the shear modulus of the bar material. Campbell & Tsao (1972) have 
considered wave motion in cylindrical bars and conclude that equations (7) and 
(8), based on one-dimensional wave theory, are satisfactory provided that the 
distance of the specimen from the clamp is much larger than the diameter of the 
bar, and, further, that the times under consideration are longer than the time for 
a wave to travel a distance equal to the diameter of the bar. 

To obtain a nearly square pulse, i.e. a uniform strain rate, the transmitted 
torque Q2 should be small compared with the incident torque Ql' To obtain high 
strain rates in the specimen without overstressing the bar requires a material for 
the bar with a high strength and a low torsional impedance. Titanium was chosen 
for this reason. When the clamp is released a wave also propagates up to the top 
end of the bar and is then reflected downwards. The length of the pulse is deter
mined by the time taken for this wave to travel from the clamp to the top of the 
bar and back (in our case 0.74 ms). In order that the wave reflected from the speci
men should not interfere with the incident strain gauge signals, the gauges G1 
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should lie at a distance from the specimen at least equal to the distance ofthe clamp 
from the top of the bar. Similarly the gauges G2 must be sufficiently remote from 
the lower end of the bar to avoid interference from the reflected wave. 

The quality of the 'square' strain -rate pulse is critically determined by the 
clamp and its method of release. Numerous designs have been tried and our pre
ferred design is shown in figure 3. Two hinged clamping shoes grip the bar with a 

hinge pins 

notched 

bolt 

torsion 
bar 

frame 

FIGURE 3. Detail of clamp holding torsion bar. The clamp is released either by tightening 
the bolt until it snaps at the notch, or by sawing through the bolt at the notch. 

good fit. The clamp is tightened with a high-tensile steel bolt which has been given 
a sharp notch. The depth of the notch was chosen so that the bolt was strong enough 
to clamp the bar while the torque 2Ql was applied. Further tightening of the bolt 
caused it to snap, allowing the shoes to spring apart by elastic rebound and to give 
a quick and clean release to the stress in the bar. However, small spurious tensile 
stress 'waves sometimes occurred and it was subsequently found that these could 
be eliminated by sawing the bolt until it snapped instead of tightening it with a 
spanner. A consistent rise-time of the incident pulse of about 40 Ils was obtained 
by this method (see figure 4). 

To reproduce the conditions during the lubrication of concentrated contacts the 
samples of fluid should be tested lmder high hydrostatic pressure. It would appear 
to be very difficult to contain the specimen in a pressure-tight chamber while not 
interferillg with the free torsional movement of the bar. An alternative method of 
pressurizing the fluid has been explored, based on a technique developed by Lewis 
(1973) for the dynamic biaxial testing of solid materials. The upper end of the bar 
is subjected to a compressive load as well as a torque. When the clamp is released a 
compression travels down the bar which, in view of its greater velocity subjects 
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the specimen to compression before the shear is applied. Preliminary experiments 
with our present apparatus showed that the idea works in principle but difficulty is 
encountered in releasing the combined compression and torsion in such a way that 
a clean, 'square' compression pulse was obtained without' overshoot'. It became 
clear that various features of the present design would have to be changed to 
operate the bar satisfactorily in combined pressure and shear. The tests reported 
in this paper, therefore, have been carried out at atmospheric pressure, and the 
viscosity of the test specimens has been raised by lowering the temperature rather 
than by raising the pressure. Further details of the technique are reported by Clyens 
& Johnson (1978, 1981) . 

3. THE FLUID SAMPLES 

Two fluids have been tested: polyphenyl ether, 5P4E, and Shell HVI650 
(Vitrea 79). The first is a synthetic lubricant developed for use at high temperature, 
and the second is a high-viscosity-index naphthenic mineral oil. They have both 
been used by us and others in disc machine experiments. Further details are given 
in Appendix A. 

The ends of the bars, and hence the thin specimen of fluid nipped between them, 
were cooled by two copper coils supplied by liquid nitrogen from a Dewar flask. 
The coils were finely perforated so that nitrogen (liquid or gas) escaped under 
pressure and sprayed the ends , of the bars. The fluid sample was protected from 
direct contact with the nitrogen spray (see figure 2) by a rubber sheath. Pressure 
in the flask was generated by a small electric heater immersed in the flask, with a 
thermostatic controller governed by thermocouples mounted in the end caps. It 
was found that the reproducibility of the results depended in large measure on the 
refinement of the temperature control. This is because, at the highest viscosity 
measured, the value of the viscosity of polyphenyl ether varies by a factor of two 
for one-degree temperature change. The specimen was allowed some time to reach 
an equilibrium temperature when the six thermocouples differed by less than 0.5 QC. 
Early tests used thermocouples embedded in the end-cap material close to the 
specimen interface, but it was found that when thermal equilibrium was reached 
the same temperatures could be measured by thermocouples attached to the outer 
edge (figure 2). For the annular cap, one thermocouple was positioned on the inner 
wall (figure 2b). The precision of the whole technique would benefit from improved 
temperature control of the test specimen. 

4. TEST RESULTS 

The signals from the two sets of strain gauges were amplified and displayed on 
the two beams of a good quality storage oscilloscope having a high frequency 
response. The strain gauges were calibrated statically to measure the torque in 
the bars. The oscilloscope was triggered by the release ofthe clamp, and the oscillo
scope record was photographed with a polaroid camera. Typical records are shown 
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in figure 4a, b. The time base was set at 200 J.ls/cm, showing that the pulse duration 
was ca. 750 J.ls as expected. The upper trace is of the input pulse (measuring Ql' 
positive downwal'ds); the lower trace is of the output trace (measuring Q2' positive 
upwards) . The apparent time delay between the pulses is due to the time of passage 
of the wave between the two sets of strain gauges. The events at the specimen are, 
of course, simultaneous. A reasonably 'square' input pulse has been obtained 

FIGURE 4. Oscilloscope traces for typical tests. The upper trace shows the input pulse 
(positive downwards); the lower trace shows the output pulse (positive upwards). 
(a) 5P4E at low strain rate (191 S-I): output pulse is constant indicating uniform stress; 
(b) 5P4E at moderate strain rate (524 S-I) : output pulse falls slightly, attributed to viscous 
heating; (c) 5P4E at moderate strain rate (456 S-I) showing fracture: output pulse (stress) 
falls to zero during the pulse; (d) 5P4E with reduced-diameter end-cap for modulus 
measurement (1' = 680 S-I). 

having a rise time of ca. 40 J.ls. There is a small overshoot ( < 5 %) and slight oscilla
tion at the end of the pulse but these perturbations were generally negligible. 
Signals following the end of the pulse are due to reflected waves and are of no 
consequence. The output trace, which measures the stress in the specimen, shows 
an immediate response to the applied strain rate. At low input strain rates the 
Ol,ltput is also constant throughout the pulse (figure 4a). At higher strain rates the 
output signal decreases to some extent through the pulse (figure 4b). This is assumed 
to be due to shear heating of specimen. Its effect is most marked at low temperatures 
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where the (high) viscosi ty of the test fluid is most sensi ti ve to changes in temperature. 
The temperature rise due to shear heating under different conditions has been 
estimated on the baf?is of uniform adiabatic heating, and values are quoted in 
ta ble 1. They are not large and the value of the stress given by the initial response 
of the output gauges should not be significantly affected by viscous heating. Thus, 
where the output pulse was not uniform, the value at the start ofthe pulse was used 
to calculate the stress. 

TABLE 1. ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE RISE DUE TO VISCOUS HEATING 
OF RVI 650 WITH ANNULAR END-CAPS 

test 
temperature 

°c 
-23 
-25 
-27 
-30 

temperature rise re 
r---------~A~--------_, 

at end of 
linear region 

0.03 
0.05 
0.14 
0.06 

at end of 
nonlinear region 

(y :::! 104 S-I) 

1.0 
1.2 
1.0 
1.4 

Fluid was placed in the test cavity and cooled to the required temperature. Tests 
were then carried out at increasing strain rates by applying increasing torques to 
the torque arm before releasing the clamp. Each test resulted in a photographic 
record, such as those shown in figure 4, from which the strain rate and shear stress 
in the sample were calculated by using equations (6) and (7). Stress-strain-rate 
graphs at various temperatures for polyphenyl ether and the mileral oil are pre
sented in figures 5 and 6. Similar results with an annular specimen (see below) are 
given in figure 7. There is appreciable scatter in the measurements which is attri
buted mainly to insufficiently precise temperature control. 

At lower shear stresses the relation between stress and strain rate is linear so that 
the Newtonian (zero shear-rate) viscosity 170 can be found from the gradient of the 
line. The values of viscosity so found are quoted in table 2 and plotted against 
reciprocal absolute temperature in figure 8. 

To check the validity of the torsion bar for measurements of dynamic shear in 
fluids, the low-strain-rate viscosity ',\-as also measured by more conventional 
methods. First a capillary viscometer provided by Shell Thornton Research Centre 
was used. It was found that the mineral oil RVI 650 began to waxify below - 6 °C 
owing to the precipitation of a small percentage of paraffinic hydrocarbons. In 
consequence, viscosity measurements with the capillary viscometer had to be 
abandoned at _6 °C: the 'waxy pour point'. It seems probable that some wax 
was present with this fluid in the torsion bar experiments at low temperature, but 
there seems no way of assessing its effect. This difficulty prevented a direct com
parison between the capillary viscometer and the torsion bar for RVI 650. The 
polyphenyl ether, on the other hand, showed no phase change down to the lowest 
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FIGURE 5. Experiments on polyphenyl ether 5P4E with a conical end cap (P = 5°). 
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FIGURE 6. E xp eriments on mineral oil RVI 650 with a conical end cap (P = 1.0°). 
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temperature. The use of the capillary viscometer became impracticable below 0 QC 
(170 > 600 Pa s), so that a simple 'falling ball' viscometer was constructed with a 
7.53 mm diameter ball. With this apparatus viscosities up to 3.5 X 104 Pa s (at 
- 7.8 QC) were measured. The values are plotted in figure 8 for comparison with 
the results from the torsion bar. There is good agreement between the different 

12r---._--,----.---.---,----.---,---~--_.--_.--_,,_--._----, 

12 
10- 3 X sh ear strain rate/s- 1 

FIGURE 7. Experiments on mineral oil RVI 650 with an annular end cap 
(h varies between 0.127 and 0.635 mm; rm = 11 mm). 

TABLE 2. MEASURED VALUES OF VISCOSITY 170 AND EYRING STRESS 'To 

(a) RVI650 (b) 5P4E 

cone and plate annulus cone and plate 
A A- A 

temp. 170 To t emp. 170 To t emp. 1/0 
°C Pas MPa °C Pas MPa °C Pas 

-30 ~ 8 X 103 ~ 3.5 -30 4.8 x 103 3.7 -5 3.0 x 10' 
-25 2.5 x 103 2.4 -27 3.6 x 103 3.1 -3 1.0 x 10' 
-25 1.9 x 103 1.8 - 25 2.25 x 103 2.8 0 2.25 x 103 

-20 8.0 x 103 1.95 -23 1.8 x 103 2.0 3 7.7 X 102 

-15 3.6 x 102 ~ 1.0 10 7.5 x 10 
-10 1.26 x 102 < 1.0 

To 

MPa 

~ 8 
~ 6 
~ 4 

methods of measurement in the general trend of the results. However, the values 
of viscosity found by the torsion bar are consistently higher by an amount corres
ponding to a temperature difference of about 3 QC. This is not a large discrepancy, 
but it is thought to be outside the limits of experimental error. The discrepancy 
has not so far been accounted for. 

Returning to figures 5-7, at higher shear stresses, in excess of ca. 5 MPa, there 
is a clear evidence of non linearity, particularly with the mineral oil HVI 650. 
However, attempts to obtain high strain-rates in samples at low temperature 
frequently resulted in complete fracture of the specimen. This was accompanied 
by an audible crack. The stress in the specimen fell to zero during the pulse as 
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105'r-----~----_.----_.------~----~------

3.4 3.8 4.2 
reciprocal absolute temperature, 103KIT 

FIGURE 8. An 'Arrheniu splot' of viscosity as a function of reciprocal absolute temperature. 

fluids 

viscometer type 

Hopkinson bar (cone + plate) 
Hopkinson bar (annulus) 
falling ball 
capillary 
manufacturer's data 

(~ ____________ ~A~ ____________ ~ 

5P4E (Santovac 5) HVI 650 (Vitrea 79) 

\l 
o 
c:. (Monsanto) 

• x 

+ 
4 (Shell) 

shown in figure 4c and, if unsupported, the lower bar fell away. In all cases the 
fracture took place in the body of the lubricant specimen and material was left 
adhering to the end of each bar. Incidentally this observation provided comforting 
evidence that' slip' Was not likely to be occurring at the interface between the 
specimen and bar end during a normal (unfractured) test. 

Appreciable time and trouble was taken trying to avoid the phenomenon of 
premature fracture to permit a more extensive coverage of the nonlinear regime. 
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,With the cone and plate arrangement, if the point of the cone touches the plate, 
the separation between the faces ofthe specimen is fixed. A specimen of vis co elastic 
material subjected to large shear strains may then develop some tensile stress 
which might lead to fracture . Measurements of longitudinal strain in the bars 
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FIGURE 9. Non·dimensional plot of results given in figure 7, obtained by using the values of 
110 and To given in table 2, compared with the Eyring equation: 110"1 IT 0 = sinh (TIT 0)' 

showed that a small component of longitudinal stress could also accompany release 
of the clamp. Accordingly a different design of specimen cavity, shown in figure 2b, 
was tried. Here the specimen is an annulus of uniform thickness. With this change 
larger strain rates could be applied before fracture, and the results of such experi
ments on HVI 650 are presented in figure 7. The values of viscosity measured from 
the linear part of these graphs are also given in table 2 and plotted in figure 8. 
There are some differences in viscosity between the experiments with the two 
different forms of specimen which are rather random and, again, most likely arise 
from true temperature differences. 

The main purpose of these experiments is to examine the nonlinear behaviour. 
It is readily apparent that nonlinearity sets in for both fluids and at all temperatures 
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at a stress in the range 2-7 MPa which, as we have seen earlier, is the order of 
magnitude predicted by the Eyring theory and also found from disc machine 
experiments. To extract values of the representative stress ro, the' sinh' relation 
of equation (3) has been fitted to each of the curves in figures 5-7 by using the 
values of viscosity rJo deduced from the linear part of the curves and quoted in 
table 2. The values of r 0 so found are also quoted in table 2. To show the fit of the 
stress-strain rate results with the' sinh' relation, the values of viscosity rJo and 
the representative stress rofrom table 2 have been used to plot the results ofHVI 650 
with annular end caps (figure 7) in non-dimensional form in figure 9, where they 
are compared with equation (2). 

5. MEASUREMENTS OF ELASTIC MODULUS Goo 

We discussed in the Introduction how viscoelastic effects have been shown to 
arise with viscous fluids under conditions of transient strain. In the experiments 
described in the previous section the highest viscosity measured (5P4E at - 5°C) 
was 3.0 x 104 Pa s. Taking the elastic shear modulus to be of order 109 Pa gives a 
relaxation time of 30 j.lS. The rise time of our strain rate pulse was ca. 40 j.ls so that 
a delay in the rise in stress due to viscoelasticity would not be visible in those 
experiments. 

In an attempt to measure the elastic modulus it was decided to carry out experi
ments at lower temperatures and at reduced sttain rates. The lower temperature 
would result in a higher viscosity and longer relaxation times; it was hoped tnat 
the lower strain would avoid fracture, yet to be acceptable siilce measurements of 
modulus are confined to the linear regime. To maintain sensitivity of measurements 
in spite of reduced strain rates, the fluid sample was contained between' cone and 
plate' end-caps of reduced diameter as shown in figure 2c. The clamp was repo
sitioned between the two strain gauges to reduce the time delay between the input 
and output traces to 90 j.lS. This permitted an extension of the time base by a ~ 

factor of ten so that the variations of stress and strain with time at the beginning 
of the pulse could be measured from the same oscillogram (figure 4 d). Unfortunately 
the low strain rate, which had to be used to avoid fracture, resulted in more noisy 
signals. A typical oscillogram is shown in figure 4d. 

With this arrangement experiments could be performed without premature 
fracture up to viscosities of ca. 105 Pa s. The relaxation times of the fluid then 
approached 300 j.lS compared with the rise time of ca. 40 j.ls. If it is assumed that 
the fluid is in its fully elastic state, a value of the apparent elastic shear modulus 
G can be obtained by relating the output trace (stress) to the integral of the input 
trace (strain). Such values are quoted in table 3. It was evident that the ratio of 
the relaxation time of the fluid to the rise time in most of these experiments was 
not sufficiently large to ensure fully elastic behaviour, and hence the experiments 
must have been operating in the viscoelastic regime. The apparent elastic modulus 
will then underestimate the true modulus Goo • We have made a correction for 
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viscoelastic relaxation in the measurement of Goo by the procedure outlined below. 
For a linear viscoelastic material the variation of shear stress resulting from a 

given imposed strain rate y(t) is given by 

r(t) = J>"I(t-t' )y(t' )dtl
, (9) 

TABLE 3. ELASTIC MODULI G AND Goo 

(a) 5P4E (b) HVI650 
..A. 

Hopkinson bar Hopkinson bar 
(4° cone and plate) oscillatoryt ( 1 ° cone and plate) 

t emperature A shear t emperature ~~ 
e G Goo Goo e G Goo 

°C MPa MPa MPa °C MPa MPa 

-6 114 400 1087 -25 32 70 
-7 125 500 1093 -28 40 90 
-8 128 470 1099 -31 42 64 
-8.5 195 570 1102 -33 32 50 
-9.5 201 600 H08 

t From Harrison 1976. 

where lJf(t) is the relaxation function of the fluid and y(t) is the imposed variation 
in strain rate. It has been assumed that the fluid follows the B.E.L. (Barlow, 
Erginson and Lamb) relaxation function given by equation (1). To simplify the 
calculation, however, we have taken 

lJf(t) = Gooexp{-(5t/A)~}, (10) 

which is a very good approximation to the B .E.L. relaxation function for times 
not in excess of the relaxation time A. The viscosity of the fluid at the temperature 
of each test has been taken from the aforementioned' Roelands chart', with extra
polation where necessary. In this way the stress response r(t) to the imposed strain 
rate y(t) can be calculated from equation (9), with trial values of the elastic modulus 
Goo • Then, by comparing the calculated response with the stress measured from the 
output trace, a value of Goo to give a best fit can be selected. The values of Goo 

found in this way for both 5P4E and HVI 650 at different temperatures are quoted 
in table 3. They are appreciably higher than the apparent values found without the 
correction for relaxation. 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The measurements of viscosity of polyphenyl ether shown in figure 8 suggest 
that the split Hopkinson torsion bar provides a reasonably reliable method for 
investigating the shear properties of supercooled liquids . The viscosity measured 
by the Hopldnson bar is consistently higher than that measured by capillary or 
falling ball viscometers, but the discrepancy corresponds to a temperature difference 
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of only 3 °C. The viscosity of the mineral oil HVI 650 falls on a straight line on a 
Roelands plot, as expected, but the viscosity of the polyphenyl ether shows an 
increased sensi tivi ty to tempera tu re at high viscosities (low tem pera tures). Measure
ments of the variation of viscosity of 5P4E with pressure (Bail' & WineI' 1979) 
also show an increasing sensitivity to pressure above about 10 Pa s. The glass 
transition temperatures at atmospheric pressure quoted by Alsaad et al. (1978) for 
5P4E and for a mineral oil similar to HVI 640 are - 25°C and - 80 °C respectively, 
so that all the viscosity measurements on both fhUds were made above the glass 
transition. 

In the non linear regime the non -dimensional plot of shear stress against strain 
rate shown in figure 9 approximates to the Eyring 'sinh law' within experimental 
error. The values of the 'Eyring stress' 70 deduced from fitting the sinh law (equation 
(3)) to the measurements are quoted in table 2; for HVI 650 they lie in the range 
1.0-3.7 MPa and tend to increase with decreasing temperature. Rolling-contact
disc-machine experiment& on HVI650 at higher temperatures (50-150°C) and 
high pressure (726 MPa), yet in roughly the same viscosity range (102-105 Pa s), 
yielded values of 70 in the range 3.5-6.5 MPa. Since the Eyring theory in its simple 
form predicts that 70 should have a value of ca. 5 MPa proportional to absolute 
temperature and independent of pressure, the average value of 70 found from our 
experiments with the Hopkinson bar is consistent with the disc machine experi
ments. Our detailed finding that 70 increased with decreasing temperature in the 
small range of our experiments ( - 10 to - 30 °C) does, of course, conflict with the 
Eyring prediction, but this may be caused by the variation of a with both pressure 
and temperature. 

The only comparable investigation of the viscosity of lubricants in the high
stress regime is that by Bail' & WineI' (1979). They use a pressure cell in which they 
shear a sample at very low strain rates (10-3- 102 S-I). Results for 5P4E are quoted 
for temperatures of 40 and 60 °C and pressures in the range 230-550 MPa, which 
spans the glass transition. The viscosity at small strain rates in these experiments 
varied from 106 to 1010 Pa s. These viscosities are much higher than those in our 
experiments with the Hopkinson bar, but WineI' found that nonlinearity set in at a 
shear stress of ca. 10 MPa. This is not very different from the indication of non
linearity in our results (figure 5) at ca. 8 MPa. 

We may conclude, therefore, that the nonlinearity in the variation of traction 
(i .e. friction) with sliding speed observed in a lubricated rolling and sliding experi
ment arises from a fundamental non linearity in the shear-stress-strain-rate relation 
of the lubricant when the shear stress exceeds a critical value 70 of order 5 MPa. 

Finally we have measured the effective elastic shear modulus of both fluids over 
a range of temperatures and have assumed that they relax according to the B.E.L. 
equation to estimate values of their modulus Goo- The values of Goo for 5P4E lie in 
the range 400-600 MPa at temperatures - 6 to - 10 °C. Comparable values by the 
high-frequency oscillating shear techniques are about 1100 MPa (Harrison 1976) 
and about 90 MPa extrapolated from disc machine measurements (Hirst & Moore 
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1974). Using pressurized samples (275 MPa at 38-22 °C) Bail' and WineI' obtained 
values of Goo in the range 600-1200 MPa. Our values for HVI 650 are in the range 
50-90 MPa at temperatures - 25-33 °C compared with an average of 300 MPa 
for HVI oils obtained by oscillating shear (Hutton 1968). 

It should be borne in mind that the strain amplitude in the oscillating shear 
technique is very small compared with the unidirectional !:!hear strains in our 
experiments, although it is not clear why the shear modulus should be affected by 
the strain amplitude in the linear elastic regime. 

The main aim of our work has been to investigate under equilibrium conditions 
the non-Newtonian properties of lubricants ((a) viscoelasticity and (b) shear 
thinning) which had been revealed previously under the highly transitory condi
tions of elastohydrodynamic lubrication. A novel technique has been developed 
which enables supercooled samples of fluid to be sheared at a high rate without 
encountering the usual difficulties of shear heating. The only comparable experi
ments at the present time are those of Winer, which are complementary to our own 
since they are conducted at high pressure and room temperature . Unfortunately, 
the expected occurrence of premature fracture of the specimen limited the range of 
temperature and strain rate which we have been able to explore. Nevertheless, the 
results shown in figure 6 and 7, for RVI 650 with both' cone on plate ' and annular
shaped specimens, clearly demonstrate the nonlinear relation between shear stress 
and shear strain when the stress exceeds a value of ca. 3 MPa. Further, viscoelastic 
effects have been shown to arise when the viscosity is sufficiently high and values 
of the elastic shear modulus have been found which are within a factor of two of 
those obtained in oscillatory shear. 

We gratefully acknowledge assistance from Mr G. D. Galvin for making the 
capillary viscometers and other facilities of the Thornton Research Centre available 
for the low-~emperature viscosity measurements. 
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ApPENDIX A. TEST FLUIDS 

(a) Polyphenyl ethe1' 5P4E 

Source: Monsanto Corporation OS124 Santovac 5. 
Relative density = 1.198. 
Molecular mass = 446. 
Pressure viscosity index et = 1.39 X 10-8 m2jN at 100°C, 

(b) HVI650 

Source: Shell Oil Company Vitrea 79. 
Relative density = 0.886. 
Average relative molecular mass ~ 800. 
Pressure viscosity index et = 1.78 X 10- 8 m2jN at 100 °C. 
Viscosity of both fluids as function of temperature is shown in figure 8. 
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